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1

Introduction

This paper reviews the history and evolution of the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management (FRBM) process in India. Active thinking on institutionalizing ﬁscal
responsibility legislation commenced in the year 2000 when the then Indian Finance
Secretary, Dr. EAS Sarma, chaired a ten-member committee to study various aspects
of the Centre’s ﬁscal architecture. They prepared a draft ﬁscal responsibility legislation
which was subsequently amended by the parliamentary standing committee on ﬁnance.
The FRBM Act was then passed by parliament in 2003 and FRBM rules were enacted
soon after that.
In this chapter, we take account of observations by successive Finance Commissions
on how the FRBM Act and budget management procedures could be better implemented.
We evaluate the performance of the FRBM Act both in terms of numerical targets and
compliance with procedural rules. Finally, we look at broader issues and challenges
going forward that should provide an intellectual backdrop to thinking about FRBM
design and implementation. We discuss issues pertinent to the size of the government,
the rationale behind the level of ﬁscal targets, the utility and importance of “the golden
rule”, the level of the ﬁscal deﬁcit ceiling, and the scope and deﬁnition of escape clauses.
It is worth noting that the issue of ﬁscal responsibility was on the radar of the
architects of the Indian constitution. Thus, Article 292 states “the executive powers
of the Union extends to borrowing upon the security of the Consolidated Fund of India
within such limits, if any, as may from time to time be ﬁxed by Parliament by law and
to the giving of guarantees with such limits, if any, as may be so ﬁxed”. Speaking in the
Constituent Assembly, Dr. BR Ambedkar said, “from all points of view, this Article
is suﬃcient to cover all contingencies and I have no doubt about it that we hope that
Parliament will take this matter seriously and keep on enacting laws so as to limit the
borrowing authority of the Union. I go further and say that I not only hope but expect
that Parliament will discharge its duties under this Article”.
Since independence, successive Estimate and Public Accounts Committees of Parliament repeatedly urged the government to ﬁx the borrowing limits of the central government. The RBI, especially in the early 1990s, also repeatedly urged the government
in its annual reports, to place restrictions on central government deﬁcits and consider
a ceiling on public debt. The Ministry of Finance, however, tended to the view that
the enactment of law under Article 292 was permissive, not mandatory, and asserted
the operational diﬃculty of ﬁxing ﬁscal deﬁcit targets given lags in the availability of
GDP numbers. This viewpoint changed only in the year 2000 when the urgent need
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to maintain stability and predictability in central government public ﬁnances became a
part of government policy.
Before proceeding to a detailed examination of the evolution of the FRBM Act, we
highlight some long-term trends in general government public ﬁnances. From Figure 1,
it is clear that general government debt slowly increased from 1980-81 through till 199091. Structural reforms brought buoyancy and automatic discipline in the ﬁrst half of
the 1990s, moderating the debt to GDP ratio of the general government. However, from
1996-97, the steep increase in the public debt of both the centre and the states clearly
called for institutional correction. As can be seen from Figure 2, this period marked an
unprecedented rise in the year-on-year growth of total liabilities, which is normally the
vantage from which ﬁnance ministries look at this problem. Another source of concern to
ministries of ﬁnance is the extent to which interest payments consume revenue receipts
and form a proportion of total revenue expenditure. As we can see in Figure 3, both
these trends were rather alarming in the late 1990s.
There was, therefore, compelling operational evidence that a change in policy stance
on the part of the Ministry of Finance was urgently necessary, which led to the commencement of the FRBM process at the level of the then ﬁnance secretary.

2

The E.A.S. Sarma Committee (2000)

The deterioration in Central Government ﬁnances peaked in the late 1990s, following a
number of exogenous shocks to public spending such as unanticipated expenditure on
national defence, elections, Odisha’s super cyclone, and the residual impact of the Fifth
Pay Commission. In 2000-01, the total liabilities of the Union and State Governments
stood at 59.3 and 27.3 percent of GDP respectively. Given the persistently deteriorating
ﬁnancial position, the Finance Minister, while presenting the 2000-01 Budget announced
several measures that would help “put our ﬁscal house in order.” He emphasized on the
need for a roadmap to downsize the Government and design an institutional framework
to conduct medium-term ﬁscal management embodied in a Fiscal Responsibility Act
(FRA).
To study the various aspects of the Centre’s ﬁscal architecture and prepare a draft
legislation on ﬁscal responsibility (FRL), a ten-member Committee was set up on January 17th, 2000, with the Finance Secretary, Dr. E.A.S. Sarma as its Chairman. The
Committee submitted its recommendations as well as a draft FRL to the Finance Minister on July 4, 2000.
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The Committee took a broad approach. Although ﬁscal responsibility, imposed by
prescribing explicit numerical ﬁscal targets, was an integral part of the proposed legislation, it also stressed on issues of budget management, preparation, presentation, and
transparency. The proposed legislation was therefore christened the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management Act1 . This section methodizes the recommendations
of the Committee into the two rubrics of ﬁscal responsibility and budget management
principles and discusses these individually.

2.1

Principles of Fiscal Responsibility

The Committee identiﬁed three categories of indicators for numerical ﬁscal targets with
speciﬁc time frames: (i) deﬁcit, (ii) debt, and (iii) borrowing. Such normative ceilings would also facilitate casting the legislation within the scope of Article 292 of the
Constitution.

2.1.1

Deﬁcit Ceilings

Seven deﬁcit indicators were considered2 , but for simplicity and focused attention, the
Committee recommended ceilings for only two– ﬁscal and revenue deﬁcit. It sought to
discourage excessive deﬁcit for accumulating capital assets by mandating a progressive
reduction in the ﬁscal deﬁcit by 0.33 percent of GDP at the end of each ﬁnancial year so
as to reduce the ﬁscal deﬁcit to no more than 3 percent of GDP in ﬁve years, ending on
March 31st, 2006. The Committee also prescribed the complete elimination of revenue
deﬁcit over this period, through annual reductions of 0.5 percent of GDP, and build up an
“adequate” revenue surplus after that. This would ensure the observance of the ‘golden
rule’. In addition to limits on the deﬁcit, the proposed legislation also constrained the
Government by limiting guarantees to half percent of GDP in any given ﬁnancial year.
The Committee did not commission any formal study to determine the suitability or
optimality of the level of the ﬁscal deﬁcit target of 3 percent of GDP. It was also not
borrowed from the EU’s Maastricht criteria as is commonly believed (Buiter and Patel
(2006)). The deﬁcit limit of 3 percent in the Stability and Growth Pact pertains to
general government deﬁcit. Comparisons to the FRBM’s limit on Central Government
deﬁcit are specious.
1

The name of the proposed legislation was, in part, inspired by the case of New Zealand where issues
of budget management were addressed in the Public Finance Act (1989) which preceded the Fiscal
Responsibility Act (1994).
2
These included revenue deﬁcit, monetised deﬁcit, gross ﬁscal deﬁcit, net ﬁscal deﬁcit, gross primary
deﬁcit, net primary deﬁcit, and the government sector ﬁscal deﬁcit.
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In fact, the FRBM Act’s target of 3 percent ﬁscal deﬁcit, which was adopted by
consensus by the Committee, was not based on any formal economic or debt sustainability analysis. It was adopted, as the Committee felt that a 3 percent ﬁscal deﬁcit will
be suﬃcient to force the government to shed non-productive expenditure, reduce public
debt, and create space for investments in productive assets. Subsequently, the Twelfth
Finance Commission, and in particular the technical paper by Rangarajan and Srivastava (2004) attempted to rationalise the 3 percent target. Using simple ﬁscal arithmetic,
they surmised that with household savings at 10 percent of GDP and a current account
deﬁcit of 1.5 percent of GDP, a combined ﬁscal deﬁcit of the Centre and the States of
6 percent would be required to ensure investment of 4 percent and 1.5 percent of GDP
by the private corporate and public enterprises respectively. The 6 percent general government deﬁcit was apportioned equally between the States and the Centre (See Section
6.2.2 below for details).

2.1.2

Debt Ceiling

For the Union Government, the committee recommended for a debt-to-GDP ratio of 50
percent of GDP in a period of 10 years commencing on April 1, 20013 .

2.1.3

Borrowing from the Reserve Bank of India

The Committee also considered (i) the regulation of RBI’s credit to the Government
of India and (ii) freeing the central bank from its public debt management function as
essential parts of ﬁscal responsibility. The ﬁrst part involved limiting RBI’s credit to
the Government in order to discourage the latter from resorting to inﬂation tax. This
would prevent the Centre from exploiting the output-inﬂation trade-oﬀ, in the shortrun, by pressurising the RBI to extend credit, even if it is at the cost of the central
bank’s core functions of monetary policy and price stability. The proposed FRBMA
proscribed Central Government borrowing from the RBI except through the Ways and
Means Advances repayable within the same ﬁnancial year to meet short-term mismatches
between cash receipts and expenditures. The second part involved enhancing the RBI’s
autonomy by separating its debt management and monetary policy arms and freeing it
from the conﬂict of interest that underlies its multiple functions. However, the proposed
FRBMA was silent on this issue.
3

Debt was deﬁned as the total liabilities of the Government of India, including external debt at
current exchange rates at the end of a ﬁnancial year. The Sarma Committee did not provide any
analytical rationale for the 50 percent debt limit.
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2.2

Escape Clause for Numerical Targets

To allow for suﬃcient ﬂexibility in ﬁscal management in the event of an unforeseen
macroeconomic shock, the proposed FRBMA included an escape clause. This allowed
the Government to breach the numerical targets on the grounds of unforeseen demands
on the ﬁnances of the Central Government due to well-deﬁned events: national security
and national calamity. It also mandated that the government should immediately submit
any such grounds before both Houses of Parliament. Notably, the Bill did not provide
for an escape clause for the debt ceiling, possibly because of its long-term time frame.

2.3

Principles of Budget Management

Although today the FRBMA is most commonly associated with its numerical ceilings on
ﬁscal indicators, the initial emphasis of the Sarma Committee was on issues of budget
management such as a medium-term outlook to budgeting, transparency and monitoring
mechanisms, and accounting reforms rather than prescribing numerical trajectories for
deﬁcit indicators. It must be mentioned, however, that two members of the committeethe Controller General of Accounts (CGA) and the representative of the Comptroller
and Auditor General of India (CAG) were particularly hostile to this approach. Their
status-quoist disposition on matters of budget management stemmed from the view
that extant institutions, particularly the Constitution, already address these concerns
suﬃciently. Indeed, these institutions were against the very idea of legislating a fresh
FRA, as ceilings on borrowings could be prescribed under Article 292 of the Constitution.

2.3.1

Accounting Reforms

The Committee recognized that the present cash-based accounting system fails to adequately account for contingent liabilities, liabilities arising out of unpaid bills, and unrealised tax revenues. Moreover, all transactions are reported at their historical values,
which do not take into account adjustments due to depreciation, inﬂation, and exchange
rate ﬂuctuations, thereby failing to reﬂect the true economic and ﬁscal position of the
Government.
Though the Committee took a favourable view towards accrual accounting and
greater disclosures of contingent liabilities and saw these matters as essential to ﬁscal responsibility, the CGA and the representative of the CAG disagreed. They stressed
that “accounting reforms should be de-linked from ﬁscal responsibility legislation” and
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felt that the proposed changes in the accounting system were “neither desirable nor feasible at this stage”. In particular, they believed that shifting to accrual accounting would
entail a full-blown overhaul of the accounting system with complicating implications for
the State Governments as they base their accounting practices on the Centre.
Thus, they stressed that such reforms should be separately examined while discussing
Article 150 of the Constitution which allows the Government to choose its desired accounting system on the advice of the CAG. Moreover, they stated that the Register
of Liabilities which is maintained by each Department and Ministry under the General
Financial Rules as well as their extant management information systems (MIS) are sufﬁcient to generate reports on contingent liabilities, liabilities arising out of incomplete
projects, and outstanding revenue arrears.

2.3.2

Transparency

The Committee placed particular importance on the openness of the Government about
its ﬁscal plans and projections. It provided for three ﬁscal policy statements in the proposed FRBM Act. The ﬁrst was a Medium-Term Fiscal Policy Statement that would
contain three-year rolling targets for ﬁscal indicators. The document would also comment
on the sustainability of the balance between revenue receipts and revenue expenditure,
as well as on the utilisation of capital receipts for generating productive assets. The second document, the Fiscal Policy Strategy Statement, would delineate the Government’s
policies on ﬁscal matters such as taxation, expenditure, market borrowings etc. as well
as activities such as guarantees and underwriting that may have indirect, yet signiﬁcant
budgetary implications. The third document was the Macroeconomic Framework and
its scope was left open for future consideration.
In addition to these documents, the draft FRBMA also outlined certain measures
for transparency. These primarily sought to discourage creative accounting by the Government by requiring it to disclose information in all outstanding contractual liabilities,
revenue demands raised but not realised, contingent liabilities etc.

2.3.3

Enforcement Mechanisms and Compliance

The Sarma Committee identiﬁed two preconditions for the enforceability of an FRA.
These consisted of (i) deﬁning clear triggers that determine what constitutes non-compliance
and (ii) conducting intra-year budget monitoring to enable the identiﬁcation of intra-year
triggers and the formulation of intra-year corrective actions.
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To bolster the reporting and monitoring of the ﬁscal conduct of the Government,
the Committee made a case for a Fiscal Management Review Committee (FRMC).
The primary remit of the FRMC would be to conduct ex-post reviews of government
budgets. Additionally, the FRMC may be tasked with intra-year reviews, particularly
in light of the trend of unusually large supplementary grants that induce large diﬀerences between budget estimates, revised estimates, and actuals, and thus, undermine
the budget-making process itself.
However, similar to its views on accounting reforms, the CAG held that the existence of Parliamentary and Constitutional institutions such as the Public Accounts
Committee, the Estimates Committee, and the CAG itself, obviate the need for a separate FRMC. In fact, it went so far as to state that the setting up of the FMRC will go
against the basic structure of the Constitution and also “encroach upon the prerogative
of the Finance Minister... to inform and explain to the Parliament the conduct of ﬁscal
policies and budget management”. It felt that rather than duplicating the work of these
institutions, the Government should ensure eﬀective action in cognizance of the periodic
recommendations by these institutions, e.g. the various Audit Reports of the CAG that
comment on the government’s ﬁscal performance, particularly the Union Civil Audit.
Moreover, the CAG noted that the constitution of an FMRC may not be considered by
the Committee as “international experience in the form of Fiscal Management Review
Committees to ensure compliance with ﬁscal responsibility legislation was also not examined during the deliberations of the Committee”. Lastly, the CAG claimed that no such
institution exists in the few democratic countries that have enacted FRAs and were discussed by the Sarma Committee even though the Sarma Committee did indeed discuss
several such countries, e.g. Japan, Germany, Netherlands, and the United States4 .
The Sarma Committee’s ﬁnal view was that an FMRC would “supplement rather
than supplant” existing institutions and hence improve the Government’s compliance
with the FRBMA. Despite the CAG’s dissent, it was included in the draft FRBMA, but
its inclusion was short-lived.
The draft legislation recommended by the Sarma Committee went through three
notable amendments by the Union Cabinet before being tabled in the Lok Sabha on
December 20th, 2000. First, the cabinet reduced the ﬁscal deﬁcit target from 3 percent to
2 percent of GDP which consequently required the Government to reduce its ﬁscal deﬁcit
by 0.5 percent of GDP per year as opposed to the earlier annual reduction of 0.33 percent.
Second, the amended Bill deleted all references pertaining to the Fiscal Management
Review Committee. Third, in addition to the three annual FRBM Statements outlined
by the Sarma Committee, the ﬁnal Bill additionally required the Finance Minister to
4

See Annexure 1 of the Sarma Committee Report (2000) and Debrun and Kinda (2014).
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conduct quarterly reviews of receipts and expenditure and place the same before the
Parliament. These intra-year reviews would trigger sequestration of expenditure by the
Government in the event of intra-year shortfalls of revenues or an excess of expenditure5 .
The FRBM Bill was subsequently referred to the Standing Committee on Finance on
July 24, 2000.

3

The Report of the Standing Committee on Finance on
the FRBM Bill (2000) and the shaping of the FRBM
Act (2003)

The Standing Committee on Finance deliberated on the FRBM Bill for 16 months and
its recommendations fundamentally altered two key features of the Bill. After accepting
both of these recommendations, the Parliament passed the FRBM Act on August 23,
2003. First, The Standing Committee was not in favour of statutory numerical ceilings
on key ﬁscal indicators as it felt that they imposed undue rigidity on the functioning
of the Government and may further reduce allocations for development and poverty
alleviation. Moreover, it was also concerned with the possibility of litigation on account
of non-compliance with the provisions of the Act. It held that economic decision making
should not become the subject matter of judicial scrutiny6 . It thus recommended the
deletion of the numerical ceilings on revenue and ﬁscal deﬁcit, debt, and guarantees and
relegated these to the associated rules that the Central Government is empowered to
formulate under Clause 8 of the Bill. All of these recommendations, except one, were
reﬂected in ﬁnal Act. The exception was that of retaining the target of the elimination
of revenue deﬁcit in the Act itself. Its annual reduction path, however, was relegated to
the FRBM rules.
Second, the Standing Committee felt that the deﬁnition of the escape clause in the
FRBM Bill was too restrictive. The Bill provided for infractions of the numerical ceilings
on the grounds of national calamities and natural disasters. However, the Committee felt
that these may not be the only exigent circumstances that may require the Government
to spend beyond the FRBM-prescribed limits and that the escape clause should be
more ﬂexible. The FRBM Bill was subsequently amended to reﬂect the Committee’s
5
This clause did not apply to expenditure charged on the Consolidated Fund of India under Clause
(3) of Article 112 of the Constitution. This mainly includes emoluments and allowances of the President
and other constitutional oﬃces.
6
In this respect, the Standing Committee sought the opinion of the Law Secretary, who stated that
though the possibility of such litigation cannot be ruled out, it is highly unlikely given the provisions
of sub-clause (3) of clause 7 of the FRBM Bill, which gives Parliament the control, supervision and
monitoring of any deviations from the numerical targets stated in the Act.
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concerns. The scope of the escape clause was broadened to allow for the numerical
ceilings to be breached “on the grounds of national security, national calamity, or such
other exceptional grounds as the Central Government may specify’ [emphasis
added].
The departures between the Sarma Committee’s draft FRBM Bill and the FRBM Act
passed by Parliament in 2003 reveals that FRBM Act was weakened in two important
dimensions. First, the FRBM Act lacked the strong legislative oversight provided for in
the Sarma Committee’s Bill. As stated earlier, the Sarma Committee felt that without
numerical ceilings in the Act, the legislation would lack credibility. The relegation of the
targets for ﬁscal deﬁcit, debt, and guarantees, from the Act to the FRBM rules, made
them potentially vulnerable to political vicissitudes. Stripped of their legal backing,
these targets could now be modiﬁed merely by passing a notiﬁcation in the Gazette of
India. The next section discusses the impact of this amendment.
Second, the amendment in the deﬁnition of the escape clause (ﬁrst proviso to Section
(4) of the Bill) was a signiﬁcant blow to the credibility of the FRBM Act. One of the
key lessons from the international experience with ﬁscal rules is that a vague and loosely
deﬁned escape clause may render the rule ineﬀective7 . Good escape clauses should specify
only a limited number of clearly deﬁned and measurable circumstances that may be used
as grounds for breaching the ﬁscal rules. The proviso in the ﬁnal FRBM Act, however,
left it open for the Central Government to specify any such exceptional grounds. This
latitude aﬀorded to the Government was exercised by it in 2008-09 when the FRBM
targets were overshot. The ﬁnal FRBM Act also diﬀered from the original Bill in that
the escape clause (ﬁrst proviso of Section 4 (2)) was also extended to Section 5 (1) of
the Act which stated that the Central Government shall not borrow from the Reserve
Bank.

4

Observations by Successive Finance Commissions

Finance Commissions (FC) routinely undertake a review of the ﬁnances of the state and
central governments. In doing so, the past three FCs have commented at length on the
Central and State ﬁscal responsibility legislation. This section details the observations
of successive FCs viz. the Centre’s FRBM Act (for a discussion on FC recommendations
on State ﬁscal responsibility legislation, see Roy and Kotia (2016)).
While welcoming implementation of the FRBM Act by the Central Government, the
7

See for instance Kopits (2001) and Schaechter et al. (2012).
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12th FC noted that it is vital that the revenue and ﬁscal deﬁcit targets of the Act and the
Rules are not modiﬁed and that the Centre sets an example for the States. The terms
of reference of the Thirteenth FC required it to review the ﬁscal consolidation roadmap
of the general government. In this context, the 13th FC made several observations and
recommendations about the Centre’s FRBM Act.
First, it recommended making the FRBM process more transparent and comprehensive. It noted that the annual nature of the extant budget process is not conducive
for the eﬀective implementation of a ﬁscal responsibility legislation such as the FRBM
Act. It recommended that the central government revise its medium-term ﬁscal policy
statement to include a more detailed Medium Term Fiscal Plan (MTFP) with a detailed
break-up of the rolling targets for various revenue and expenditure heads. To enhance
transparency, the Commission reported that some stakeholders such as the RBI, the
Planning Commission, and the States pointed out that the practice of oﬀ-budget borrowing by the Centre is a violation of the FRBM Act in that such borrowings are not
captured by the revenue or ﬁscal deﬁcits reported in the Union Budget. In this regard,
the 13th FC recommended that in addition to the ceiling of 0.5 percent of GDP on the
ﬂow of guarantees, the FRBM Act must also prescribe a ceiling for the stock of guarantees at ﬁve percent of GDP. Furthermore, details of contingent liabilities, especially
those arising out of stipulated annuity payments for public-private partnerships, should
be published in the Union Budget.
Second, the Commission emphasized on the need to make the FRBM Act better
suited to adapt to exogenous shocks and in doing so, achieve its core function of macroeconomic stabilisation. In this regard it recommended that (1) the MTFP must provide
details of the values of the parameters underlying revenue and expenditure projections
and thus facilitating evidence-based policy; (2) the escape clause should be tightened so
as to allow relaxations of FRBM targets only in times of speciﬁc exogenous shocks such
as agro-climatic events, global recession, oil price ﬂuctuations etc; (3) the cost of a ﬁscal
stimulus during a slowdown should be borne by the Centre and not the States. Third,
the 13th FC recommended the setting up of an independent Committee to review and
monitor the implementation of the FRBM Act.
In a departure from the past, the Fourteenth Finance Commission was explicitly
required to make suggestions to amend existing FRBM Acts currently in force by the
Centre and States. In its review, the 14th FC made three important observations. First,
it recommended doing away with the concept of eﬀective revenue deﬁcit. It stated that
“The artiﬁcial carving out of the revenue account deﬁcit into eﬀective revenue deﬁcit to
bring out that portion of grants which is intended to create capital asset at the recipient
level leads to an accounting problem and raises the moral hazard issue of creative bud-
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geting”. It thus recommended that the Union Government make an amendment to the
FRBM Act and omit the deﬁnition of eﬀective revenue deﬁcit from 1st April 2015.
Second, like its predecessor, the 14th FC recommended that an independent ﬁscal
council should be established to undertake an ex-ante assessment of the ﬁscal policy
implications of budget proposals and their consistency with ﬁscal policy and Rules.
Finally, the 14th FC recommended that Union Government may replace the existing
FRBM Act by a Debt Ceiling and Fiscal Responsibility Legislation, speciﬁcally invoking
Article 292 in its preamble. This would enhance the law’s legitimacy and sanctity.

5

Evaluating the Performance of the FRBM Act

Given the above background, we now discuss the working and implementation of the
FRBM Act over the past 12 years. Although the FRBM Act received the assent of the
President on August 26, 2003, it was only notiﬁed by the newly elected UPA government
on July 5th, 20048 . The FRBM rules as well as the report of the Kelkar Task Force,
both published in July 2004 guided the implementation of the Act. The Government
assimilated the numerical and procedural provisions of the law in the budget process
in 2004-05. There were two aspects of this integration. First, the Government’s ﬁscal
consolidation strategy was now anchored by FRBMA’s numerical targets on ﬁscal and
revenue deﬁcits, guarantees, and the accretion of additional liabilities. Second, three
additional documents, a medium-term ﬁscal policy statement, a ﬁscal policy strategy
statement, and a macroeconomic framework statement, were presented along with the
Union Budget every year. In 2012 a medium-term expenditure framework was also added
to this list.

5.1

Numerical Targets

Though the FRBM Act presently prescribes only three numerical targets, namely for
ﬁscal, revenue, and eﬀective revenue deﬁcit, the associated FRBM rules also specify an
initial annual limit on debt accumulation and a limit on the accretion of guarantees.
The compliance with the deﬁcit targets can be assessed in three phases as follows.
8

It is interesting that in its short history, the FRBM Act saw four Finance Ministers. The FRBM Bill
was introduced by Yashwant Sinha in 2000. The Act was passed during the tenure of Jaswant Singh. It
was subsequently notiﬁed by P Chidambram, and its suspension in 2008-09 was at the hands of Pranab
Mukherjee.
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1. FRBM I: 2004-05 to 2007-08
2. Suspension: 2008-09 to 2012-13
3. FRBM II: 2013-14 to present

5.1.1

FRBM I

Figures 4 and 5 show the central government’s compliance with the deﬁcit targets. For
ﬁscal deﬁcit, the FRBM rules had prescribed a ﬁnal target of 3 percent of GDP that
was to be achieved by 31st March 2009 through annual reductions of 0.3 percent of
GDP9 . In the ﬁrst phase of implementation, the Government did well to adhere to the
prescribed path of consolidation. The ﬁscal deﬁcit declined from 4.34 percent in 2003-04
to 2.54 percent of GDP in 2007-08, achieving the target of 3 percent of GDP one year
in advance. However, the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) in Q3 2008, as well as the impending 2009 general elections caused severe ﬁscal disturbances. Though the budgeted
ﬁscal deﬁcit for 2008-09 was 2.5 percent of GDP, the revised estimate published in the
interim budget of 2009-10 was 6 percent of GDP10 , marking a signiﬁcant deviation from
the FRBM roadmap. Announcing the temporary suspension (which would eventually
extend to as long as ﬁve years) of the deﬁcit targets in the FRBM Act, the then Finance
Minister, Pranab Mukherjee, in his 2009-10 (Interim) budget speech stated that “Extraordinary economic circumstances merit extraordinary measures. Now is the time for
such measures. Our Government decided to relax the FRBM targets, in order to provide much-needed demand boost to counter the situation created by the global ﬁnancial
meltdown”.
Subsequently, after the 2009 general elections, the Finance Minister, in his 200910 (ﬁnal) budget speech, attributed the entire diﬀerence of Rs. 1,86,000 crores (3.5
percent of GDP) between the ﬁscal deﬁcits of 2007-08 and 2008-09 to the ‘ﬁscal stimulus’
provided to buttress the GFC. However, this statement was inaccurate for two reasons.
First, as documented in detail by Buiter and Patel (2010) and Simone and Topalova
(2009), expenditure slippages had started well before the ﬁnancial crisis hit the global
economy in the third quarter of 2008-09, possibly in anticipation of the upcoming 2009
general elections. These infractions primarily consisted of populist spending policies
on account of a farm debt waiver, the abrupt expansion of the MNREGA from 200
to over 600 districts, large subsidies on account of oil, food, and fertilizers, and the
9

Originally the deadline for all targets was 2008, it was later postponed to 2009 by an amendment
to the FRBM Act.
10
Mid-Term Fiscal Policy Statement, Union Budget, Government of India, 2008-09 and 2009-10 (Interim).
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implementation of the recommendations of the 6th Pay Commission. Thus, a signiﬁcant
part of the ﬁscal deterioration may be attributable to the election cycle in addition to
the economic cycle.
Second, the ﬁgure of 3.5 percent of GDP understated the magnitude of the deterioration in the ﬁscal deﬁcit between 2008-09 and 2009-10. As the Finance Ministe,
himself stated in his 2010-11 budget speech, the Centre’s ﬁscal deﬁcit in 2008-09, inclusive of the oﬀ-budget expenditures of oil and fertilizer bonds was, in fact, 7.8 percent,
rather than the budgeted 6 percent of GDP. This meant that the total deterioration in
the ﬁscal deﬁcit in 2008-09 alone was a dramatic 5.3 percent of GDP. Sadly, 2008-09
was not an anomalous year. Buiter and Patel (2010) estimate that oﬀ-budget bonds
issued in 2006-07 added up to as much as 1.5 percent of GDP. Since such bonds were
oﬀ-budget, the true measure of ﬁscal deﬁcit in 2006-07 was 4.8 percent of GDP rather
than the budgeted 3.3 percent. Indeed, this leads them to the gloomy conclusion that
“It should be apparent that after 2004-05, not only has there been no ﬁscal consolidation
once oﬀ-budget expenditure is included, but indicators have mostly deteriorated.”
For revenue deﬁcit, the FRBM rules had prescribed a ﬁnal target of nil that was
to be achieved by 31st March, 2009 through annual reductions of 0.5 percent of GDP.
Oddly enough, given that the revenue deﬁcit in 2003-04 was 3.5 percent of GDP, the
prescribed roadmap was inadequate to eliminate the revenue deﬁcit by the said deadline.
Notwithstanding this aberration, the annual reductions in revenue deﬁcit complied with
the target of 0.5 percent in all but one year in the ﬁrst phase. In 2005-06, the additional
ﬁscal burden due to the recommendations of the Twelfth Finance Commission caused the
government to fall short of meeting the annual reduction of 0.5 percent in the revenue
deﬁcit that year11 . As required by the FRBM Act, the Finance Minister explained
this deviation in parliament. Like ﬁscal deﬁcit, however, revenue deﬁcit also ballooned
considerably in 2008-09, from the budgeted 1 percent to the revised 4.4 percent of GDP.
Accounting for the oﬀ-budget bonds brought the number to an unprecedented 6.3 percent
of GDP (Buiter and Patel (2010)).
As Figure 6 illustrates, the limit on the accretion of guarantees was comfortably met
in most years across the three phases of the FRBM Act.
Notwithstanding the oﬀ-budget borrowings by the central government during the
11

This deviation was stated by the Finance Minister in a statement to Parliament as required by
Section 7 of the FRBM Act. The Finance Minister stated that the reason for this one-time breach of the
FRBM annual reduction targets is due to the fact that the TFC recommendations do not fully factor in
the expenditure commitments of the Central Government arising out of the National Common Minimum
Programme. However, he assured the House of the Government’s commitment to adhere to the target
of elimination of revenue deﬁcit by 2008-09.
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ﬁrst phase of the FRBM Act, several studies have attributed the ﬁscal consolidation
in this period to high GDP growth and tax buoyancy. Simone and Topalova (2009)
estimate that two-thirds of the ﬁscal adjustment in this period was due to revenue gains.
Dholakia et al. (2011) and the 2009 Review of the Economy, published by the Economic
Advisory Council to the Prime Minister state that much of the improvements in the
ﬁnancial position of the central government arose due to revenue buoyancy. The basis of
these claims lay in the unprecedented growth in GDP that translated into sharp increases
in tax receipts.
Phase I of the FRBM Act was indeed a very conducive period for ﬁscal consolidation. Figure 7 shows that nominal GDP grew sharply and consistently in the pre-crisis
noughties. Consequently, the nominal year-on-year growth rate of both direct and indirect central taxes (net of transfers to States) also grew consistently since 2001-02. These
dynamics translated into a considerable rise in the net central tax to GDP ratio, particularly the net central direct tax to GDP ratio, which more than doubled between 2001-02
and 2007-08 (see Figure 8). However, as seen in Figure 9, even the expenditure to GDP
ratio declined in this period. Furthermore, the decomposition of the annual change in
the ﬁscal deﬁcit reveals more nuanced characteristics of the ﬁscal consolidation in Phase
I.
To re-evaluate the claims of revenue dependency of the ﬁscal correction during Phase
I, Figure 10 decomposes the annual movements in the ﬁscal deﬁcit into changes in total
revenue and total expenditure. It decomposes the year-on-year change in the ﬁscal deﬁcit
as follows.
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In panel (a) for example, both the revenue to GDP as well as the expenditure to GDP
ratios fell in 2004-05. A fall in revenues exerts an upward, and a fall in expenditures
exerts a downward pressure on the deﬁcit. For instance, the drop in the ﬁscal deﬁcit
to GDP ratio of 0.46 percent in 2004-05 is due to the fact that the decline in revenues
(0.77 percent) was less than the decline in expenditures (-1.23 percent). Figure 10 (b)
on the other hand reports the proportional contributions of revenue and expenditure to
the dynamics of ﬁscal deﬁcit. It shows the percent that each component contributes to
changes in the ﬁscal deﬁcit in each year. In 2004-05, about 62 percent of the total change
in the ﬁscal deﬁcit was due to lower expenditures whereas falling revenues contributed
the residual 38 percent. Analogously, Figures 10 (c) and 10 (d) calculate the nominal
and proportional contributions of components of revenue and expenditure.
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Figure 7: Year-on-Year Growth Rate of Nominal GDP
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Figure 8: Central Government Tax Collection Net of Devolution to States
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In the ﬁrst two years after the implementation of the FRBM Act, revenues declined
as a percent of GDP, and the entire reduction in the ﬁscal deﬁcit of 0.46 and 0 percent
of GDP in 2004-05 and 2005-06 respectively, was due to an even greater decline in the
expenditure-GDP ratio. In the following two years, however, the revenue to GDP ratio
grew considerably, aiding the decline in the ﬁscal deﬁcit of 0.65 and 0.77 percent of GDP
respectively. Therefore, during the four-year period of the initial implementation of the
FRBM Act, it was a fairly even mix of revenue buoyancy and expenditure curtailment
that led to ﬁscal consolidation.
Panel 10 (b) reveals that the positive impact of the rising tax revenues to GDP
ratio throughout the ﬁrst phase was overshadowed by a considerable decline in non-tax
revenue to GDP ratio, particularly in 2004-05 and 2005-0612 . These years also saw a
decline in the expenditure-GDP ratio with both revenue and capital expenditure falling
as a percent of GDP in 2004-05 and 2005-06. A similar picture emerges for the revenue
deﬁcit (see Figure 11).
A more wide-ranging analysis of the Government’s compliance with the numerical
provisions of the FRBM Act can be conducted by comparing ex-post ﬁscal outcomes to
the projections made by the Task force to implement the FRBM Act, constituted in 2004,
with Dr. Vijay Kelkar as its Chairman. The Task Force drew a medium-term ﬁscal plan
for the period of 2005-06 to 2008-09. The plan had two parts. The ﬁrst involved making
a set of ’baseline’ projections, whereby a detailed medium-term (3-year) forecasting eﬀort
was undertaken. The baseline projections assumed that the coming 3-year period will
be similar to recent years in terms of progress on policy administration. The next step
consisted of devising policy proposals which close the gaps (if any) between the baseline
projections and the requirements of the FRBM Act. The Task Force had cast such
proposals for tax and expenditure reforms in a macroeconomic perspective that could
help devise the most eﬀective trajectory to meet FRBM targets13 .
12
Interest receipts from the States had gone down considerably due to the introduction of the Debt
Swap Scheme by the Government of India to supplement eﬀorts of the States towards ﬁscal consolidation.
Interest receipts declined further due to the recommendations of the Twelfth Finance Commission that
enabled States to reschedule outstanding Central Loans under the condition that they enact Fiscal
Responsibility Legislation (See the Receipts Budget 2005-06 and 2006-07 for details).
13
The Task force delved into a detailed strategy for tax reforms with the aims of widening the tax
base, enhancing the equity of the tax system, and exploring a shift to consumption taxes to increase
eﬃciency. Its major proposals in this regard were:

1. To Introduce a Goods and Services Tax at both the level of the Centre and the States. It stressed
on the need for the Centre and the States to come to an agreement on this fundamental issue.
2. To reach ASEAN rates of customs, and to have the minimal rate dispersion. Towards this, the
Task Force proposed a shift to a three-rate structure consisting of 5 per cent, 8 per cent and 10
per cent.
3. To simplify and remove exemptions, rationalise incentives for savings and to broaden the base of
income tax.
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Figure 12 compares the actual performance of revenue and expenditure with those
that the Task Force projected for the period 2004-05 to 2008-09. The projections are
based on the assumption of the implementation of the tax and expenditure reforms
recommended by the task force. Not surprisingly, the actual tax revenues during this
period were substantially lower than the projections, as many of the proposed tax reforms
could not be implemented in time. Revenue expenditure as a percent of GDP was more
or less in line with the projections until it rose sharply by over two percentage points
during the crisis. Interestingly, for most of this period, capital expenditure remained far
lower than the levels projected by the Task Force.

5.1.2

The Suspension Phase

We now discuss the suspension phase of the FRBM Act from 2008-09 to 2012-13. As
discussed above, due to the ill-fated synchronization of the election and economic cycles towards the end of Phase I, the ﬁscal indicators of the Government deteriorated
dramatically on account of populist spending as well as the three economic stimuli that
was injected in 2008-09 and 2009-10. Figure 10 (a) shows that the ratios of revenue
and expenditure to GDP simultaneously deteriorated for two consecutive years. On the
expenditure side, capital expenditure to GDP ratio decreased by 0.76 percent but was
overshadowed by the stupendous rise of over 2 percent in the revenue expenditure to
GDP ratio. On the revenue side, the ratios of tax and non-tax revenue to GDP fell by
equal proportions. It is noteworthy, however, that though the FRBM Act was brought
back only in 2013, the proliferation in revenue expenditure had been curtailed since as
early as 2009-10. Figure 11 shows that the revenue expenditure to GDP ratio has declined in each year since the infractions of 2008-09, primarily on account of lower subsidy
bills and other non-defence revenue expenditures.
Unlike international best practice, neither the escape clause (the ﬁrst proviso to Section 4 of the FRBM Act) of the FRBM Act nor the associated FRBM Rules mandate
a clearly deﬁned correction path that would facilitate ﬁscal consolidation following a
breach in the adherence to the numerical targets. This was reﬂected in the following,
rather vague statement by the Finance Minister, in his 2009-10 budget speech: “I in4. To carry out three reforms in the corporate income tax:
• Bring the depreciation rates into alignment with the low inﬂation rates and low interest
rates which now prevail in India.
• Remove the structure of exemptions in the light of the reduction in tax rates over the last
two decades.
• Close the gap between the peak rate for personal income tax and the corporate tax rate.
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tend to... return to the FRBM target for ﬁscal deﬁcit at the earliest and as soon as the
negative eﬀects of the global crisis on the Indian economy have been overcome.” Therefore, amidst considerable uncertainty about the government’s plans of returning to the
FRBMA roadmap, the two deﬁcit rules remained in abeyance for ﬁve years.

5.1.3

FRBM II

It was not until the budget speech of 2012-13 that Finance Minister Pranab Mukherjee
announced his intention to re-operationalize the FRBM Act. The Finance Act, 2012
introduced several amendments to the Act. A new target of zero “eﬀective revenue
deﬁcit” was introduced, that sought to eliminate revenue deﬁcit excluding grants for the
creation of capital assets by 2015. Consequently, the target for revenue deﬁcit was raised
to 2 percent of GDP. The amendment also announced that a new statement called the
medium-term expenditure framework would publish three-year rolling target for expenditure indicators. Moreover, to enhance the monitoring and enforcement of the law, an
amendment to Section 7 empowered the Central Government to entrust the Comptroller
and Auditor General of India to conduct periodic reviews of the implementation of the
legislation.
However, in his second budget, to create ﬁscal space for public expenditure, Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley amended the Act yet again, further postponing the deadlines for
meeting the numerical targets from 2015 to 2018. The Government is presently on track
to meeting its ﬁscal targets by 31st March, 2018. However, for the ﬁrst time in over
ﬁve years, the Government of India has resorted to oﬀ-budget borrowings in the 201617 budget. The rationale provided for such borrowing is to “give a further boost to
public investment in Infrastructure”. As Table 1 details, a total of Rs. 31,300 crores
have been mobilized through the issuance of bonds by public sector enterprises under
selected ministries14 . As discussed in previous sections, the mobilization of such oﬀbudget resources undermines the numerical targets in the FRBM Act and should be
discouraged.

5.2

Compliance with Procedural Rules

Apart from adherence to numerical ﬁscal targets, we assess the FRBM Act’s compliance
viz. the various procedural rules provided under the Act. By procedural rules, we mean
explicit measures to improve the monitoring and enforcement of the Act. We discuss two
14

See Union Budget 2016-17, Expenditure Budget Volume I, pg. 44-45 for details.
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Table 1: Oﬀ-Budget Borrowings in the 2016-17 Budget (Rs. Crores)
Ministry
Power
New and Renewable Energy
Road Transport & Highways
Shipping
Agriculture

Agency
Power Finance Corporation/Rural Electriﬁcation Corporation
Indian Renewable Energy Development
Agency
National Highway Authority of India
Inland Water Transport Corporation of India
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural
Development

Total

Amount
5000
4000
15000
1000
6300
31300

such measures, (1) the statutory basis for the legislation and (2) measures to enhance
transparency.

5.2.1

Statutory Basis

The repeated amendments to the FRBM Act are a cause of concern. Medium and longterm compliance and credibility is diﬃcult to achieve if the Government can repeatedly
postpone its ﬁscal targets without suﬃcient cost. To understand the lacunae in the legal
support for the numerical targets, we assess the non-compliance of the FRBMA targets
at a procedural level. This approach requires segmenting the numerical ceilings into
three parts, namely (1) the level of the target, (2) the deadline by which the target has
to be achieved, and (3) annual reduction in the deﬁcit indicators that the law speciﬁes
(see tables 2 and 3).
Table 2: Legal Basis of Attributes of Numerical Rules
Rule
Level of Target Deadline Annual Reduction
Fiscal Deﬁcit
Rules
Act
Rules
Revenue Deﬁcit
Act
Act
Rules
Guarantees
Rules
Rules

Rule
Fiscal Deﬁcit
Revenue Deﬁcit
Guarantees

Table 3: Speciﬁcs of the Numerical Rules
Level of Target
Deadline
Annual Reduction
3%
31st March, 2008
0.30%
Nil
31st March, 2008
0.50%
0.5% each year
-

Note: As stated in previous sections, the speciﬁcs of the numerical rules were amended several times. This
table reﬂects the provisions of the original FRBM Act, 2003.

In the original Bill, all the three attributes were a part of the legislation in that they
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were speciﬁed under speciﬁc sections of the FRBM Bill. However, as discussed above,
the Standing Committee on Finance relegated the level of the ﬁscal deﬁcit target as well
as magnitude of the annual reductions in the ﬁscal and revenue deﬁcits to the associated
FRBM rules. Many experts (see Lahiri (2015) for instance) advocate for bringing the
ﬁscal targets back into the Act as a means to achieve better compliance. However, the
experience of the implementation of the FRBM Act in the past 12 years reveals that
this may be far from a panacea.
It is crucial to note that though the level of the targets, as well as the annual reduction
path, may have been relegated to the rules, the deadlines by which the ﬁnal targets
are to be met have remained a part of the Act itself. Thus, any deviation from the
FRBM roadmap that will postpone the achievement of the deﬁcit targets necessitates
an amendment to the Act. Such a deviation cannot be managed merely by amending
the FRBM rules.
Consider the possible ways in which the central government may wriggle out of its
ex-ante commitment to the FRBM roadmap.

1. It may make use of the liberally-deﬁned proviso (escape clause) to Section 4 of the
Act that prescribes ﬁscal and revenue deﬁcit limits. The Finance Minister Pranab
Mukherjee resorted to this method in 2009-10.
2. It may change the level of the targets itself by amending the FRBM rules. This
does not require an amendment to the Act as the targets are speciﬁed only in the
rules.
3. It may amend the Act and postpone the deadline by which it is required to meet
the level of the said targets.

It is pertinent to note that option two has never been exercised and is unlikely to be
exercised in future. During FRBM I and II phases, the government has always resorted
to option 3, that requires an amendment to the Act. To claim that FRBMA has lacked
compliance because its ﬂesh was relegated to the rules is suspect, as none of the delays
in FRBMA targets were eﬀected by amending the rules in the ﬁrst place15 . Thus, the
requirement of amending the Act hardly constrains the conduct of Government. In fact,
given the populist trends prevalent today, it is hard to think that any political party
would protest an expansion of the government budget, beyond the FRBM roadmap.
15
The sole exception to this trend was the change in the annual target paths of ﬁscal and revenue
deﬁcit in 2015. However, even this change was preceded by an amendment to the Act in the same year.
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Therefore, moving the level of the target or the annual reduction paths from the associated rules back to the Act is not likely to raise the cost of reneging on an ex-ante budget
commitment.

5.2.2

Enhancing Transparency

The improvement of budget management practices was of ﬁrst importance to the framers
of the FRBM Bill. Increasing the transparency of the budget-making process was regarded as a crucial step towards this endeavour. The aim was to make budget projections
more accurate so that they reﬂect the true current ﬁnancial position of the Union. Furthermore, relevant budget documents would provide explicit details of the underlying
assumptions behind such projections. This additional clarity would then enhance the
reputation cost of making over-optimistic assumptions that lead to unrealistic projections.
Section 2.3.2 above talks about speciﬁc FRBM provisions in this regard. Did they
work? To answer this question, we study one such provision in the FRBM Act, namely
the Medium Term Fiscal Policy Statement (MTFP). The MTFP statement publishes
three-year rolling targets for ﬁve indicators. These include ﬁscal deﬁcit, revenue deﬁcit,
eﬀective revenue deﬁcit, debt to GDP ratio, and gross tax revenue. For e.g. the 2010
MTFP statement lays out the Budget Estimates for 2010 and makes projections for 2011
and 2012. Thus, for each year, we have three data points. For 2012, for instance, we have
a projection from 2010 (we call this T2), a projection from 2011 (we call this T1) and
a BE estimate from 2012 itself. For each year starting from 2006-07, which is the ﬁrst
year for which T2, T1, and BE are available, Figure 13 plots the discrepancy between
the three data points for each year. We ﬁnd that RD and FD are underestimated in
all the years. Tax revenues are always overestimated and almost never underestimated.
Debt is also usually underestimated, but the projections are more accurate than those
for the deﬁcit indicators.
Figure 14 presents another way to look at the same data for tax revenues. It plots the
rolling targets for tax revenue in each year. These are the upward sloping line segments,
indicating that the MTFP Statement has always predicted that tax revenues will rise
as a share of GDP. This is true even for the crisis years. The shaded area charts the
actual evolution of the gross tax to GDP ratio, which presents a more sobering outlook.
Comparing the actual data to the projections reveals that even when the tax to GDP
ratio was, in fact, falling (the shaded area corresponding to the dashed target lines), the
MTPF continued to project that they would rise in successive years. This is not just a
matter of committing an error in forecasting; the MTFP statement seems to be erring
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even on assessing the direction of the trajectory of tax revenues.
Figure 14: Direction of the Trajectory of Tax Revenues
Actual Tax Revenue
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Issues and Challenges

In this section, we look at important issues that are pertinent to the FRBM Act but
have received little attention in recent academic or policy literature in India. First, we
study the FRBM Act as ultimately imposing a restriction on the total size of the general
government by limiting the extent and nature of government borrowing. It would be
an egregious error to assume that the government could simply increase its total size
by increasing the tax-GDP ratio as long as borrowing limits were ﬁxed. If there is a
consensus on the overall medium-term size of the government, then an increase in the
tax-GDP ratio could be deployed to expand its ﬁscal space, however, if the size of the
general government equals or exceeds the desired level, then, an increase in the tax to
GDP ratio should be used to reduce debt. In an emerging economy, this is an important
medium-term question.
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Second, we study the rationale behind the ‘Golden Rule’ and the evolution of India’s
revenue expenditure and deﬁcit. The golden rule states that governments should not
borrow to consume in the medium-term. This is at the heart of the existing restrictions
placed on the revenue deﬁcit. It is important to examine the evolution of this aggregate
and its implication for ﬁscal responsibility.
Third, we assess the rationale behind the level of the numerical targets in the FRBM
Act. In setting ﬁscal deﬁcit ceilings, it is important to understand the theoretical basis
for such ceilings, and this is of particular interest in India where the 12th FC has used a
savings based analysis to inform its recommendations in this regard. Finally, since the
FRBM process involves a discussion of escape clauses, it is important to list the broad
principles underlying such clauses and their application in other countries.

6.1

The Size of the Government

I sit on a man’s back, choking him and making him carry me, and yet assure myself and others that I
am very sorry for him and wish to lighten his load by all possible means – except by getting oﬀ his back.
– Leo Tolstoy

What is the proper size of the government? What are the causes and economic
consequences of a growing government? These questions have long been the focus of
public choice theorists and practitioners. In this section, we trace the evolution of the
size of the government in India and compare it with that in the rest of the world.
We deﬁne the size of the government as the sum of the total tax revenues collected
by the States and the Centre and the general government net lending. Figure 15 shows
the evolution of the size of the government as well as its decomposition for the Indian
economy. It rose almost uninterrupted from about 16 percent in 1970-71 to over 25 percent of GDP in the late 1980s and early 1990s. This was followed by a slight moderation
in the 1990s, led primarily by a modest reduction in the Centre’s ﬁscal deﬁcit as well
as excise tax collections by the Centre and States. The crisis years stand out, with a
sudden increase in the size of the government. The modest fall in direct and indirect
tax collections was overshadowed by the sharp rise in the combined ﬁscal deﬁcit which
more than doubled from 4.1 percent in 2007-08 to 8.4 percent of GDP in 2008-09.
The data suggests that the general government accounts for almost a quarter of the
GDP. Is this just right, too small or too big? This important policy question has been
long ignored. A policy stance on this matter must appreciate the economic consequences
of the growth of government. The ﬁrst of these is the impact of government activity
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Figure 15: The Size of the Government (percent of GDP)
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on the overall productivity of the economy. Public investment in health, education,
and physical infrastructure can increase the productivity of the factors of production.
However, government activity can also have detrimental eﬀects. First, higher taxes might
induce lower work eﬀort and savings by households and ﬁrms. Second, it may crowd out
private sector investment and production16 . These considerations suggest an invertedU relationship between government activity and economic productivity– government
activity augments the productivity of the economy at low levels, but as it rises, the
marginal increase in productivity declines until it ultimately turns negative at very
high levels of government activity. Olson, Sarna, and Swamy (2000) show for a sample
of developing countries that both the size of the government and the quality of its
institutions matter. This is pertinent in the Indian context as the “capacity of the
State” has often been brought into question.
The second consequence of the size of the government is the welfare cost of taxation.
Commodity taxes distort an agent’s pattern of consumption and income taxes distort an
agent’s choice between labour and leisure. It is well known that the welfare losses that
arise as a result of these distortions can become relatively large when the government
attempts to maximize its revenue from taxation, and are a rising function of the market
power enjoyed by the ﬁrms who bear the tax. Browning (1987) estimates the marginal
welfare loss of income tax in the United States at 32 to 47 percent.
16

For further discussion and references to the literature, see Hansson and Henrekson (1994).
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Of course, ﬁscal policy must take cognizance of the size of the government. At
the same time, as Chowdhury and Islam (2010) point out in the case of optimal debt,
policy makers should guard against succumbing to the allure of the seeming accuracy
of estimates of the ‘optimal’ size of the government. As in the case of optimal debt,
comparing the size the government of diﬀerent countries provides a reasonable back-of
the-envelope benchmark
Figure 16 plots the size of the government of over 80 countries as well as the average
of a number of country groups. The data represents 5-year averages. For example, the
data for 1995 is the average for the period 1990-95 for each county or grouping. The ﬁrst
thing to note is that advanced countries have much larger governments (see the points
for EU, advanced economies (AEs) and the G7). The emerging markets (EMs) and most
low-income groups tend to have smaller governments. India has the smallest government
amongst the BRIC countries. In this background, it is important to enunciate a clear
policy stance on this crucial issue.

6.2

The Rationale Behind the Level of Fiscal Targets

What is the appropriate level of ﬁscal targets that the FRBM Act should prescribe?
We discuss this and related questions in this section, focusing on the two FRBM ﬁscal
indicators, i.e. revenue and ﬁscal deﬁcit.

6.2.1

The Golden Rule

In the case of the revenue deﬁcit, the “golden rule” prescribes that revenue or current
budget should be in balance or in surplus. This is particularly challenging to achieve
given that a large proportion of revenue expenditure goes into servicing the existing debt
stock, and therefore rigid in the short run.
Furthermore, revenue expenditures such as wages and subsidies are politically difﬁcult to curtail. The E.A.S. Sarma Committee consequently stressed that without the
Golden Rule, ﬁscal consolidation might lead to a disproportionately large compression
of capital assets. Thus, the golden rule was seen as a means of maintaining the “quality
of ﬁscal correction”17 .

17

See page 9 of the Report of the Committee on Fiscal Responsibility Legislation, Ministry of Finance,
Department of Economic Aﬀairs.
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Figure 17 shows that persistent revenue deﬁcit is a relatively recent phenomenon.
The Centre’s revenue account was in surplus or balanced till the late 1970s. Since the
1980s however, the Centre’s revenue account has consistently been in deﬁcit, reaching a
high of over 5.5 percent of GDP in the late 1990s. The early 2000s saw a sharp fall in
the revenue deﬁcit of the centre owing largely to the implementation of the FRBM Act
and a favourable growth environment. This, however, was completely reversed following
the ﬁnancial crisis. A gradual correction is under way at present. A similar pattern is
observed for the States. Notably, however, unlike the Centre, the states as a whole now
meet the golden rule.
Figure 18 reveals that this deterioration in the combined revenue account was in
large part due to signiﬁcant expenditure slippages. In the two decades following the
mid-1970s, there were very few years in which the combined revenue expenditure as a
percent of GDP declined. In fact, for almost half of this period, it rose by more than
0.5 percent of GDP, year on year. Thus, revenue expenditure as a percent of GDP
has almost doubled in the past four decades. This is primarily on account of interest
payments which rose from 1.26 percent of GDP in 1970-71 to as high as 4.64 percent
of GDP in 2002-03. Subsidies have also added to the burden, particularly in the last
decade (see Figure 19).
In 2012, the FRBM Act was amended to include a ceiling for a newfangled ﬁscal
indicator, namely the ‘eﬀective revenue deﬁcit’ (ERD). ERD is deﬁned as the diﬀerence
between the revenue deﬁcit and grants for the creation of capital assets. These grants
refer to the grants-in-aid extended by the Centre to any entity that may be categorized
as a ‘scheme implementing agency’ (i.e. a State government or local autonomous bodies)
speciﬁcally for the creation of capital assets that would be owned directly by them. The
amendment also made provisions for the inclusion of the detailed break-up of grants for
the creation of capital assets in the Medium-Term Expenditure Framework Statement
to keep within the transparency clauses of the Act. The amendment prescribed the
elimination of the eﬀective revenue deﬁcit while the target for revenue deﬁcit was raised
to 2 percent of the GDP.
ERD has been controversial. For instance, in its report, the Fourteenth Finance
Commission held that “The artiﬁcial carving out of the revenue account deﬁcit into
eﬀective revenue deﬁcit to bring out that portion of grants which is intended to create
capital asset at the recipient level leads to an accounting problem and raises the moral
hazard issue of creative budgeting”. Lahiri (2015) raises similar concerns. Others have
also criticized the inadequate ﬁscal reporting of the assets expected to be created by
the scheme implementing agencies, raising concerns of creative budgeting and windowdressing.
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In this background, the concept of an ERD, which is at odds with the principle of the
golden rule must be reassessed. The Centre must lay out a road map for the elimination
of its revenue deﬁcit or at least specify the maximum revenue deﬁcit over the medium
term.

6.2.2

The Level of the Fiscal Deﬁcit Ceiling

Arriving at the appropriate level of the ﬁscal deﬁcit target calls for a more involved
analysis. As the previous sections illustrate, the extant 3 percent ceiling on the ﬁscal
deﬁcit was more a product of subjective assessment by the Sarma Committee than
any formal analysis of budget arithmetic. However, the literature does identify formal
methods that may be used to arrive at the level of ﬁscal rules. We discuss two of these
below.

1. The Arithmetic of Fiscal Rules à la Kopits (2001)

.
Kopits (2001a) arrives at operational targets of ﬁscal deﬁcit (overall balance) that
are consistent with a gradual reduction in the public debt to a prudent level within
a given number of years. At the same time, these targets are suﬃciently ﬂexible and
accommodate automatic stabilizers.
The inter-temporal budget constraint can be expressed as


dt =



1+i
dt−1 − bt
1+g

where d is the stock of public sector debt as percent of GDP, i is average nominal interest
rate on public debt, g is nominal GDP growth rate, and b is primary budget surplus as
percent of GDP.
A country may, for instance, want to reduce its public debt over a period of time
(say n years), so that
d∗t+n < dt
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(1)

This medium term goal is met within a period of n years by annual reductions of x
in the debt to GDP ratio, and operationalised by means of a rule for primary surplus
b∗t = (i − g)dt−1 +x




(2)



Debt Servicing

This operational target can be deﬁned in reference to trend growth.
b∗t = rt (1 + αGAPt ) − ct (1 − βGAPt ) +kt






Revenue Cyclicality







(3)

Expenditure Cyclicality

where r = government revenue, c = primary current expenditure, k = capital expenditure, α and β are revenue and expenditure elasticities with respect to output gap. GAP
is the diﬀerence between trend GDP and actual GDP.
Thus, when output is below potential (i.e. GAPt > 0), the rule allows for the
primary surplus to be smaller than the target primary surplus, i.e. bt < b∗t . Whereas,
when output is above potential (i.e. GAPt < 0), it is required that bt  b∗t . Note that
ceteris paribus, if GDP growth is above (below) trend then dt will fall (rise) and remain
unchanged if the economy is on its trend growth path. Rule (2) implies that if the target
reduction in the debt ratio is set equal to the growth rate (x = gdt−1 ) we get
b∗t = idt−1

(4)

i.e, the primary surplus equals the interest payments on debt, which implies overall
balance (i.e., a ﬁscal deﬁcit of nil).
The above budget arithmetic was used in setting the general government ﬁscal targets
in the Stability and Growth Pact in the EU. Kopits (2001b) notes that a 1 percent decline
in output is estimated to result, on average, in a 0.6 percent budget deﬁcit in the EU.
Therefore, the 3 percent deﬁcit reference value under EMU is consistent with a 5 percent
below-trend deviation in GDP. However, a waiver from the reference value can be invoked
in the event of a 2 percent contraction in GDP– which provides for a suﬃcient margin
from potential growth of about 2 percent for most EU members.
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2. Savings Arithmetic à la Rangarajan and Srivastava (2004)

Using standard equations of debt dynamics, Rangarajan and Srivastava derive the
following conditions for the stabilization of debt and ﬁscal deﬁcit respectively18 .


1+g
b =p
g−i
∗

f∗ =



p·g
g−i



(5)



(6)

where b∗ denotes the long-term equilibrium value of the debt to GDP ratio, p is the
primary deﬁcit to GDP ratio, g denotes nominal GDP growth rate and f ∗ is the longterm equilibrium value of the ﬁscal deﬁcit to GDP ratio. Using 5 and 6 they arrive
at

b∗ = f ∗

(1 + g)
g

(7)

Given the ﬁscal deﬁcit ceiling of 3 percent in the FRBM Act, they derive the following
implications from the above formulations. First, the debt to GDP ratio will eventually
stabilize at 28 percent. Moreover, a primary deﬁcit may be sustained as long as nominal
GDP growth out-paces the nominal interest rate. In particular, if nominal growth and
interest rates are assumed at 12 and 7 percent respectively, then a primary deﬁcit of
1.25 percent of GDP is consistent with equation (7).
The Twelfth Finance Commission used this analysis to recommend a combined ﬁscal
deﬁcit of the Centre and States of 6 percent of GDP. Given that household savings are
of the order of 10 percent of GDP and assuming a current account deﬁcit of 1.5 percent
of GDP, the Commission held that a 6 percent combined ﬁscal deﬁcit would be adequate
to provide an absorption of 4 percent of savings by the private corporate sector and 1.5
percent by non-departmental public enterprises. Equation 5 implies that a combined
ﬁscal deﬁcit of 6 percent would imply that overall debt on the combined account would
stabilise at 56 percent of GDP.
18
See the Report of the Twelfth Finance Commission, pp 69-71, Section IV of Rangarajan and Srivastava (2004) for details.
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6.3

Well Deﬁned Escape Clauses

Numerical ﬁscal rules are not a panacea in themselves. They must be complemented with
a set of procedural rules as well as measures to enhance transparency in the Government’s
ﬁscal conduct. Strengthening of these supporting ﬁscal frameworks is important to
ensure the monitoring and enforcement of such rules. One key feature of this supporting
framework is that of having a well-deﬁned escape clause that may allow the government
to breach targets in the event of some unforeseen macroeconomic shock such as a natural
disaster or economic recession. Thus, escape clauses help provide ﬂexibility in a strictly
rules-based ﬁscal architecture.
Some of the broad principles that should go behind the design and construct of escape
clauses are:

1. Limited applicability: The range of factors for which exercising an escape clause
will be permitted should be limited. Therefore, escape clauses should be applicable
only in the event of rare occurrences that would justify ﬂouting the set numerical
targets.
2. Clearly speciﬁed: The guidelines that deﬁne the events for which exercising an
escape clause is to be permitted should be clearly enunciated and there should
not be any room for interpretation. This will protect from escape clauses being
implemented in order to justify a deﬁcit bias.
3. Post-deviation correction mechanisms: The path back to ﬁscal consolidation
must be clearly deﬁned once an escape clause has been enacted. The treatment of
the accumulated deviation, for example, higher public debt or a larger ﬁscal deﬁcit
must be enunciated in well deﬁned correction mechanisms.

In order for escape clauses to be eﬀective, however, they need to be well-speciﬁed.
This is diﬃcult because if potential trigger events were explicitly deﬁned, it would dilute
the idea of attaching ﬂexibility to rules and likely suﬀer from the problem of exclusion.
However, nebulous deﬁnitions create room for interpretations. For example, pre-2009
German ﬁscal rules allowed for deviations from the consolidation path in case of “a
disturbance of the macroeconomic equilibrium”, which was frequently used to justify
exceeding the deﬁcit ceiling. In India, the escape clause allows for deviations in case
exceptional circumstances “as the government may specify”. The Swiss and Spanish
ﬁscal rules mention “exceptional circumstances” are adequate to adopt escape clauses
usually justiﬁed by events such as natural disasters or recessions etc. In Switzerland the
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event has to be approved by a super-majority in the Parliament. Both countries are,
however, equipped with a medium term correction plan within their ﬁscal framework in
case escape clauses are adopted.
Botswana, Chile and Norway have had notable success with resource fund implementation. However, many countries such as Mongolia, Nigeria, Ecuador, Chad and
Papua New Guinea faltered because of weak enforcement. Therefore, it is imperative
that rules be deﬁned clearly such that loopholes cannot be exploited to breach targets
and justify suspension. In most of these resource rich countries, ﬁscal rules are linked to
non-resource ﬁscal behavior. But they are usually coupled with nebulously deﬁned escape clauses. This allows governments to suspend rules and breach limits. Institutional
weaknesses also highlight the problem of lacklustre enforcement mechanisms.
In this context, of particular importance is the ﬂexibility that the escape clause
aﬀords over the cycle of commodity process. Emerging Economies often experience procyclical foreign capital inﬂows. This creates vulnerability in the domestic markets. In
order to cushion from such exogenous blows, several EMEs have well speciﬁed ﬁscal rules
with respect to windfall gain/loss because of swings in commodity prices in international
markets. Table 4 gives a snapshot of escape clauses in diﬀerent countries that are
calibrated, in diﬀerent forms, to the volatility in commodity prices. Though the country
discussed are all commodity-exporters, similar escape clauses could be a useful tool for
commodity-importers such as India.
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BBR (2007-09): The BBR was approved in 2007 and became eﬀective in 2008. Under the BBR, Russia’s legal ﬁscal
framework relied on the non-oil balance as a key ﬁscal indicator. The budget included a long-term non-oil deﬁcit
target of 4.7 per cent of GDP. This was suspended in April 2009 as a result of the global ﬁnancial crisis, and formally
abolished in 2012.

Once the Reserve Fund reaches this threshold, at least half of excess oil revenues should go to the National Wealth
Fund, while the remaining resources would be channelled to the budget to ﬁnance infrastructure and other priority
projects. Starting in 2013, the rule will use a 5-year backward-looking average of oil prices as the base, which will
gradually increase to a 10-year average by 2018, to avoid abruptly moving to a very low base oil price.

BBR (since 2006): Balanced budget on a cash basis established in the FRL. It applies to the federal public sector
which includes the central government, social security, and key public enterprises (e.g., the oil company PEMEX
and the electricity company CFE). It includes a reference price for oil that is set by a formula and also a system
of four stabilization funds, including an oil stabilization fund. Starting with the 2009 ﬁscal year, the deﬁnition was
changed to exclude the investment outlays of the state-owned oil company Pemex from the balanced-budget rule.
This change reﬂects general reforms aimed at boosting investment in oil projects and the inclusion of all Pemex’s
investment projects as budgetary investment. The escape clause was used in 2010, 2011 and 2012. The 2006 Law
includes sanctions for non-compliance. An escape clause establishes that under exceptional circumstances there can
be a deﬁcit envisaged in the budget. The escape clause was used in 2010, 2011 and 2012.

NA

Mexico

BBR (2003-09) annual reduction in non-oil deﬁcit until a balanced budget is achieved

National rules: ER (eﬀective from 2013): Parliament adopted in mid-December 2012 a new oil-price based ﬁscal
rule. The rule sets a ceiling on expenditures (oil revenue at the “base” oil price, plus all non-oil revenues, plus a net
borrowing limit of 1 per cent of GDP). Oil revenues above the base oil price need to be saved in the Reserve Fund
until it reaches 7 per cent of GDP (though there are some allowable exceptions to this under the law).

Yes. If non-oil revenues are
below their potential due to a
negative output gap, there can
be a deﬁcit equivalent to the
shortfall. (2006)

Ecuador

Description of Rules
Supranational rules as adopted by CEMAC. Oil revenue is replaced with its three year moving average while
calculating basic structural ﬁscal balance. They also specify that non-oil ﬁscal balance in per cent of non-oil GDP
should be in balance or surplus.

Yes (2013,14)

No

Cameroon, Central African
Republic, Chad, Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon

Russia

Escape Clause
No

Country

Table 4: Escape Clauses Calibrated to Commodity Prices
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As required by the FRBM Review Committee, we have prepared a report analysing the
current state of employment in India, which is dominated by informal workers, with
recommendations to accelerate job creation.
The report has three sections: in the first we drill down into the employment data to identify
specific sectors that dominate the informal space. In the second section we study the
problems of high informality; the motivation to resolve some of these problems is what would
shape policy. In the third section we provide six specific suggestions that can have a
meaningful impact on job creation; we also highlight five additional areas that can be explored
in greater detail should they be of interest to the Committee.

Informal Employment Drilldown
Employment data in India is infrequently collected, and there are material inconsistencies
between the data reported by the Economic Census (EC) and that reported by NSSO's
Employment-Unemployment Survey (EUS). There are large variations in the measurement of
the labour force, with differences between estimates as high as 52mn workers, as well as in
unemployment: the ratio changes from 2.4% to 8.2% depending on definitions used. Underemployment and unemployment are hard to separate, and categorization of jobs is also
difficult, as many workers hold several jobs, often at the same time.
The primary source of data problems is the high share of informal workers: only 9.2% of the
473mn workers in the 2011-12 survey were formal, i.e. had regular wages/salaries and
access to PF/Pensions. Worryingly, the ratio of formal workers in India is much below that of
global peers, and hasn't improved despite strong GDP growth. A disproportionately large part
of formal employment is in the public sector, with the private sector having a surprisingly small
share (33% in 2006). All (formal) industrial employment in India is less than 3% of the
workforce, and is lower than in 1983.
Even excluding agriculture, 72% (188mn of the 260mn) non-agriculture workers in 2012 were
in the informal sector. The formal sector remains a small part of the overall employment
scenario, and a worrying aspect has been the persistent increase of informal employment in
the formal sector. In this report we primarily focus on the informal sector, and in particular on
Manufacturing, Trade, Non-Crop Agriculture and Transport, which together are 83% of the
informal sector jobs.
Within manufacturing, sectors like auto manufacturing, basic metals, petroleum products or
Pharmaceuticals have a high formal share, as one would expect. Sectors like Apparel,
Textiles, Tobacco (beedis, pan masala), Machine Repair, Furniture, Wood Products and the
like account for most of informal manufacturing employment: apparel and textiles in particular
are more than a third of such workers. In Trade, 93% of the employment is informal, with food
retail the dominant sector by category of product. Construction jobs are mostly about
buildings (80%), and contrary to the media commentary on big-city real-estate, more than
three-fourths of construction jobs are rural, with rural buildings accounting for nearly 60% of
them. Even road/rail and other infrastructure projects primarily create rural construction jobs.
As most of the population, as well as the construction of pucca residential units is rural, this is
not inconsistent with other surveys. Adding 2.6mn workers making bricks, we get more than
30mn informal workers in building construction. 85% of Transport jobs are in the roads
sector, with more than half in passenger transport. In Non-Crop Agriculture nearly all jobs
are informal, and these jobs are the most likely to be under-counted/misclassified.

Problems of high informality: low control, taxes, output
Informality creates several problems: it impedes productivity, creates a vicious cycle that
constrains growth of the enterprise, impairs broader economic growth by constraining
government services, and also reduces the impact of monetary policy on the economy. These
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problems may get exacerbated as in the coming years, with agricultural productivity
continuing to improve but not demand, workers get forced out of agriculture.
Productivity: With the informal sector accounting for 83% of workers (the additional 7.5% are
informal workers in the formal sector) but only 45% of GVA, the value added per worker is as
expected very low at Rs93K. On the other hand the formal sector has Rs1mn GVA per
worker: this would not be out of place among the middle-income economies. If we exclude
informal workers in the formal sector, whose value-add (as measured by compensation)
would be insignificant, the GVA comes to an enormous Rs1.9mn per worker. With the
exception of Mining, Construction and Transport, in 2012 the GVA per worker was less than
Rs100K for almost every category of informal workers.
Impaired growth: Of the 59mn non-farm enterprises in India, only 0.8mn had 10 or more
employees, and 79% of non-crop workforce works in enterprises smaller than 10 employees.
Small size and high informality hurts growth as well: given the low productivity there aren't any
savings to invest back in the business, and availability of external capital is also constrained:
93% of MSMEs as per the 2007 census were self-financed. Further, the cost of capital for
smaller firms in India is also much higher than it is for larger firms. For informal borrowers the
costs would be even higher and availability more constrained than for the (mostly formal)
MSMEs, with interest rates running at 3-5% per month (45-60% per annum). This is because
formal lending is generally against collateral and informal enterprises are asset lite, with not
much proof of their cash flows.
"Low equilibrium" on government services: India's headline tax to GDP at 17% is among
the lowest in the world. However, given that 45% of the GDP is not taxable, the tax to GDP for
the remaining 55% is nearly 30%, among the highest rates in the world. Thus, despite the
high fiscal deficit, general government spending in India is perhaps lower than it should be,
and many essential government services are constrained. In 2013, the US for example had
nearly 50% more police personnel per unit population than India, despite their police force
being much better equipped. The same applies to other services like urban transport, civic
services, education and health. In the absence of these, productivity of the economy goes
down, which in turn drives low taxes. This is a problem faced by most less-developed
equilibrium where high taxes enable bigger government and thence higher taxes.
Less Monetary Control: Given the lack of formal accounts and generally sub-scale
requirements of credit, most of informal enterprises rely on informal sources of credit. In rural
areas, as per the All India Debt and Investments Survey, for non-cultivators more than half
comes from informal sources, and only 22% of credit is from scheduled commercial banks.
Even in urban areas for the self-employed nearly a third of the credit is from informal sources.
This is despite decades of policy support to lending in this sector. High informality and less
dependence on formal banking channels is also what drive a disproportionately greater use of
cash in the Indian economy even compared to other Emerging Market peers. In an economy
with significant use of cash and low deposits and credit as a share of GDP the central bank
has limited ability to control growth or inflation.

Suggestions for Job Creation
We approach the prescriptions keeping in mind the current employment mix: the current mix
of jobs indicates the availability of skillsets, and should act as a blueprint. While enough has
been said and done about skilling, impacting tens of millions of workers is unlikely to be
achieved in a few years. This must be blended with the axiom that income growth equals
productivity growth over time, which by definition means that fewer workers are needed
unless demand grows. Livestock for example cannot be the destination for non-crop workers
for the next decade like it was in the last. Further, India being a sixth of humanity, the
solutions need to be of scale, and at the same time aping what worked in other economies
may not be ideal. We detail six suggestions, with five more mentioned as ideas we can further
explore should the committee desire so.
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1.

Rural Housing: Housing subsidy is for workers: Nearly 60% of all construction jobs
are for building rural houses, and at the same time 38% of houses in India are kutcha or
semi-pucca, 87% of them rural. Incentivizing the construction of these houses can thus
create jobs in addition to improving the productivity of their residents. Rural house
construction is much less expensive than in urban areas, primarily as the land is usually
owned by the household: all spend thus goes into construction, providing more "bank for
the buck". Further, there is little risk of encouraging speculation, and with labour more
than half the total cost of construction (directly or indirectly), it acts as a subsidy for
workers. Schemes like the Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana have tried to incentivize rural
home-building, but fund allocation has been a constraint. The concerns with leakage in
the scheme (large-scale expropriation by the mukhiyas) can be addressed through
technology, both for the transfer of funds as well as monitoring of progress.

2.

Food Processing and Agricultural Exports: We now have surpluses in almost all
primary food categories, but exports are difficult because of low share of processing, and
lack of cost-competitiveness. Currently only 3% of India's food is processed, and yet this
is 9% of informal manufacturing. The demand for processed food (like pre-cooked
meals/snacks) is likely to rise sharply in the coming years with income growth, as seen in
habits of higher fractile consumers. This provides an opportunity to absorb people moving
out of agriculture without driving much migration. The question is can and should policy
accelerate the process: directed tax incentives can make it more affordable for lower
consumption fractiles. This development can also help set up the producer pyramid
wherein the top-most (technologically savvy and ambitious) manufacturers can export
products: India's agricultural exports are too raw material heavy. Opportunities for growth
may exist in beverages, meat, fruits, and confectionary and milk products.

3.

Ease lending by hand/subsidizing smartphones: It's well understood that high cost of
credit for micro-enterprises impedes growth. In China, a period in which millions of micro
enterprises were created (very similar to India so far) was followed by a period where
these enterprises scaled up their asset base. The resultant improvement in productivity
also helped drive wage growth and jobs. Policymakers in India have been trying to solve
the micro-credit problem for decades, but most attempts have fallen short. SSI/MSME
share of loan books has not picked up it has in fact come down sharply since 1991. The
trouble with lending to small enterprises has been that they lack collateral against which
to lend, and also lack reliable evidence of cash flows that a lender not known personally
to the borrower can use to assess credit-worthiness. This has been a chicken-and-egg
problem, but new techniques being attempted by several ventures that use non-financial
usage data from smartphones to assess credit-worthiness can drive a breakthrough. By
subsidizing smartphones (LED redux?) through a bulk purchase, the government can
accelerate data capture for these enterprises, and the data then can be used by these
ventures to start the lending cycle. This can also bridge the internet penetration gap that
India has.

4.

Consumer Appliances/Electronics: with income growth as well as substantial
improvements in household electrification and power availability, the abysmal penetration
rates for productivity enhancing small as well as large appliances in India can see a sharp
jump up. So far this has been driving a jump in imports from China and is at the root of
the rapidly expanding trade deficit with the country. Our analysis of substitutability of
imports also points to this being the largest such opportunity. Our interactions with
manufacturers suggest that Chinese cost advantages lie mainly in power costs, finance
costs, the advantages of a well-developed local supply chain, as well as a substantial
difference in worker productivity that offsets the low wage costs in India. Expansion of
schemes like 80JJAA as well as the government paying the PF contribution for low-paid
employees can help offset these disadvantages.

5.

Hard as well as Soft Transport Infrastructure: Construction of roads creates jobs, but
much more important is the fact that their use creates more jobs. Government focus has
started to move from just building roads/railway lines to also improving the quality of
transport. This is a welcome change in perspective even from a job creation perspective.
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General government spending on national highways, state highways as well as rural
roads is necessary for creating the enabling infrastructure for local industry to scale up.
The flagship Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) has been a remarkable
success over the past decade and a half, having constructed nearly 500,000 kilometres of
roads, and connecting 110,000 habitations to the mainstream economy for the first time.
This can now be scaled up for better quality connections. State highways somehow fall
between the central government's focus on the major arterial roads and the last mile
connectivity: while conversion of 50,000kms of state highways to National Highways can
help, incentivizing state governments to spend on them can have multiplier effects: states
with more developed state highway networks have much higher per capita GDP.
Perhaps more importantly, the government is starting to focus on the usage of roads.
Passenger transport services are job creators, and while a natural process can see these
develop once the road is built, it can be time consuming. It's clear that states with better
public transport (buses per million people being one measure) also have higher per capita
output.
6.

Getting women into the workforce: In India, average productivity is hurt by an abysmal
participation rate for women. Not only is it already very low, it has been falling in the last
decade. Most countries that pulled themselves out of poverty got their women into the
workforce. As we believe the share of workers in agriculture is likely to start falling
meaningfully, women are likely to be the worst impacted, as 75% of rural women workers
are in agriculture, and participation rates in urban areas are abysmally low. Some of the
recent moves to increase mandatory maternity leave and include on-site crèche services
are necessary for the formal sector, but may act as a deterrent for employers at the lower
end of the wage spectrum. The government may have to resort to women-specific
subsidies to offset some of these concerns. There are also traditionally women-centric
sectors like garmenting, education and health that the government can look to support to
encourage more women to enter the workforce.

In addition to the above, there are several additional areas associated with the informal
economy in terms of formalization or job creation that can have fiscal implications. These
include i) Fiscal freedoms for local government; ii) Directly addressing the costs of
formalization
the choice for the government is not if but when, as a growing old-age
population that lacks pension coverage is likely to be a meaningful fiscal burden in the next 15
years; iii) Addressing rigidities of labour markets with directed subsidies; iv) State-specific
incentives and/or cluster development; and v) Tourism. These are either very broad-based
areas, or availability of reliable statistics (like Tourism) is a challenge. These can be detailed
post discussions with the committee.
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Employment data in India is infrequently collected, and is inconsistent. For example, there are
large differences in the employment numbers as reported by the Economic Census (EC) and
that reported by NSSO's Employment-Unemployment Survey (EUS) (Figure 1).
Categorization is also difficult, as many workers hold several jobs, often at the same time.
Figure 1: Large differences between EUS and EC

Figure 2: Most jobs are perennial; only % are Casual

Source: NSS 68th Round, 6th Econ. Census; Credit Suisse estimates

Source: 6th Economic Census, Credit Suisse estimates

According to various Economic Censuses including the most recent one, jobs in India are
mostly permanent jobs (Figure 2), and are not part-time. However, there are large variations
in the measurement of the labour force (Figure 3; see Appendix for definitions) as well as in
unemployment (Figure 4) and these suggest under-employment.
Figure 3: Labour force as per various measures

Figure 4: Disparity in unemployment across measures

Source: NSSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: NSSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Average daily wage/earnings also indicate underemployment: 80% of casual workers (84% of
rural, 57% urban; 95% women, 74% men) and 31% of regular/salaried wage workers (42%
rural, 25% urban; 54% women, 26% men) get average daily salary/wage less than the
national minimum wage of Rs66/day. Trouble is also that this data is not available for the selfemployed.
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High share of informal employment
India has a very high share of informal workers. Of the 473mn workers as per the 2011-12
employment survey, only 43mn (9.2%, Figure 5) were formal, i.e. had regular wages/salaries
and access to PF/Pensions/Gratuity. Worryingly, this ratio hasn't changed much over the
years despite strong GDP growth, and even as the share of agriculture (all informal) has
declined. It remains much below that of global peers (Figure 6).
Figure 5: Only 9% of workers in 2011-12 were formal

Figure 6: High informal share of non-agri employment

Source: NCEUS, NSSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: ILO Dept. Of Statistics, Credit Suisse estimates

Between 2004-05 and 2011-12, almost all job creation was in the formal sector (Figure 7), but
this remains a small part of the overall employment scenario, and a worrying aspect has been
the persistent increase of informal employment in the formal sector. Given the economic
slowdown after 2012, it is possible if not likely that formal sector job creation may have slowed
again: the NCEUS (Arjun Sengupta committee) had found nearly zero formal sector job
creation between 2000 and 2005.
Figure 7: A substantial number of formal sector workers are informal
Mn
Enterprise
Informal Sector
Formal Sector
Total

Workers, 1999-00
Informal
Formal
340
23
363

2
32
34

Total

Workers, 2004-05
Informal
Formal

342
55
396

392
29
421

Total

1
34
35

Workers, 2011-12*
Informal
Formal

393
63
456

394
36
429

0
43
43

Source: National Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sector (NCEUS), NSSO 68th Round (EUS), *Credit Suisse estimates

Government creates the bulk of formal sector jobs
A surprisingly small part of formal jobs are in the private sector (Figure 8): in 2006 this was
only 33% as per the Employment Market Information (data from NCEUS). The government is
still (or was still, at least till 2006) the employer for two-thirds of all formal sector employees,
likely explaining the clamour for reservations in government jobs.
All (formal) Industrial employment in India is less than 3% of the workforce (Figure 9): this
ratio was declining worryingly till 2005, and jumped thereafter, but it remains lower than in
1983, and the economic slowdown of the last few years seems to have driven stagnation
again. The Annual Survey of Industries (ASI) is the most exhaustive survey available for
industrial production, but as per CSO still covers only two-thirds of manufacturing GVA.
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Figure 8: Two-thirds of formal jobs are in public sector

Figure 9: (Formal) Industry only 2.8% of workforce

Source: Employment Market Information (ref NCEUS), CS estimates

Source: Annual Survey of Industries, NSSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Non-agricultural Informal sector employment
Of the 260mn non-agricultural workers in India in 2011-12, we estimate 188mn (72%) were
employed in the informal sector (Figure 10). We first focus on these; 32mn (12%) informal
workers in the formal sector face different challenges and are not discussed here.
Figure 10: Split of Non-Farm employment
Non-Farm Workers, Mn
Enterprise
Informal Sector
Formal Sector
Total

Workers, 1999-00
Informal
Formal
109
18
127

1
31
32

Workers, 2004-05
Informal
Formal

Total
110
49
159

141
26
167

1
31
32

Total

*Workers, 2011-12
Informal
Formal

142
56
199

188
32
220

0
41
41

Source: National Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sector (NCEUS), NSSO 68th Round (EUS), *Credit Suisse estimates

Nearly 77% of informal sector workers are in the rural areas (Figure 11), though this is
dominated by crop agriculture. Removing crop agriculture, about 56% of informal sector
workers are in rural areas and 44% (Figure 12).
Figure 11: Rural Urban split of all Informal Workers (2012)

Figure 12: Rural Urban split of all non-crop Informal

Source: NSSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: NSSO, Credit Suisse estimates
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Of these, using the NSSO survey of Informal Sector Workers (an approximation, but broadly
indicative), we find that 83% (156mn) are in Manufacturing, Trade, Construction, Non-Crop
Agriculture and in Transport (Figure 13): we intend to focus on these categories from the
perspective of policy support/stimulus.
Figure 13: Split of 189mn Informal Workers by Activity

Figure 14: Split of Informal workers in Manufacturing

Source: NSS 68th Round (Informal Sector Workers), CS Estimates

Source: NSS 68th Round (Informal Sector Workers), CS Estimates

Manufacturing
To arrive at the sector-wise split of informal employment in manufacturing, we start with the
overall split of manufacturing employment (Figure 15), and remove from that the workers for
each sector as captured by the Annual Survey of Industries (ASI). We find that sectors like
Auto manufacturing, Basic Metals, Petroleum Products, or Pharmaceuticals manufacturing
have a high formal share. This is quite intuitive: these are capital and technology intensive
sectors. On the other hand Apparel, Textiles, Tobacco (mostly beedis, we believe), Machine
Repair, Furniture, Wood Products and the like have very low formal sector presence (Figure
16).
Figure 15: Split of Total Manufacturing Employment

Figure 16: Share of Formal Sector in the Category

Source: NSSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: NSSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Combining the two datasets we find that most of the manufacturing employment in the
informal sector is in Apparel, Textiles, Tobacco, Food Products, Non-Metallic Minerals (sand,
sandstone, limestone, marble, etc.), Wood Products and Furniture (Figure 14).
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Apparel (garmenting), and Textiles are more than a third of the informal employment in
manufacturing. The recent government stimulus for the sector intends Can drill down more on
each of these if needed, starting with textile manufacturing.
Trade: Retail, Wholesale and Repair of Motor Vehicles
Figure 17: Trade Employment by type of Enterprise

Figure 18: Most of P&P firms are small, and likely informal

Source: 6th Economic Census, Credit Suisse Estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

th

As per the 6 Economic Census, Proprietary and Partnership firms account for 93% of the
employment in Trade (Figure 17). With an average 1.8 employees per enterprise in this set,
one can assume nearly all the employees are in the informal space. Indeed, only the 3%
employed by companies and government (likely the ration shops) would be formal.
The number of employees in Trade as per the 6th Economic Census (32.3mn) differs from the
count as per the NSS 68th Round by nearly 9.3mn, but we assume that the distribution of
employees by enterprises would be similar. That even the NSSO classifies only 5.5% of the
workers as formal supports this argument.
Figure 19: Split of Trade Employment by Product sold

Figure 20: Split of Construction Jobs

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Construction: Mostly about residential real-estate
Nearly 80% of the 45mn construction jobs are in real-estate: 73% in construction of buildings
and 7% in building completion. Another 13% are in the construction of roads and railways
(Figure 20). It is possible that given the low pace of road/rail construction in 2012, the
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numbers indicated are lower than normal. At the same time, the vagaries of employment
statistics in India, as seen in the difference between UPSS and CDS can also be at play: most
workers would be in construction only part-time. This is particularly as more than three-fourths
of construction jobs are rural (Figure 21).
Figure 21: Three-fourths of construction jobs are rural

Figure 22: Urban-rural jobs split by type of construction

Source: NSS EUS 68th Round, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: NSS EUS 68th Round, Credit Suisse estimates

Interestingly, jobs for construction of Utilities (seems to be irrigation), and roads/rail
construction (as most such activity would be outside the cities: cities are ~6% of India's
landmass) are almost fully in rural areas (Figure 22).
As per the 2001 and 2011 censuses, 8.1mn new houses were built every year. If one was to
focus only on pucca houses, nearly 13mn new houses were built every year between 2009
and 2012, a sharp increase from the 8mn per year built between 2002 and 2009 (Figure 23).
Most of this increase has been in rural pucca house construction, and would have thus
accounted for most of construction jobs as well.
Figure 23: Sharp increase in pucca houses built/year

Figure 24: Worker split by Type as per Economic Census

Source: NSS Housing Conditions Surveys, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: 6th Economic Census, Credit Suisse estimates

As to what type of enterprises these workers are in is harder to analyse, as the 6 th Economic
Census reports just 2.3mn construction jobs, vs. 34.3mn as per NSSO. That it categorizes
most of these jobs as perennial (Figure 24) may in fact reflect the lack of accuracy as most
construction workers anecdotally are migrants. To the extent it is useful, even as per the
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Economic Census, nearly 87% of workers are proprietors, meaning they work more or less for
themselves.
Of the much larger numbers that the NSSO reports the share of informal employment is a
high 77%. We thus find that nearly 27.4mn informal workers are employed in buildings
(construction and finishing). Adding 2.6mn workers making bricks (most of which we can
assume are informally employed), we get more than 30mn workers employed in building
construction.
Transport
85% of the 19.3mn transportation related jobs in India are in the roads sector, with about 33%
of total transport jobs being in road freight, and 52% in passenger transport (Figure 25).
Nearly 80% of all jobs in transportation are informal in nature. We estimate that most of the
formal jobs are in Rail, Postal services, Air transport and in Warehousing/Support operations,
and therefore the roads sector has much higher informality (Figure 26).
The Economic Census counts only 5mn jobs in Transportation, but the fact that nearly 83% of
these are in Proprietorships, where the average employee count is just 1.5 per enterprise, it
shows a high level of informality. Given the fragmented nature of freight demand, particularly
as the transportation market is broken up by state boundaries, freight aggregators haven't
developed so far
the implementation of GST should help on this front. Further, given
cyclicality in the business even the freight operators that have size keep their fleets to the
minimum sustainable through a down-cycle, and then rely on free-lancing truck owners/drivers
to cater to excess demand.
Figure 25: Activity-wise split of Transport jobs

Figure 26: High informality in roads sector

Source: NSS EUS 68th Round, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: NSS EUS 68th Round, Credit Suisse estimates

Non-Crop Agricultural Jobs
Nearly 18mn jobs are in non-crop agriculture (Figure 27): this includes mainly animal products
like cattle, sheep/goat, fish, etc. and also some support jobs (activities undertaken on a fee
basis, including the preparation of fields, crop spraying, trimming of fruit trees, etc.). Nearly all
(93% as per the NSSO) of these jobs are informal in nature. The Economic Census counts
23mn of these jobs, of which 97% are in Proprietor-owned enterprises, corroborating the high
informality observation (Figure 28).
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Figure 27: Split of Non-Crop Agriculture Jobs

Figure 28: Non-Crop Agri Jobs by Type of Enterprise

Source: NSS EUS 68th Round, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

These jobs are the most likely to be misclassified or undercounted as the NSSO counts
workers whose primary or secondary status is in a particular category. Taking poultry for
example, if a farmer keeps 50-100 birds it's unlikely to be the household's primary or even
secondary source of income. Else, given the livestock census count of 729mn birds in India
and only 0.2mn workers in poultry as per the NSSO, birds per worker come to 3645. This
cannot be right, given that most of these are proprietary as per the 6th EC.
Hotels and Restaurants
Hotels and Restaurants employed about 8mn people in 2012, with most of the employment in
food and beverage outlets (Figure 29): nearly 90% of these jobs were informal. The 6th
Economic Census only reported 6.1mn workers, but also reported almost 90% of the
establishments in the proprietary and partnership category (Figure 30).
This category saw 61% growth in employment between the 5th and 6th economic censuses
(3.8mn to 6.1mn), mirroring the rise in the number of enterprises (1.5mn to 2.4mn).
Figure 29: Split of Hotels and Restaurants Jobs

Figure 30: Hotels and Restaurants Establishments

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Economic Share higher in Agri, Construction, Trade
Assuming that the Household Sector as defined by the CSO is the Informal sector, we find
that the sector drives about 45% of GVA (Figure 31). As 45% of Formal Sector workers are
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also informal workers, this is an under-statement. That its share of GVO is only 33% shows
that the informal sector is more active in intermediate steps and not as much in final
consumption. Outside of agriculture, the sectors where the informal sector has a large share
are construction, Trade, Hotels/Restaurants and Transport.
Figure 31: HH Share of GVA & GVO Activity-wise (2014)

Figure 32: HH Sector GVA split by activity (2014)

Source: CSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: CSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Of the total informal GVA of Rs47tn in FY14 (the last year for which data is available), nearly
38% comes from agriculture (crops as well as non-crop agriculture; Figure 32). The
contribution from Dwellings & Professional Services in our view should be largely rent on own
dwellings, and therefore not directly relevant to our analysis. Construction, Trade, and Road
Transport are the categories of interest from a job creation perspective.
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With the informal sector accounting for 83% of workers (the additional 7.5% are informal
workers in the formal sector) but only 45% of GVA, the value added per worker is as expected
very low at Rs93K (Figure 33). On the other hand the formal sector has Rs1mn GVA per
worker: this would not be out of place among the middle-income economies. If we exclude the
informal workers in the sector, whose value-add (as measured by compensation) would be
insignificant, the GVA comes to an enormous Rs1.9mn.
Figure 33: Very low GVA per person in informal sector

Figure 34: HH GVA by Employee Activity-wise (2012)

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

On the other hand for the informal sector, even excluding Crop Agriculture the value-added at
Rs147K is one-seventh that of the formal sector. With the exception of Mining, Construction
and Transport, in 2012 the GVA per worker was less than Rs100K for almost every category
of informal workers (Figure 34).
Figure 35: Manufacturing GVA: Informal vs. Formal

Figure 36:

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: IILS Informality Database, Credit Suisse estimates

Within manufacturing, for which we have sector-wise split of workers and GVA courtesy he
ASI, the gap in GVA per worker runs across industries (Figure 35). High informality prevents
countries from developing a sizeable, diversified export base ( Figure 36).
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Vicious cycle: small

costly capital

low growth

Of the 59mn non-farm enterprises in India, only 0.8mn had 10 or more employees, and 79%
of non-crop workforce works in enterprises smaller than 10 employees (Figure 37). Small size
and high informality hurts growth as well: given the low productivity there aren't any savings to
invest back in the business, and availability of external capital is also constrained. While data
availability on informal enterprises is limited, we note that 93% of MSMEs as per the 2007
census were self-financed (Figure 38).
Figure 37: 79% in enterprises with less than 10 workers

Figure 38: Most MSME's forced to rely on self-finance

Source: 6th Economic Census, Credit Suisse Estimates

Source: MSME Census 2007

IFC estimates that in 2011 MSMEs in India faced a 64% financing gap (Figure 39). This is not
unique to India as per IFC two-thirds of SMEs in poor countries cannot borrow as much as
they would like. Further, the cost of capital for smaller firms in India is also much higher than it
is for larger firms (Figure 40).
Figure 39: Significant financing gap for MSMEs (2011)

Figure 40: Smaller loans/borrowers have expensive loans

Source: IFC

Source: RBI, Credit Suisse estimates

For informal borrowers the costs would be even higher and availability more constrained than
for the (mostly formal) MSMEs, with interest rates running at 3-5% per month (45-60% per
annum). This is because formal lending is generally against collateral and informal enterprises
are asset lite, with not much proof of their cash flows. This lack of capital and its high cost also
constrains their growth.
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Equilibrium: low tax

small government

low GDP

India's headline tax to GDP at 17% is among the lowest in the world (Figure 41). However,
given that 45% of the GDP is not taxable, the tax to GDP for the remaining 55% is nearly
30%, among the highest rates in the world. Thus, there is limited scope for squeezing more
tax from the formal economy. This limit ensures that despite the high fiscal deficit, general
government spending in India is perhaps lower than it should be (Figure 42).
Figure 41: Formal sector is quite heavily taxed in India

Figure 42: Government expenditure actually quite small

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: OECD, Credit Suisse estimates

In particular, this constrains the government from expanding its staff: the size of the
government (state + centre) is actually smaller than most other governments (Figure 43). As
an example, India in 2013 only had 1.38 police personnel per 1000 population, among the
lowest in the world (Figure 44). Even the US, despite the average police person being better
equipped and with heavier use of IT, had 50% more police people.
Figure 43: General government size too is small

Figure 44: Police employment vs. per country capita GDP

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: UNODC, IMF, Credit Suisse estimates

This would apply to many other services, including in urban transport, civic services,
education and health. In the absence of these, productivity of the economy goes down, which
in turn drives low taxes. This is a problem faced by most less-developed economies (LDCs),
taxes enable bigger government and thence higher taxes.
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Less Monetary Control
Given the lack of formal accounts and generally sub-scale requirements of credit, most of
informal enterprises rely on informal sources of credit. In rural areas, as per the All India Debt
and Investments Survey, for non-cultivators more than half comes from informal sources, and
only 22% of credit is from scheduled commercial banks (Figure 45). Even in urban areas for
the self-employed nearly a third of the credit is from informal sources (Figure 46). This is
despite decades of policy driven push to support lending in this sector and bring down their
borrowing costs.
Figure 45: Split of credit by type of agency

Rural (2012)

Figure 46: Split of credit by type of agency

Source: RBI, All India Debt & Investment Survey, CS Estimates

Urban (2012)

Source: RBI, All India Debt & Investment Survey, CS Estimates

It's hard to conclude whether low banking system penetration is the cause or the effect of high
informality likely it contributes to high informality, and is also a victim of it. In addition to
agriculture still being a meaningful part of GDP and low accumulated financial wealth, high
informality is the reason deposits as % of GDP are among the lowest in the world (Figure 47).
Not surprisingly, banking system credit as % of GDP is also low compared to most other
nations (Figure 48).
Figure 47: Banking deposits as % of GDP

Figure 48: Banking System Credit as % of GDP is low

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: UNODC, IMF, Credit Suisse estimates

High informality and less dependence on formal banking channels is also what drive a greater
use of cash in the economy (Figure 49). Compared to most other economies, including
Emerging Market peers like China and Brazil (another data point that comparing India to these
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countries is inappropriate), India has a disproportionately higher use of cash. The ratio had
been coming down since independence, though the pace of decline seems to have slowed,
and even halted in the last 6-7 years (Figure 50).
Figure 49: Use of cash much higher than global norms

Figure 50: Decline in cash usage has stalled since 2009

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: RBI, Credit Suisse estimates

For people borrowing from money lenders or other informal sources like chit funds (classified
as 'Others' in Figure 45 and Figure 46: chit funds could be supplying a very large part of
borrowing needs, particularly in states like Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Andhra), changes to RBI
rates are unlikely to have any material impact. Thus, in an economy with significant use of
cash and low deposits and credit as a share of GDP the central bank has limited ability to
control growth or inflation.

Shrinking Labour demand in Agriculture
The share of agriculture in employment has been falling steadily over the past several
decades, but due to population growth the number of agricultural workers kept rising till the
2005 survey (Figure 51). Even after that it has not come down by much. These numbers may
be slightly under-reported, as the 2011 census (about the time the 2012 Employment Survey
would have been conducted) still reported 250mn people employed in agriculture.
Figure 51: Number of people in agriculture still high

Figure 52: Share of "labourers" still rising

Source: Employment Surveys, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Agri Census (various years), Credit Suisse estimates
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Slightly more worryingly, the share of agricultural labourers in this has gone up over time
(Figure 52). This is likely because of two reasons: (1) non-cultivation output in agriculture has
been rising (Figure 53) and (2) as gross cropped area in India has not grown much over the
decades (the marginal increase visible is only through more crops per year, and some from
irrigation in dry areas), the number of dependents per acre of cropped area has been rising
(Figure 54). For some cultivators too farm-size fragmentation triggered by population growth
has reduced acreage available, forcing them to work on other farms.
Figure 53: Non-farming related agriculture output rising

Figure 54: More agri workers/acre of gross cropped area

Source: CSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Agri Census, CMIE, Credit Suisse estimates

However, now with food demand growth slowing and agricultural productivity rising sharply,
we are generating persistent surpluses. Agriculture is thus likely to "shed" workers. The US
saw this transition a hundred years back: in 1900, 41% of its population was employed in
agriculture, producing about a fourth of its GDP (Figure 55). Over the next few decades, its
share of employment and share of GDP kept declining, and today just 2% of US workforce
produces food for the country (and more: US has large agricultural exports). Interestingly,
today 93% of US farm households have non-agricultural income1 (Figure 56).
Figure 55: US share of GDP and workforce in agriculture

Figure 56: The decline in agriculture sharper than in rural

Source: USDA, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: ERS Economic Information Bulletin 3 June 2005

1

Carolyn Dmitri et al (USDA): The 20th Century Transformation of US Agriculture and Farm Policy.
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Benchmarking India's employment mix is tricky
Among other reasonably sized economies, India is really an outlier (Figure 57): it has by far
the highest share of workers employed in agriculture, and the fewest in public services. This
creates a vicious cycle: poor education and health impede manpower development.
Figure 57: Country-wise split of workforce by type

Source: ILO, Credit Suisse estimates

One can say percentages get distorted by the high proportion of workers in agriculture. But in
a hypothetical scenario even if we were to exclude the agricultural workforce from every
economy, India is still an outlier. It has a much larger proportion of the workforce in
construction, and far fewer in public services (Figure 58). That said from the perspective of
skill availability (or a lack of skill), this is perhaps appropriate.
Figure 58: Split of workforce by country

Source: ILO, Credit Suisse estimates
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We approach the prescriptions with the following constraints:
The solutions must keep in mind the current employment mix: while enough has been
said and done about skilling, impacting tens of millions of workers is unlikely to be
achieved in a few years. While this cannot be allowed to dictate all prescriptions, the
current mix of jobs indicates the availability of skillsets, and should act as a blueprint.
This must be blended with ground realities of demand and supply. Increases in income
cannot be achieved without improving productivity, and that by definition means that fewer
workers are needed unless demand grows. Take for example the category-wise split of
incremental workers between the 5th and the 6th Economic Censuses (Figure 59): more
than a third went into livestock. However, as employment there grew at 10% CAGR
(Figure 60), combined with improvements in productivity, we have started seeing
surpluses in dairy and poultry among other food items. In the absence of other changes
therefore, this category need not/cannot take any more workers.
Figure 59: Split of Incremental Workers 2005-13

Figure 60: Growth by job type 2005-13

Source: 5th & 6th Economic Censuses, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: 5th & 6th Economic Censuses, Credit Suisse estimates

India is a sixth of humanity with a number of idiosyncratic characteristics. Copying
solutions that have worked abroad, or in some ways aping the employment mix of other
economies is therefore ill-advised. Being too prescriptive and rigid very early on has been
the bane of most such past attempts.
The solutions need to scale. Creation of a few lakh jobs is unlikely to move the needle.
There can be a number of categories of jobs that may add up to the tens of millions of
non-agricultural jobs that need to be created, but the granularity cannot be too fine.

1) Rural Housing: Housing subsidy is for workers
As discussed on Page 13, nearly 60% of all construction jobs are in the construction of rural
buildings. At the same time, a large number of rural houses are kutcha or semi-pucca: an
analysis of 2011 Population Census data found 38% of the houses were kutcha or semipucca (Figure 61). Nearly all of these (87%) are in rural areas (Figure 62).
Incentivizing the construction of these houses can thus create jobs. The advantages of pukka
houses don't need to be detailed: they are safer, easier to clean, easier to provide utilities to
(electricity, water, sanitation), and save time for residents through better quality living
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conditions and improved security. Thus, not only does this construction create jobs and
substantial downstream activity, it also benefits the residents.
Figure 61: Split of houses by type (2011 Census)

Figure 62: Most non-Pucca houses are rural

Source: Population Census2, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: 5th & 6th Economic Censuses, Credit Suisse estimates

Rural house construction is much less expensive than in urban areas, primarily as the land is
usually owned by the household in rural areas. This is not the case in urban areas, and
rehabilitation becomes a problem too. Thus, there is greater "bang for the buck" in rural
housing, as more money goes into construction. There is also likely to be less speculation.
Further, labour is more than half the total cost of construction when one looks at both direct
(29%), and indirect (nearly 35% is labour-heavy construction materials like bricks, sand and
timber) contributions (Figure 63).
Figure 63: Construction cost is labour heavy

Figure 64: Houses built under the Indira Awas Yojana

Source: Technical group on urban housing, Sep-2012

Source: Ministry of Rural Development, Credit Suisse estimates

We have taken cost estimates from the report of the Technical Group on Urban Housing as
construction costs should be broadly similar in the low-income group housing category.
The government has been trying to work on this problem for several decades now
the
erstwhile Indira Awaas Yojana (IAY), now rechristened as the Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana
(PMAY) have tried to incentivize this process (Figure 64). However, with construction costs

2

Report of the Technical Group on Urban Housing Shortage, September 2012
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moving up sharply, the pace of house construction has come off, despite the budgets being
broadly in the Rs100bn-plus range.
There has also been a problem with leakage in the scheme, with anecdotal evidence
indicating large-scale expropriation by the mukhiyas. Further, like in other centrally controlled
schemes that are for state subjects (like housing), there seems to have been a perception of
lack of control. There has also been a risk that the mukhiyas do not let the scheme move
ahead if they are refused their cuts.
DBT (Direct Benefits Transfer) is a great tool for limiting leakage and unlike food or fertilizer
subsidy, the distribution channel is not multi-step and fragmented. A challenge may be in
identifying households vs. individuals so as to avoid duplication. This challenge though would
be a relatively minor one. Further, the use of technology registering the land parcel where
the land is being built, and then tracking using drones/satellite images can help with remote
administration.
Including the problem of congestion (e.g. houses with less than 300 sq. ft. of floor area), the
housing gap has been estimated at 62mn 3. While there have been differences in the definition
of pucca houses between the Census and the NSSO, to get a broad lay of the land in terms of
state-wise incidence, we use the 2012 NSSO Housing Conditions Survey. We find that the
states with the highest proportion of Kutcha + Semi-Pucca houses are the states where the
move out of agriculture is likely to be the most extreme (Figure 65). These are also the states
where most of the new houses need to be built (Figure 66).
Figure 65: State-wise % of Kutcha + Semi-Pucca houses

Figure 66: State-wise split of stock of such houses

Source: NSSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: NSSO, Credit Suisse estimates

As many of the construction materials (e.g. cement, wires) are also taxed (though in some
cases local materials may be outside the indirect tax net), the net impact on government
finances may not be as large as what the gross outlay may suggest. Cost sharing between
centre and states can also get the states involved.

2) Food Processing and Agricultural Exports
As discussed earlier in this report, with India's per capita calorie demand continuing to fall and
productivity (yields for crops/livestock) continuing to rise, we now have surpluses in almost all
food categories. If these rising surpluses cannot be exported, prices are likely to fall, forcing
more exits from agriculture. This has been analysed in detail in our note "Agriculture: The
Problem is Plenty" (published May 2016).

3

Kumar, Arjun. "Estimating Rural Housing Shortage". EPW, June 28, 2014 vol XLIX nos 26 & 27, Pg 74-79.
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Food Processing: Can policy drive demand acceleration?
Consumers in higher fractiles consume more processed food (Figure 67), with dominant
categories being pre-cooked meals/snacks (Figure 68). This data is naturally adjusted for
changes in awareness and taste, so it can be taken as representative of what happens with
rising incomes. As demand for processed food accelerates, there will be an opportunity for job
creation in manufacturing, providing an opportunity to absorb people moving out of agriculture
without migration. As discussed earlier in the report (see Figure 14 on Page 11), nearly 9% of
informal manufacturing jobs are in food processing.
Figure 67: Share of processed food goes up with income

Figure 68: Processed Food by Value (Urban, Top Quartile)

Source: NSSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: NSSO, Credit Suisse estimates

Currently, only 3% of India's food is processed (Figure 69). This ratio is likely to rise over time
naturally: the question is if policy can accelerate the process. Food processing as a sector has
seen some airtime in budget speeches, but a concerted push may help.
Slower transition to processed food is sometimes due to greater price differentials. Directed
schemes like power subsidies or extension of employment-related benefits to employers in
this sector (like 80 JJAA or the government paying PF contributions) can help. In some cases,
like biscuits, duty differentials also act as a deterrent, with the redistributive design element in
indirect taxes possibly hurting demand.
Figure 69: A very small part of food in India is processed

Figure 70: India's share of Global agricultural axports

Source: IBEF, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: FAO, Credit Suisse estimates
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Agricultural Exports
Given India's natural bounty (fertile land, year-long sunshine and good rainfall), India has the
potential to dominate many global food categories. However, its share of global agricultural
exports is a meagre 2%, despite the improvement last decade (Figure 70). Using the split of
global agricultural trade (Figure 71) as a proxy for end-demand, and comparing it to India's
agricultural exports (Figure 72), we note that opportunities for growth may exist in beverages,
meat, fruits, confectionary and milk products.
Figure 71: Global agricultural trade commodity-wise

Figure 72: India's agricultural exports commodity-wise

Source: FAO, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: FAO, Credit Suisse estimates

For agricultural exports to rise, many fundamental changes may be necessary:
i)

Processing needs to increase for the food to be transportable: the share of
processing in India's agricultural exports is much below global average (Figure 73),
and compared to its potential even in the best of categories share of exports is less
than 2.5% (Figure 74): unprocessed products like cereals and cotton dominate. This
is perhaps a consequence of low processing in general. There is also likely to be an
opportunity for import substitution if food processing picks up;

Figure 73: Processed exports share smaller in India

Figure 74: India share of agri trade low across categories

Source: FAO, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: FAO, Credit Suisse estimates

ii)

Costs need to be brought down (Figure 75): e.g. Indian edible oil now has a 20% duty
protection to stave off imports; Indian commodity-grade wheat is now 60% more
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expensive than current global wheat prices, Indian milk prices are 30-40% higher
than global prices, obviating exports; and
iii) Quality needs to improve as these frequently become non-tariff barriers.
Figure 75: Indian costs/prices not competitive

Figure 76: Currency (relative) strength hurting too

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

More food processing within the country should help solve the problem of improving the share
of processing, and also of manufacturing quality
in a pyramid of companies, the more
ambitious can aspire to qualify for export markets.

3) Ease lending by handing/subsidizing smartphones
Micro-lending has been a policy goal for a while, but hasn't seen much success
As seen earlier in the report, high cost of credit for micro-enterprises, which need machinery
to expand and working capital, has been an impediment to growth. Policy in India has been
trying to solve the micro-credit problem for decades, and attempts as diverse as cooperative
banks, State Finance Corporations, SIDBI, etc. have been largely unsuccessful in solving this
problem. Nearly two-thirds of credit is directly/indirectly sourced from banks (Figure 77), and
the SSI/MSME share of loan books has not picked up (Figure 78) it has in fact come down
sharply since 1991.
Figure 77: Sources of credit for SSIs/MSMEs (2005)

Figure 78: SSI share of credit has not picked up

Source: FAO, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: FAO, Credit Suisse estimates
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MUDRA has received much government attention, but so far it seems more of a coordinating
agency, with its refinancing and credit enhancement functions barely used. In the Shishu
category, where most of micro-enterprises are likely to borrow, the lending is dominated by
Micro-Finance Institutions (Figure 79). While these are growing at a rapid pace, a
disproportionately large share of the loans 12.5mn new borrowers in MUDRA last year was
disbursed by PSU Banks (Figure 80). Slightly worryingly, PSU banks also had a larger
average ticket-size for these new loans, hinting at an attempt to meet targets.
Figure 79: Most of Shishu loans are through MFIs

Figure 80: Incremental lending dominated by banks

Source: FAO, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: FAO, Credit Suisse estimates

Smartphones to the rescue: free or subsidized; LED redux?
The trouble with lending to smaller enterprises has been that they lack collateral against which
to lend, and also lack reliable evidence of cash flows that a lender not known personally to the
borrower can use to assess credit-worthiness. This is where smartphones play a very
important less well appreciated role: they help capture data about the user, and this has been
found to help make lending decisions. Start-ups like tala.co and branch.co (Figure 81) that
operate in Africa and other countries with challenges similar to that in India seem to have
found good success on this front.
Figure 81: Non-financial data just through smartphone usage can provide credit history

Source: Branch.co, Credit Suisse estimates
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India lags the world in smartphone penetration (Figure 82). Adoption is expected to pick up
sharply in the coming years (Figure 83), but it may not rise fast enough. Part of the reason is
affordability feature phones are still popular in India as they cost Rs1000-1500. There are
other constraints too user interfaces, applicable content, the recharge frequency, etc.
Figure 82: India's smartphone penetration is low

Figure 83: To grow rapidly, but likely not fast enough

Source: PEW Research,Idea Cellular, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Credit Suisse estimates

If the government was to subsidize these handsets through a bulk purchase, which would also
enable it to specify design requirements like an iris scanner (for Aadhaar use), adoption of
these phones could rise sharply. Even if the government were to distribute Rs3000 handsets
to say 40mn people above the age of 18, the total cost would be just Rs120bn only 30% of
the cost of NREGA, but with substantially greater and sustained impact. Providing these
handsets sooner than later would help accelerate the creation and capture of usage data
the more the data the easier it becomes to lend to these individuals/enterprises.
The enabling environment is coming up, in the form of UPI (Unified Payments Interface) and
several payment banks that are likely to accelerate the generation and analysis of this data.
By accelerating the adoption of smartphones this process can be speeded up.
Figure 84: Internet penetration

Figure 85: Broadband penetration

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

This would also solve a more obvious problem: India lags the rest of the world in internet
penetration (Figure 84), with the gap even wider in broadband penetration (Figure 85). This is
when India's definition of broadband assumes a much lower speed than the norm globally.
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This creates a significant disadvantage for smaller enterprises, including farmers, in terms of
access to information, be it on best practices or just prices of key inputs or of their production.
For most Own Account Enterprises (OAE) be they in services or manufacturing, this
significantly impairs utilization/hours worked and therefore compensation.
Other steps can be attempted, but most have been tried before
As discussed earlier in the report (see Figure 45 and Figure 46 on Page 21) in the absence of
formal credit availability, small businesses and OAEs generally rely on friends and family or
money lenders. Some informal mechanisms like Chit Funds are rather well designed even if
they operate without much regulation. The government has attempted to engage with the Chit
Funds Association, and several suggestions like getting CRISIL to rate Chit Funds, provision
of insurance cover for subscribers, etc. have been recommended, but these seem unlikely to
drive much change.
Similarly, enhancing the Credit Guarantee Fund for Micro and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE),
which was set up in 2000, and has guaranteed Rs1.08tn worth of loans (2.3mn tickets), has
come in for some flak for very poor lending standards. That it has only Rs43bn of capital is the
lesser of the problems.
Learning from China and BRI (Indonesian bank)
Inevitably, China has been through a similar process of jobs migrating away from agriculture.
In the first step, workers lack the skills or the education to do anything but the simplest of
tasks, and therefore migrate to simple trade/manufacturing jobs. There was a proliferation of
micro-enterprises: the average employee strength of the jointly owned/private enterprises was
just 3. These enterprises then rapidly grew their asset base, helped by local/provincial/central
government support as well as generous bank lending. The resultant improvement in
productivity also helped boost wages. These charts are available in Appendix 2.
An aping of Chinese policies would be inappropriate, given their different challenges and
policy framework. But the lesson to be learn from the Chinese experience is the necessity of
having India's micro-enterprises scale up. Credit provision is of critical necessity on this front.
Like India, Indonesia has a large informal economy too, with 60mn SMEs as per Deloitte
(2.8mn in Thailand; 1mn in the Philippines), and low banking penetration: as per World Bank
36% of adults have bank accounts (THA 78%, PHP 31%, MAL 81%, SGP 96%). The success
of BRI, Indonesia's biggest provider of small loans: estimated to be half of the market below
IDR200mn (US$15,277, or INR1mn), is worth studying. With a high net interest margin (8pp in
2015, from 9.5pp in 2011) and an NPA ratio of 2%, it is the most profitable publicly listed
corporation, with IDR25.4tn (US$1.94bn) in profit in 2015. It has so far focused only on bricksand-mortar branches (10,000 of them), and only now has started investing in branchless
banking (small shops that offer banking services).

4) Consumer Appliances/Electronics
Rapid demand growth likely
India's penetration of basic productivity drivers like refrigerators, food appliances and washing
machines is by far the lowest in the world (Figure 86). However, going forward this is likely to
pick up. The reason for this is not only the adoption curves that plot per capita GDP with
consumption of these appliances, but also improving household electrification, and improving
quality of power.
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Figure 86: Household penetration of consumer appliances for large countries (2015)

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

For both minor (e.g. small cooking appliances, personal appliances, ironing devices, etc.
Figure 87) as well as major appliances (refrigeration, air-conditioning, home laundry, etc.
Figure 88), as India's per capita GDP continues to rise at 7% or so, demand for these
appliances could grow 2-6x over the coming decade. After this growth we are likely to have
similar penetration levels as Indonesia.
Figure 87: Adoption curve for small appliances

Figure 88: Adoption curve for large appliances

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Thus far adoption of these has been constrained by power availability. While SEBs do try to
subsidize power for low-end consumers, given the unsustainable nature of this scheme, they
cannot afford to provide quality power to them. As a result, India's power consumption is also
the lowest in the world (Figure 89). In the last decade, and in particular in the last five years,
there has been a sharp pickup in the pace of household electrification (Figure 90).
Improvements in domestic coal mining, better route planning by the railways, expansion in the
transmission grids and large surpluses of generation capacity also imply low cost increases
for SEBs.
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Figure 89: Low per capita power consumption in India

Figure 90: Household electrification finally rising sharply

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Availability of more reliable and affordable power as well as rising incomes should accelerate
the adoption of consumer appliances.
This is the biggest import category that is substitutable
Thus far growing demand for these has been met with imports from China. In fact, of the
imports that can be substituted (Figure 91: others are goods that are either not available, or
India lacks capability, like aircraft or computer equipment, or capacity which in some ways can
also be linked to cost, but only over the medium-term), consumer appliances and electronics
are together nearly 40% of the import bill (Figure 92).
Figure 91: Split of imports by reason

Figure 92: Category-wise split of Cost-related imports

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

These categories also dominate our imports from China, and are at the root of the rapidly
expanding trade deficit with the country (Figure 93). Our interactions with domestic
manufacturers and supply chain experts point to significant cost advantages that the Chinese
have the reason most of these are imported.
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Figure 93: Imports from China over time

Figure 94: Electronics imports from China (FY2016)

Source: CMIE, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

So far duty support has helped shift some cellphone assembly capacity (the largest part of the
electronics imports from China: Figure 94) to India but extending it to too many categories
runs the risk of WTO challenges. While the government seems to be incrementally going up
the value chain to bring a larger part of the value-addition in mobile phones to India, it has
been incremental and announced once every year in the budget. As per manufacturers giving
some visibility on the roadmap over the next few years would accelerate the process of supply
chain creation in India.
Figure 95: Cost advantages for China in appliances

Figure 96: India wages low, but offset by other factors

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

The bulk of the cost advantage is in the form of power costs, finance costs and supply chain
efficiencies (Figure 95). While these add up to just 7% of sales, given the high proportion of
material costs in these low value-added categories, these can provide a 15-20% advantage
when it comes to returns.
There seems to be another hidden inefficiency: despite the average worker in India now
costing nearly a third of a Chinese worker (Figure 96), it seems there is a substantial
difference in worker productivity. The wage gap is further offset by basic constraints like
number of hours worked (e.g. law and order problems and restrictions on overtime constrain
24 hour working in several areas) and the need for extra workers in ensuring continuous water
and power supply.
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The two schemes launched by the government recently: 130% deduction for corporate
income tax (section 80JJAA benefit) for employees with salary below Rs25000/month, and the
government paying the PF contribution for employees at salaries below Rs15000/month for 3
years can be promoted for this industry as well.

5) Transport: Hard as well as Soft Infrastructure
Construction of roads creates jobs, and their use creates more jobs. Government focus has
started to move from just building roads/railway lines to also improving the quality of transport.
This is a welcome change in perspective even from a job creation perspective.
Construction: Job creation engine, but needs to scale up meaningfully
Figure 97: Total spend on National Highways/Railways

Figure 98: Bulk of roads spending on National Highways

Source: Budget Documents, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Budget Documents, Credit Suisse estimates

As seen in earlier sections of this report, infrastructure construction is 13% of all construction
jobs (Figure 20 on Page 12). If one was to take Spending on National Highways and Railways
has picked up sharply (Figure 97). On roads, while National Highways are just 2% of the road
network, they account for 40% of traffic and perhaps justifiably receive the bulk of general (i.e.
state + centre) government expenditure.
The flagship Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) scheme has been a remarkable
success over the past decade and a half, having constructed nearly 500,000 kilometres of
roads, and connecting 110,000 habitations to the mainstream economy for the first time. This
helps/has helped form larger economic units, by allowing perishables like labour, milk and
vegetables better market access, and in the process encouraging specialisation and therefore
productivity improvement. Acceleration of this scheme in terms of the number of habitations
connected as well as scaling up the ambition on the width and quality of these roads can
further enhance jobs.
State highways somehow fall in between the central government's focus on the major arterial
roads (National Highways) and the last mile connectivity. And yet, they are an important
differentiator between developed and less developed states (Figure 99). By planning to
upgrade 50,000km of state highways to national highways and then taking over their
upgradation, the government is likely addressing this flaw without going through the
contentious issues of funding infrastructure for specific states with central funds. Whatever the
mechanism of building these, and that of funding them (i.e. through direct budgetary support
or extra-budgetary borrowing), these are likely to contribute meaningfully to the general
government borrowing requirements.
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Figure 99: Difference between states in state highways

Figure 100: Indian Railways targets

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Railways Budget, Credit Suisse estimates

Similarly, for the Railways, given the scale of the change needed, and the difficulty in
attracting private capital for a variety of reasons, it seems likely that the much needed
expansion in rail capacity and speeds will either be funded directly by the government or will
be through market borrowing, thus adding to PSBR.
Transportation Services: positive primary as well as secondary impact on jobs
Constructing a road is an important first step for mobility of labour and goods. However,
without there being affordable transportation services, the utilization of these roads is sub
optimal and takes many years to ramp up. Transportation services also account for a large
number of jobs (Figure 25 on Page 14). The National Market is rather vibrant but but the state
and local levels development of these markets if left alone can take a very long time.
As can be seen from the visible correlation between a state's bus density (number of buses
per million people) to its per capita GDP (Figure 101), it has a meaningful impact on
productivity. Interestingly, the state does not have to own/run all of these (Figure 102): a very
high share of these buses are privately run.
Figure 101: Need public transport to complement roads

Figure 102:These aren't and need not be all private

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

The provision of these services deteriorates meaningfully at the local government level. So far
the central government has approached the problem through the Smart Cities project, and a
more recent programme by the MoRTH in association with the World Bank, where state
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transport corporation improvements are rewarded competitively with matching grants. Start-up
ventures like Uber and Ola are revolutionising this market, but similar techniques can also be
used to develop affordable urban transport.

6) Getting women into the workforce
In India the average labour force/worker participation rates are brought down by an abysmal
ratio for women: they are lower than men on most measures, and in particular for the most
rigorous Current Daily Status (Figure 103), indicating high part-time involvement. It has been
well documented that many countries that have pulled themselves out of poverty have done
so through a surge in women entering the workforce. In India on the other hand the
participation rate has been falling (Figure 104). Worryingly, this is in both urban and rural
areas, though much more steeply in the latter.
Figure 103: Women's workforce participation rate is low

Figure 104: Participation of women in workforce dropping

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Many theories have been attempted to explain this, including i) improving prosperity is making
it less important for women to venture out of home in physically unsafe/ uncomfortable
environments if they don't need to, esp. to avoid social stigma; ii) allowing them more time to
spend at home taking care of children; and iii) lack of appropriate skills.
Figure 105: Split of Jobs for Rural Women

Figure 106: Split of Jobs for Urban Women

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates
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From our perspective, another worrying trend is agriculture needing fewer workers going
forward, as 75% of rural women workers, where participation rates are higher, are in
agriculture (Figure 105). Jobs for urban women are more evenly distributed across categories
(Figure 106): the focus though would be in getting their participation to improve.
In developed economies female participation in the workforce is encouraged by income tax
rates being set for families rather than individuals, with a second worker facing a lower tax
rate. That is unlikely to work in India, given that most of these workers and their families are
anyway outside the income tax bracket.
On the contrary, recent moves to increase mandatory maternity leave and inclusion of crèche
services at job sites while necessary in the formal sector, may actually act as a deterrent for
employers at the lower end of the wage spectrum: the government may have to resort to
women-specific subsidies to offset some of these concerns.
There are sectors that globally see higher proportion of women workers (Figure 107):
assuming that over time India's mix of industry also shifts in that direction, industry-specific
incentives can be used to generate employment opportunities for women. In India
Figure 107: Industries that employ more women globally

Figure 108:Sectors in India where women's share is high

Source: ILO, Credit Suisse Estimates

Source: NSSO, Credit Suisse Estimates

Ideas not detailed for now
In addition to the above, there are several additional areas associated with the informal
economy in terms of formalization or job creation that can have fiscal implications. These
have not been detailed as yet for one of two reasons: firstly, these are very broad-based, and
quantification of the impact requires some important assumptions to be made; and secondly,
availability of reliable macroeconomic statistics has been a challenge. In tourism for example,
NSSO surveys capture variables like the number of tourists, number of inter-city overnight
trips and the duration of stay, but translating these into job opportunities, or the fiscal impact
of any government measures, requires several subjective assessments. These topics can be
detailed post discussions with the committee.
Fiscal Freedoms for local government
Several studies have shown that local government entrepreneurship was the primary driver of
growth in the first two decades of the Chinese growth miracle, and likely after that as well.
While the Fourteenth Finance Commission has significantly boosted direct transfers to local
governments, the total quantum is still small. This is an area that can be transformational, but
may require too many other changes (e.g. state governments giving control to local
governments), and so we are unsure if this falls within the remit of the FRBM committee.
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Directly addressing cost of formalization: formalize now, or pay pensions later
The government is aware that formalization is a cost-benefit balance for enterprises, and has
been working to reduce the costs, as summarily discussed in the sub-section above on
domestic manufacturing of consumer appliances. However, this is a much bigger subject, and
can potentially necessitate much bigger budgetary allocations in future years.
In particular, as the government may eventually have to bear the pension costs of the informal
sector post their retirement. It could therefore make sense to spend now and encourage
formalization rather than have to deal with this15-20 years later.
Figure 109: Limited pension cover outside government

Figure 110:Government pension outgo could rise sharply

Source: CRISIL4

Source: CRISIL4

4

CRISIL estimates that from the current cost of 2.2% of GDP, pension costs to the
government could rise sharply by 2030. A large part of 60-plus population is uncovered, as
private sector coverage is insignificant (Figure 109). In the best case scenario, if private sector
pension coverage rises from 8% currently to 70% by 2030 the government's burden may be
3.4% of GDP (Scenario 1 in Figure 110).
If however the private sector coverage ratio stays at 8% (Scenario 2), the burden for the
government could rise to 4% of GDP even with lower per person outgo. In the worst case, if
the outgo per person stays the same, the costs could be 6% of GDP. This is a substantial
burden, and if a relatively smaller outlay can minimize this future liability, such a plan should
be taken up without delay.
Addressing rigidities of labour markets with directed subsidies
One of the reasons stated why the private sector has preferred a capital intensive route is
excessive labour market rigidity (e.g. inability to fire at will if employing > 100 workers; inability
to acquire a flexible labour force through contract arrangements as these are restricted to
non-perennial activities). We haven't yet explored if this cost in some way can be shared
between the government and employers. In Europe for example lay-offs under certain
conditions allow for the government to part-pay the severance. While Europe is no paragon of
labour market flexibility, such a scheme can provide a via media for governments seeking
labour protection and corporations seeking flexibility. This can start with specific sectors and
geographies to assess flaws, but cost estimates are tough to do.
State-specific incentives and/or Cluster Development
Given that a large number of services and goods are regulated and taxed by state
governments, there has been insufficient reform in many of them. Different states have
different strengths in terms of resource availability. Bihar for example can excel in food
4

CRISIL report. "When India ages, whiither pensions for all?", January 2015
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processing, Jharkhand, Odisha and Chhattisgarh in minerals, MP in textiles and
pharmaceuticals, UP in leather/sports goods.
Similarly, various studies have estimated around 350 small scale industrial clusters and
around 2000 rural and artisan based clusters contributing almost 60% of the manufacturing
exports and 40 % of the employment in the manufacturing industry. These are promoted and
run by persons, many of whom are first generation entrepreneurs. In the Sankagiri transport
cluster of TN which has second highest truck traffic in the country, more than 80% of the truck
owners were earlier drivers and cleaners. Similarly, in the knitwear industry in Tirupur, more
than 90%are from agricultural backgrounds. Descendants of farmers from Palanpur and
Kathiawar have created the diamond hub in Surat which provides employment to large
numbers in Antwerp and New York.
Tourism: Significant informal job creation potential
This was part of the NDA government's manifesto, and is widely believed to be a meaningful
job creation engine: rightly so, in our view. But even reasonably accurate quantitative
assessments are hard to get. The NSSO's surveys on tourism capture the activities and types
of spending by tourists, but translation of these into formal and informal jobs, as well as
identification of areas where the government can provide a fiscal boost involve making several
subjective assumptions. The NSSO data captures the type of activity, and not the end use of
that activity (e.g. is the urban transport service being run for tourists?).
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Appendix 1: Definitions
Definitions of Informal sector, employment, economy
There is no single definition of informality: the three main schools of thought 5: i) the dualist
school the informal sector is the inferior segment of a dual labor market with no direct link to
the formal economy; ii) the structuralist school the sector as firms/ unregistered workers
subordinated to large capitalist firms; and iii) the legalist school micro-entrepreneurs who
prefer to operate informally to avoid costs associated with registration.
Informal Sector: "The unorganized sector consists of all unincorporated private enterprises
owned by individuals or households engaged in the sale and production of goods and
Informal worker/employment:
unorganized sector or households, excluding regular workers with social security benefits
provided by the employers and the workers in the formal sector without any employment and
social security benefits provided by the employers
Informal economy: The informal sector and its workers plus the informal workers in the formal
sector constitute the informal economy.
Figure 111: Definitions
Abbreviation
Detail
Participation Rate

Definition (of employment where applicable)

LPFR
Labour Force Participation Rate
WPR
Work Participation Rate
Employment Status

Number of persons in the labour force divided by Total Population
Number of persons in the work force divided by Total Population

UPS

Usual Principal (Activity) Status

UPSS

Usual Principal and Subsidiary Status

CWS

Current Weekly Status

CDS

Current Daily Status

MCWS

Modified Current Weekly Status

Status of an individual during a reference period of one year. Excludes from the labour
force all those who are employed or unemployed for a total of less than 6 months.
All those unemployed/out of labour force but had worked for at least 30 days over the
reference year treated as subsidiary status workers. Most commonly used measure
If s/he has either worked or is seeking and/or available for work at least for one hour
during the reference period of one week preceding the date of survey.
Previous 14 half-days (7 days): 1-4 hours = half intensity and four hours or more is
taken as full intensity. Preferred measure of unemployment.
Two steps: 1) assign individuals to the workforce if the majority of their (prev. 14) halfdays were in the labour force; 2) within the labour force use majority time principle to
classify individuals among the two activity statuses: employed or unemployed.

Unemployment
SUE
PTW

Severely Unemployed
Part-Time Workers

Unemployed for 3.5 days or more (half or more days in the week)
Workers who worked for 0.5-3 days in the week. This could be either because they

UE

Underemployed

because they felt discouraged), or because they couldn't find it.
Worked for 0.5-3 days during the week and reported at least 0.5 days of unemployment

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

The definitions themselves make a big difference: labour force participation under UPSS (the
broadest measure) and CDS (the narrowest measure) in 2004-05 differed by 51.6mn.
Figure 112: Definitions of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises by Investment in Plant & Machinery
Rs Mn

Manufacturing

Services

Micro
Small
Medium

< 2.5
2.5-50
50-100

<1
1-20
20-50

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

5
Mark Bachetta (WTO) and Ekkehard Ernst (IILS, ILO), Globalization and Informal Jobs in Developing
Economies, 2009, Page 40.
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Appendix 2: China's Evolution
China has been through a similar process of a sharp spike in micro-enterprise creation6, which
is only natural, as in the first step out of agriculture the workers don't have the skills or the
education to do much else. That's similar to what we are seeing in India. But what happened
thereafter is more interesting. At the core of China's "economic miracle" was a massive
upsurge of rural industrialization.
Figure 113: Surge in Joint/Private enterprises 1980-85

Figure 114:These had low average employee count

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Between 1978 and 1990, output by rural enterprises grew at 26% CAGR, and soon formed
25% of China's exports. Tpercentage of rural labour engaged in village and township
enterprises more than doubled, and 57 million new jobs were created between 1978 and 1986
more than the jobs created by all state-owned enterprises (SoEs) till 1986. There were two
clear phases in the 1985-95 period: first a large number of micro-enterprises got created
(Figure 113), with average employee strength of just 3 (Figure 114).
Figure 115: Growth in assets 1990-95 helped productivity

Figure 116: And thus drove strong wage growth as well

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

6
Oi, Jean C. Rural China Takes Off: Institutional Foundations of Economic Reform, University of California
Press, 1999.
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In the second half of this period, 1990-95, average fixed assets for these enterprises spurted
(Figure 115). Likely as a consequence of the resultant improvement in productivity, average
wage per employee grew strongly too during this period Figure 116). The funding of these
enterprises seems to have been only partly via banks (this may surprise current followers of
the Chinese economy): only about 30% of the incremental asset value increase came from
banks. But then in the China of the 1990s it was hard to separate the banks from the
government (more so than now).
Some of these drivers are harder to replicate in India, like the significant independence given
to local officials, which triggered a surge in entrepreneurship. Or the experiments in taxation
that are less easy in India's political set up. China also had to transition from collective
ownership to private ownership, and there were policy challenges that made the transition far
from ideal. For this reason, aping all that the Chinese did may not be appropriate for India.
But the necessity of providing a supporting environment for the micro-enterprises to scale up
and improve their productivity is a lesson that cannot be forgotten.
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SECTION 2:
FISCAL RULES AND INDIA
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Fiscal Rules for India
Martin Wolf, Financial Times
Why should a country adopt rules for fiscal policy? What should be the principles underlying
those rules? How should those principles be applied to India? These are the questions to be
addressed in this note. Its focus is on the overall fiscal balance, not the structure of taxation or
spending, with one important exception: the balance between consumption and investment.

Why Adopt Notionally Binding Fiscal Rules?
Suppose a government is not only benevolent, responsible and far-sighted, but known to be
so. In that case, it would not need to be bound by rules, which would almost certainly deliver
sub-optimal policies from time to time. It would be better to give such government discretion
to adjust fiscal policy in the light of circumstances. There would be no concern that such a
government might default, for example. A benevolent government would smooth taxes and
spending over time, allowing larger deficits to emerge during recessions, offset by smaller
deficits or, if necessary, surpluses, during booms. A benevolent government would borrow to
make investments that increase the wealth of the citizens. In a developing country, a benevolent
government would make the objective of increasing the stock of human and physical capital and
promoting innovation a particularly high priority. In a dynamic developing country, a benevolent
government would seek to raise the consumption of today’s relatively poor people, at the expense
of tomorrow’s relatively wealthy ones. A credibly benevolent government would indicate the
principles underlying its choices, to guide the public, including investors, but it would not feel any
need to be bound by them.
The principal justification for binding rules is that such a benevolent government does not exist
or, as important, is not believed to exist. If effective, binding rules could make it more likely that
the government will behave in a benevolent way. In particular, they might diminish “deficit bias”.
Agreed and transparent constraints should raise the cost of deceitful or “time -inconsistent”
behaviour: that is, making promises it is not in the interests of the government to keep when
the conditions in which it is supposed to do so arrive. Enhanced confidence in the government’s
behaviour would lower the likelihood of crises over its ability to manage its debt. That would also
reduce the costs of occasionally-desirable periods of high borrowing. It would, not least, reduce
the likelihood of self-fulfilling prophecies of doom, in which a collapse in confidence generates
higher costs of debt and so increases the risks of the defaults doomsayers fear.
The benefit of rules derives from their being credibly binding. That credibility, in turn, largely
derives from the costs of breaking them. The plausibility of such costs is, however, debatable.
Governments cannot, in general, be sanctioned for breaking fiscal rules they have adopted.
Even in the European Union, which possesses a supranational authority with the purported
power to impose fines, the feasibility of sanctions is doubtful. For other countries, sanctions are
notional, beyond those that follow from losing the confidence of markets. Unfortunately, market
discipline is both erratic and brutal, often allowing an unsustainable trend to continue too long
and then imposing damaging crises. True, breaking pre-specified commitments would usually
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have some political costs. But these might be dwarfed by the costs of keeping them. If so, their
effectiveness in altering behaviour might be modest and, above all, be believed to be modest.
Thus, one should not assume that agreeing rules on future fiscal behaviour would bring large
benefits. At the least, if rules are to add to credibility they must be ones a government should
and could keep. Thus, it must make sense to follow those rules when they become binding. Too
often, however, governments make promises, even promises embedded in law, they are very
unlikely to keep in relevant states of the world, partly because doing so would not make much
sense. Such promises might as well not have been made.
Beyond designing sensible and so credible rules, it also makes sense to create an independent
and permanent institution empowered to assess the government’s behaviour and to comment
on the appropriateness of the rules and the ways in which they might be adapted to actual
events. Such an institutional backstop has the potential to enhance credibility, while providing
necessary flexibility.

What are the Principles for Fiscal Management?
In a nutshell, ideal rules would guarantee solvency, while giving the makers of fiscal policy
the flexibility to to enhance long-term growth and respond when necessary to macroeconomic
shocks.
Why would one want solvency? The answer is that debt crises are costly events, whether they
take the form of an inability to sell debt, an inability to sell debt on tolerable terms, or an outbreak
of high inflation (or, quite probably, a combination of the three). Such crises are economically
costly, since they often trigger recessions and leave a long aftermath of high interest rates and
difficulties in selling public debt. The latter, in turn, make the management of subsequent adverse
economic shocks more difficult and costlier. Moreover, debt crises are not just economically
costly. They are also politically costly, since they inflict long-lasting damage on trust in the
government and politicians.
Unfortunately, no simple guidance can be offered on what solvency means for a government.
Formal modeling of solvency involves calculations of the present value of government primary
(non-interest) spending and revenue, to infinity. Such a calculation cannot be done with any
reasonable degree of precision: future fiscal policy, economic growth and interest rates are
all highly uncertain. Moreover, a sovereign government cannot, by definition, be put through
bankruptcy. A government’s assets cannot, for the most part, be liquidated. Most of its assets do
not generate direct monetary returns, however important their contribution to the welfare of the
population. A government’ principal financial asset is its ability to raise taxes and, if necessary,
cut spending. But that is always limited by political and even moral constraints. Ultimately, the
solvency of a government is more a matter of its perceived willingness to service its debt than
its ability to do so.
Given all this, the starting point can be no more than a rule of thumb: a ceiling for the intended ratio
of debt to GDP judged from historical experience to be manageable in virtually all circumstances.
One advantage of setting such a ceiling is that it is likely to keep interest rates low. Another is
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that government debt (and so deficits) can then act as a shock absorber in times of stress.
It also makes sense to target a falling debt ratio, in normal times.
That will be particularly
important when the current debt ratio is close to the chosen ceiling. A falling debt ratio in normal
circumstances will, over time, give more freedom of manoeuvre in exceptional circumstances, in
terms of both deficits and debt. Thus, if the actual deficit is below the level needed to stabilise the
debt ratio, it can rise without threatening a large jump in the ratio. Similarly, if the actual debt ratio
is below the desired ceiling, it will be possible to accommodate a period of high deficits, without
sacrificing the framework or, worse, threatening insolvency.
Moreover, economies do not crash upwards. This asymmetry means that there is a possibility
of large and sudden jumps in deficits and debts, as demonstrated by the aftermath of the 200708 financial crises in western economies. It is desirable, therefore, to leave headroom between
the actual debt ratio and the intended ceiling. Among other benefits, this would reduce or even
eliminate pressure towards rapid and costly reductions in fiscal deficits and debt.
An important question is whether the envisaged debt ceiling should take account of the
composition of government spending.
Thus, if investment brought future direct or indirect gains to revenue, it might appear sensible
to accept a higher debt ceiling or even to ignore the debt ratio altogether. Yet ignoring debt
incurred to finance investment might be risky, since a liquidity crisis in the public debt markets,
unexpectedly low returns (or, quite possibly, both) might cause substantial difficulties. A pragmatic
solution would be to adopt a rule related to the reasons for borrowing, alongside a relatively high
debt ceiling. A well-known version is the “golden rule”, which states that borrowing should only
be for investment, over the business cycle. This appears to make quite good sense. But to make
application of the golden rule credible, it is important to develop institutions able to ensure the
quality of the investments.
Yet a case can also be made or borrowing to finance current spending and so a higher debt ratio
in a country with a high prospective growth rate. That would allow the government to smooth the
level of consumption over generations, in favour of today’s poor, who are likely to be poorer than
tomorrow’s poor. Moreover, some of what is usually considered current spending – on education
and health, for example – has benefits for economic growth. For these reasons, even the golden
rule might not be appropriate and substantial borrowing to finance current spending could
make sense, instead. But borrowing to finance current spending might also risk perceptions of
imprudence and so higher costs of debt.
Against this, in a country with good investment opportunities, government saving would be
particularly valuable if it raised national savings and investment rates. This would argue for
surpluses on the current budget, possibly ones big enough to finance all (or even more than
all) public investment. The result could be lower interest rates and the crowding in of private
investment. The implication is that solvency (or sustainability) is just a necessary, but not a
sufficient, condition for a good fiscal policy. The impact on overall domestic savings and
investment is also likely to be quite important.
A further issue concerns the relationship between debt and deficits. Starting with a ceiling for
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debt provides an easy way to set an upper limit to the cyclically-adjusted deficit. But the debt ratio
is not the best operational target. It makes better sense to target deficits, since the attempt to hit
a given target for debt within a relatively short period might cause excessive fiscal loosening or
tightening. Imagine, for example, a financial crisis that drove the fiscal deficit up from, say, 3 per
cent to 10 per cent of GDP and the debt ratio up from 60 per cent of GDP to over 80 per cent,
over a couple of years. Attempting to get the deficit down from 10 per cent back to 3 per cent
of GDP would be hard enough. Attempting to get the debt ratio back down to 60 per cent fairly
quickly would probably demand fiscal surpluses. If the debt ratio were not high enough to raise
doubts about solvency, such a policy would be unnecessarily costly. It would make far better
sense to bring the deficit down to a level expected to bring the debt ratio ratio back down, over
the long term. So the operational target should be deficits, a flow variable, rather than debt, a
stock variable.
A further important issue is the relationship between fiscal and monetary policy. The more it is
possible to rely on monetary policy as the principal instrument of economic stabilisation, the less
important it is to preserve fiscal space. But experience suggests at least two important reasons
why fiscal policy still has a part to play in stabilisation. One is the fact that monetary policy
works by encouraging credit expansion and changes in asset prices. Both could prove highly
destabilising. For a developing country, the economic costs of financial crises are likely to prove
particularly high. Another reason is that interest rates might end up close to zero. At that point,
monetary policy becomes relatively ineffective. For these reasons, it is important to preserve
space for the use of fiscal policy. The best way to do this is to ensure manageable debt and
contained deficits in normal times.
A final question concerns debt management. There is a temptation for governments to borrow
short term, because short-term interest rates are normally below long-term interest rates. But
unforeseen events might make it difficult to roll over short-term debt on favourable terms. These
risks are smaller for a country able to borrow easily in its own currency, particularly if it borrows
mainly from residents. But the risks are real. The fiscal position is less vulnerable to panics the
longer are the debt maturities. Similar arguments can be made for relying on inflation-indexed
bonds. While this reduces the ability of the government to use inflation as a covert tax, it also
makes low inflation more credible. That, in turn, anchors inflation expectations and interest rates
on long-term conventional bonds.

How Might the Principles be Applied to India?
According to the International Monetary Fund, India’s ratio of gross government debt to GDP
was 67 per cent at the end of 2015. This is a manageable level for a government able to borrow
in its own currency, particularly in a country with a gross domestic savings rate of more than 30
per cent of GDP. The debt ratio is also appreciably below where it was in the early 2000s: it
peaked at 84 per cent in 2003. At the same time, it is not a highly comfortable level, by relevant
international standards. Standard & Poor’s also rates India’s sovereign debt at BBB-. This
applies to foreign currency debt, which is not (and should not become), that important to the
Indian government. Moreover, the credibility of the ratings agencies is in tatters after their poor
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performance in the run up to the financial crisis. Nevertheless, some account should be taken of
this low rating.
It would seem reasonable for a risk-averse Indian government, mindful of the costs of a fiscal
crisis, to set a debt ratio of no greater than 60 per cent as its desired ceiling. This would put India
in line with Maastricht norms and, if consistently achieved, establish it as a strongly creditworthy
county. So what might this mean for the deficit? India should grow at no less than an average
of 6 per cent over the next decade. This is below the average of 7.7 per cent achieved between
2005 and 2015 and the forecast by the International Monetary Fund of 7.2 per cent between
2011 and 2021. The target for consumer price inflation in India is 4 per cent. If the GDP deflator
and consumer prices are expected to move in line, then the trend growth of nominal GDP should
be above 10 per cent, at least twice as fast as in the high-income countries. Finally, the average
interest rate paid by the government on its outstanding gross debt is 7 per cent. This is also
close to the recent redemption yield on 10-year Indian government bonds. A 7 per cent yield
in India, with expected inflation at 4 per cent, implies a real interest rate of 3 per cent. The
global real interest rate on the most highly-rated government securities is close to zero. Thus,
India’s government debt offers a premium of 3 percentage points over real rates in high-income
countries.
Under these assumptions, India could stabilise its debt ratio at 60 per cent of GDP with a general
government deficit of 6 per cent of GDP, in normal circumstances. Thus, India could meet the
Maastricht criteria for debt with a deficit ratio twice as high as in the Maastricht treaty. Provided
the average cost of borrowing remained 7 per cent, this would mean a primary fiscal deficit of 1.8
per cent of GDP, together with 4.2 per cent of GDP in interest payments. If the aim were, quite
sensibly, to ensure a steadily falling debt ratio in normal times, in order to give substantial room
for manoeuvre in times of recession, the deficit should be below 6 per cent. It would be sensible,
therefore, to set the target general government deficit at not more than, say, 5 per cent in normal
times, at least until the debt ratio falls substantially below 60 per cent.
The growth rate might be lower than 6 per cent, though that seems unlikely, and the real interest
rate might end up higher than 3 per cent. The global real rate on safe bonds might, for example,
rise to the pre-crisis level of 2 per cent. Other things being equal, that could raise Indian bond
yields to 9 per cent. Even so, the long-term nominal interest rate would remain below the
prospective nominal growth of the economy. Under these assumptions, a target deficit of 5 per
cent would require a small primary surplus. If India achieved a general government deficit of
below 5 per cent of GDP in normal times, India’s government would surely be deemed solvent.
This starting point would also give it needed room for fiscal manoeuvre, if a crisis should hit.
How far should considerations, other than perceived solvency, affect the choice of fiscal target?
According to the latest Economic Survey, public sector saving was only 1.2 per cent of GDP
in 2014-15, while public sector gross capital formation was 7.4 per cent of GDP. It follows that
borrowing already funds almost all of public investment. Given the uncertainty about the returns
1
According to IMF data, India’s gross debt ratio in 2015 was 33rd from the top among 147 emerging and developing countries
and well above both the mean (50 per cent of GDP) and the median (48 per cent).
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on public investment and its questionable benefits to future government revenue, running a deficit
equal to total public sector investment would seem clearly excessive. Moreover, the countervailing
argument for higher government savings seems, in Indian circumstances, powerful. Given the
desire to raise the growth rate of GDP towards 10 per cent, the need for a huge increase in
spending on infrastructure and the risks in becoming reliant on net capital inflows from abroad,
a further rise in the domestic savings rate seems highly desirable. At present, however, the
government’s contribution to domestic savings is negligible: in 2014-15, it generated just 4 per
cent of total domestic savings. The argument for the government to raise its contribution to
savings surely outweighs the argument for financing investment from borrowing, particularly
since gross indebtedness is still quite high.
An argument considered above is for borrowing to shift spending from richer future generations
to the poorer present one. This argument only works if creditors can be confident that future
generations would not default. But, if higher borrowing today led to substantially higher debt
ratios, that assumption might not be believed, with dire consequences. Furthermore, it matters
for this argument that spending be targeted on today’s relatively poor people. That seems quite
unlikely. For such reasons, this argument for intergenerational equity must be treated with
suspicion. The argument for intra-generational equity is stronger.

This leaves two institutional issues.
One concerns the relationship between the central government and the states. The above
analysis has focused on general government debt and deficits. The implicit assumption is that
the central government does (or at least should) both control and stand behind state debt and
deficits. In practice, the situation appears to be ambiguous. If the central government is confident
that it can let a state government default and has no concern over the impact of state government
fiscal positions on the general government position, it should focus on its own debt and deficit
alone. In practice, however, neither assumption seems at all plausible. For this reason, the right
focus appears to be on general government debt and deficits. This leaves the difficult challenge
of controlling these aggregates effectively.
The second institutional question concerns the decision-making process involved in setting
and adjusting fiscal targets and assessing how far the government is meeting them. There is
a strong case for an independent fiscal council charged with assessing actual and prospective
fiscal performance, as is now done by the Office of Budgetary Responsibility in the UK. This
has proved to be an excellent innovation. But the UK is just one of many countries with fiscal
councils. In India’s complex federal system, it would make sense to go somewhat further, by
asking the fiscal council to review and recommend fiscal goals for general government debt and
deficits consistent with long-term sustainability and any needed short-term flexibility.

Conclusion
This note reaches the following main conclusions.
1.

The government should set simple, robust and time-consistent rules for its future fiscal
policy as guidance for itself and for the public.
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2.

The aim of sensible fiscal rules is to combine sustainability in the long run and flexibility in
the short run.

3.

India starts with a manageable debt position, but debt is a little on the high side for an
emerging country, even one able to borrow easily in its own currency. It would make sense
to set a ceiling of 60 per cent in the desired ratio of gross debt to GDP, a little below the
current ratio of 67 per cent.

4.

India is a fast-growing emerging economy. Under plausible assumptions about its prospective
growth, a general government deficit of 6 per cent would be consistent with a target debt
ratio of 60 per cent.

5.

Given that India starts with a debt ratio above 60 per cent and given the desirability of room
for manoeuvre in deficits, it should target a general government deficit of below 5 per cent
of GDP. That deficit should deliver long-term sustainability, provided nominal GDP grows at
not less than 10 per cent a year.

6.

There is also a strong case for the Indian government to make a substantial contribution to
domestic savings, which is it not now doing. For this reason, the government should target
a substantial surplus on the general government current budget, unless and until the private
savings ratio rises substantially.

7.

In Indian circumstances, the right objective for fiscal policy appears to be the general
government deficit and debt, not just the central government’s deficit and debt. If the focus is
to be on the latter, credible curbs (from market or institutional disciplines) must be imposed
on state debt and deficits.

8.

India should create an independent fiscal council charged with assessing actual and
prospective fiscal performance. It should clarify the underlying assumptions about growth,
inflation, interest rates and target levels of debt.
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This study attempts to construct a consistent macroeconomic framework for
th
India to review the macro-fiscal linkages over the 14 Finance Commission period of
2015-19. The existing NIPFP model has been reworked to add a full-fledged real
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(c) targeting higher growth. The results suggest that while Pay Commission award
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higher inflation, fiscal-revenue deficits, current account deficit as well as higher
government liability. Further simulation results suggest that expenditure switching
policy, which is the core of expansionary fiscal consolidation mechanism, of
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transfers could result in higher growth with a manageable fiscal deficit of 5.3 per cent
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Global financial crisis and the expansionary fiscal policy measures, including
the fiscal stimulus in the post-Crisis period, initiated in and around the Union Budget
2008-09 have led to higher fiscal deficits, much higher than those specified in the
FRBM act, 2003. While those policies have helped in restraining further slowdown in
the economy and helped in recovery in the two subsequent years, the nature of
1
stimulus packages , which are largely irreversible in nature, appeared to have
resulted in deterioration of fiscal health. In order to revert to the fiscal consolidation
th
path, therefore, the 13 Finance Commission revised the fiscal road map. As per the
revised targets, Indian economy should achieve a fiscal deficit target of 5.4 per cent
2
by 2014-15 while the debt-GDP ratio should be brought down to 68 per cent .
However, such targets were subject to some major assumptions on the exogenous
factors such as external sector recovery and on the assumption of elimination of
revenue deficit by 2014-15. As it turned out, the fragile recovery in the global growth
and failure in reducing revenue deficit as per the revised fiscal consolidation path has
th
made the feasibility of achieving the fiscal targets as suggested by the 13 Finance
Commission almost impossible.
In 2012-13, the economy experienced a sharp slowdown in growth along with
higher inflation, unsustainable current account deficits and higher fiscal deficits. It was
th
an urgent necessity to review the fiscal deficit targets as prescribed by the 13
Finance Commission. Given the domestic and global environment, the Kelkar
3
Committee (2012) revised and extended the fiscal deficit targets to 2016-17 . Since
then, the Government has been trying to contain the fiscal deficits as per the revised
targets. However, there appears to be a slippage on the sub-targets such as revenue
deficit. For instance, as per the revised targets, the revenue deficit target for 2014-15
should have been 2 per cent compared to the Budget estimate of 2.9 per cent. At the
4
same time there seems to be a slippage on the growth assumption as well . Such a
slippage on most of the indicators calls for revisiting of the fiscal deficit targets and
suggesting conditions under which one can achieve the multiple objective of fiscal
consolidation with stable growth.
With this background, this study attempts to review the macro-fiscal linkages
th
over the 14 Finance Commission period of 2015-19 with the help of consistent
macroeconomic framework for India. In the next section, some discussion on the
revised NIPFP Macroeconomic Policy Simulation Model (MPSM) is provided. Here
the approach is largely the Klein-Goldberger framework that follows structural
macroeconometric method. In section-III databases and methodology used are
discussed briefly. In section-IV, based on the assumptions on the exogenous
variables, the model is simulated for both in-sample and out of sample. Diagnostic
checking in terms of in-sample forecast performance and error behaviour is
undertaken to establish the robustness of the model. As the purpose is to provide
th
some policy inputs for the 14 Finance Commission, two policy issues are discussed
in section-V. Simulation exercises are discussed in section-VI followed by the
conclusion section.
1

See Mundle et al, 2011
Mundle, et al, 2010, showed that such fiscal targets are consistent with reasonably higher and
stable growth.
3
See
http://finmin.nic.in/reports/Kelkar_Committee_Report.pdf. These targets are only for Central
Government.
4
Kelkar Committee (2012) assumes a nominal GDP growth of 15 per cent for 2014-15 against
the Union Budget assumption of 13.4 per cent.
2
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Macroeconomy is represented in terms of five blocks which are real sector
block, external sector block, fiscal block, monetary block and macroeconomic block.
Real Sector Block
The real sector of the economy has been disaggregated into four Sectors:
Agriculture, Industry, Services and Infrastructure. The forces of demand and supply
5
impact the price and output determination differently in the four sectors.
The four sectors are defined as per the NAS classification by economic activity.
Agriculture includes agriculture, forestry and fishing (industry group 1).
Industry includes mining & quarrying (industry group 2) and manufacturing
(industry group 3).
Services include trade, hotels and restaurants (industry group 6), finance,
insurance and real estate (industry group 8) and community and social
services (industry group 9).
Infrastructure includes electricity, gas and water (industry group 4),
construction (industry group 5) and transport, storage and communication
(industry group 7).
Agriculture
All macro-models on the Indian economy have conceptualised the agriculture
sector as a supply constrained sector with accumulation of capital constraining the
level of value added. Krishnamurty, et al (2004) cast the relationship in terms of
productivity of land. Yield per acre is a function of net fixed capital stock per acre and
total agricultural credit per acre of land. The latter can be interpreted as the
availability of working capital per unit of land.
To capture the effect of technology on capital productivity in agriculture,
Sachdeva and Ghosh, 2009 have used area under HYV to total cropped area. Higher
the area under HYV, higher the productivity of capital stock. Bhide and Parida (2009)
postulate that higher value addition of agricultural products in agro-processing and
6
allied sectors raises yield of agricultural production .
Most other models do not address agricultural productivity explicitly. Kar and
Pradhan (2009) determine real output as a function of capital stock and exogenously
determined rainfall variable. Srivastava et al (2012) add to the specification of Kar
and Pradhan by introducing the extent of irrigated area to total area as a determinant
of output. Another complementary variable that releases supply bottlenecks in
agriculture is infrastructure (power, road and other transport, storage). Murty and
Soumya (2006) find that infrastructure output has a significant positive impact on
agricultural output.

5

Also, there are differences in respect to fiscal variables. While agricultural incomes are
outside the direct tax net, the other sectors, particularly industrial sector, bears the burden of
taxation. Public investment is crucial for all the productive sectors; infrastructure growth
depends on fiscal policy support.
6
The variables, however, are not statistically significant in the estimated equation.
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In models where the agriculture sector has been further disaggregated,
relative prices across commodity groups have played a significant role (Bhide and
Parida, 2009; Krishnamurty, et al, 2004). These models do not find a significantly
positive price response of total agricultural output for the Indian economy.
We postulate the real agricultural output to be supply determined with
production dependent on net capital stock in agriculture and deviation of actual from
normal rainfall. While the structural component of real agricultural output is a function
of real capital stock at the end of the previous period, the cyclic component would
depend upon the performance of rain, an exogenous variable. To bring in the price
response of production, minimum support price (MSP) is added as an explanatory
7
variable.
1) ZYFt

AGRI

AGRI

= f(ZNKt-1

, RAIN, MSP)

AGRI

ZYFt
: Real agricultural GDP at factor cost
AGRI
: Real net capital stock in agriculture (in previous period)
ZNKt-1
RAIN: deviation of actual from normal rainfall (EXOGENOUS)
MSP: minimum support price (POLICY variable)
A set of identities link investments to net capital stock in agriculture. Addition
to capital stock in agriculture between period t and t-1 takes place through net
investment in period t (equation 2). Gross investment adjusted for depreciation is net
investment (equation 3). Depreciation is assumed to be exogenous for the model.
AGRI

= ZNIt

AGRI

= ZNIt

2) ZNKt
3) ZGI t

AGRI

+ ZNKt-1

AGRI

AGRI

+ Depreciationt

AGRI

AGRI

: Real net capital formation in agriculture
ZNIt
AGRI
ZGIt
: Real gross capital formation in agriculture
AGRI
Depreciationt
: Depreciation of capital stock in agriculture (EXOGENOUS)
Nominal gross investment in agriculture, derived from the real gross
investment in agriculture, is the sum of gross private and public investment in
agriculture.
AGRI

4) GI t

AGRI
t

* ZGIt

AGRI

AGRI
t

+ GIPVt

AGRI

AGRI

: Nominal gross investment in agriculture
GIt
AGRI
GIPVt
: Nominal gross private investment in agriculture
AGRI
GIPUt
: Nominal gross public investment in agriculture
AGRI :
Pt
Price deflator of agriculture sector
The sectoral investment functions for all the sectors of the Indian economy,
including agriculture, display an accelerator relationship with output. Besides, there is
strong complementarity with public investment in agriculture (Mani, et al, 2011). Real
investment in agriculture is presumed to be independent of interest rate changes,
because of the preferential treatment of the sector in credit policies. Models like
7

Net irrigated area and the area under HYV (as a proportion to total cropped area) have been
stagnant over the last few years, and therefore were not included in the model specification.
Institutional credit to meet the working capital needs of the agriculture sector affects real
agricultural output. However, when introduced along with capital stock in agriculture, the
variable suffers from multicollinearity problem.
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Krishnamurty et al (2004) and Bhide and Parida (2009) have included credit growth in
the private investment function, since most actors in this sector are up against supply
rationing in the credit market. Higher availability of institutional credit for the farm
sector would lead to higher capital formation in agriculture.
We postulate private investment to depend upon the nominal output in the
agriculture sector and having complementarity with ) public investment in agriculture.
AGRI

5) GIPV t
AGRI

YFt

AGRI

= f(YFt

AGRI

, GIPU t

)

: GDP at factor cost in the agriculture sector.

Public investment in agriculture is a function of capital expenditure by
government (combined, Centre and States) on agriculture. All government capital
expenditure does not flow into investment and all public investment does not come
from the government budget alone, since it is supplemented by investment of internal
surpluses of public sector undertakings. However, the two are closely correlated.
AGRI

6) GIPU t

AGRI

7) ECAP t

AGRI

= f(ECAP t

)

a1. ECAPt
AGRI

is capital expenditure by government in agriculture
where ECAP t
(nominal); ECAPt is total capital expenditure by government (nominal); a1: policy
8
determined ratio of proportion of capital expenditure going to agriculture.
Agricultural prices are determined by a combination of supply and demand
factors. Kar and Pradhan (2009) estimate a simple function with real output in
agriculture and private disposable income for determining agricultural prices.
activity in agricultural markets has an important bearing on
agricultural prices. The government sets the MSP which has a positive impact on
prices. The government has an important role in determining the net availability of
foodgrains through its stock-holding operations and public distribution system.
Krishnamurty (1984) had introduced per capita net availability of food grains (net
production plus change in government stocks plus net imports) to represent the
9
supply conditions in the foodgrain market. Alongside real factors, monetary factors
have been used in a few models. In Krishnamurty et al (2004), M3/GDP is a common
determinant of price level in all the sectors of the economy.
We postulate agricultural prices to be determined by a combination of supply
and demand factors and MSP. The equation is cast in terms of change in agriculture
prices. Change in agricultural prices is a function of change in MSP, change in private
consumption demand in the economy and the cyclical component of real output of
agricultural sector.
AGRI

8) d(P t

AGRI

) = f( d(CPR t), d(MSP), Cyc_ZYFt

)

AGRI

Pt
: Price deflator of the agricultural sector.
CPR t: Private consumption
8

While we have attempted to relate the budgetary capital expenditure with public investment,
the relation is subject to certain practical limitations. Indian Public Finance Statistics reports
the capital expenditure of the government in terms of functional heads, whereas the National
Accounts Statistics reports public investments under economic heads. At times, this gives rise
to incongruity among the capital expenditure and public investment numbers.
9
Bhide and Parida (2009) have used net availability as a determinant of price of rice.
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AGRI

Cyc_ZYFt

AGRI

: Cyclic component of ZYFt

Industry
Industrial output in any year can be seen as a product of the productive
capacity of the industrial sector and the utilization of the installed capacity, while
industrial capacity utilization is mainly determined by demand side variables (Kar and
10
Pradhan, 2009).
Different studies have used different sets of variables to represent the
demand side: real compensation to employees (Bhide and Parida, 2009), agricultural
output and autonomous expenditure where the latter is measured as government
expenditure and exports of goods and services (Kar and Pradhan, 2009), real public
consumption, investment plus exports (Krishnamurty et al, 2004).
In Krishnamurty et al, 2004 real output in manufacturing is modeled as a
11
product of capital stock and productivity of capital stock. The latter is a function of
both demand side and supply side variables. The supply side variables include the
real infrastructural output per unit of real capital stock in the manufacturing sector to
explain the productivity of manufacturing. Two other variables on the intensity of
input use in manufacturing are the non-food agricultural output and real import of
crude and other mineral oils, chemicals etc (as a proportion of real capital stock in the
manufacturing sector).
Bhide and Parida (2009) introduce the effect of FDI-induced technological
changes as a determinant in the output equation. FDI in mining, quarrying and
manufacturing reflects the impact of growing integration of the economy with the
international markets through adoption of modern technology and practices on
productivity. This variable is found to be significant.
We hypothesize a demand side specification for industrial output, given the
predominantly demand constrained nature of the sector. Industrial output in real
terms is postulated as a function of overall investment demand in the economy and
export demand for goods in the economy where both the demand side variables are
expressed in real terms. Since a large part of the industrial output is produced to
meet the investment requirements of industry and other sectors, a slowdown in
investment demand affects the industrial sector the maximum.
9) ZYFt

INDUS

G

INDUS

= f (Xt /Pt

INDUS

, GIt / Pt

)

INDUS

: real output of the industrial sector at factor cost
ZYFt
GIt: gross total investment
G
Xt : exports of goods (nominal)
INDUS
Pt
: price deflator of industrial goods
A set of identities similar to identities (2) to (4) in the agriculture sector link
net capital stock to gross investment in the industrial sector.

10

In the reduced form equation on real industrial output, capacity utilization is substituted by
its determinants.
11
Sachdeva and Ghosh (2009) macro-consistency model use a similar approach across the
three sectors (agriculture, industry and services).
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Gross investment in industry is the sum of private and public investment in
12
industry .
INDUS

10) GIt

INDUS

= GIPUt

INDUS

+ GIPVt

INDUS

: gross investment in industry
GIt
INDUS
GIPUt
: gross public investment in industry
INDUS
GIPVt
: gross private investment in industry
Private investment in industry is determined by (a) monetary and credit
conditions; (b) expected output growth (accelerator) (c) complementarity with public
investment. The last of these relationships, between public investment and private
investment, is an oft debated one though there is strong evidence of the importance
of public sector investment to revive and sustain industrial and economy-wide
13
growth.
Several studies have thus tried to empirically explore crowding in and
crowding out through the industrial investment function. In Krishnamurty et al (2004)
higher gross investment (total) is supposed to affect private investment in
manufacturing positively, while public investment (total) along with private investment
in agriculture, by competing for investible resources, tends to affect it adversely. The
authors obtain statistically significant evidence of crowding out as per the above
definition. Kar and Pradhan (2009) find that the impact of public investment in
industry is positive on private investment in the industrial sector, but the impact of
higher government consumption expenditure is negative. The problem with Kar and
specification is the presence of a close relationship between the two
independent variables public consumption expenditure and public investment. As
we discuss later in the Fiscal Block, higher public consumption may itself cause the
capital expenditure and public investment to decline given fiscal deficit targets.
We postulate private investment function in industry on the lines of Mundle et
al (2011). It is an accelerator type private investment function, where private
investment is assumed to depend on the cost of capital as well as the crowding in
effect of public investment, and the expected rate of capacity utilization. This
economy-wide investment function in Mundle et al (2011) has been taken to be valid
for the industrial sector.
11) GIPV
)]

INDUS

INDUS
t

INDUS

/ YMPt = f[INTRATEt, (GIPU t

INDUS

/YMP t), ZYF t-1

/ C(ZYF t-1

INTRATEt: lending rate by commercial banks
INDUS
: Real output of the industrial sector in the previous period.
ZYF t-1
INDUS
C(ZYF t-1
): Capacity output of the industrial sector in the previous period.
The rate of private investment in industry is determined by interest rate,
public investment rate in industry and pre
INDUS
C(ZYF t
) or the capacity output of the industrial sector is derived by multiplying
the actual capital stock with the inverse of the trend component of capital output ratio
in the industrial sector.
INDUS

12) C(ZYF t

INDUS

(1/ KOR_TREND t

12

INDUS

) * ZNKt

See appendix B figure no.1 for share of public investment in total sectoral investment (public
and private).
13
See Chakraborty
Planning.
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INDUS

ZNKt

: Real Net Capital Stock in Industry.
INDUS

KOR_TREND t
is the trend component of the capital output ratio in the
industrial sector after removing the cyclical component. This variable can be viewed
INDUS
as representative of the industrial technology. KOR_TREND t
shows a secularly
rising trend since the mid-1990s (See appendix B, figure 2 on sectoral capital-output
ratio, HP-Trend).
Gross public investment in industry is linked to budgetary capital expenditure
in industry through a link equation. And capital expenditure on industry is a fraction,
a2, of the total capital expenditure.
INDUS

GIPU t

INDUS

= f(ECAP t

INDUS

ECAP t

)

a2. ECAPt
INDUS

Where ECAP t
is capital expenditure by government in industry (nominal);
ECAPt is total capital expenditure by government (nominal); a2 is policy determined
proportion of capital expenditure going to industry.
In contrast to agricultural prices which are determined by demand and supply
conditions after controlling for the impact of administered pricing, industrial prices
exhibit cost-plus pricing. Econometric models have thus used cost factors in the
industrial price specification. We specify industrial price (measured as industrial price
deflator) as a function of its own past value, agricultural prices, domestic oil prices
and money supply (net capital flows plus bank credit). Agricultural prices and
domestic oil prices represent the cost of certain essential inputs for the industrial
sector, whereas the lagged value of industrial prices is to capture the price stickiness.
Higher net capital flows and bank credit, used as a proxy for money supply, exerts an
upward pressure on industrial prices.
INDUS

Pt

INDUS

= f(Pt-1

AGRI

, Pt

OIL

, Pt

, Net Capital Flowst)

INDUS

Pt
: price of industrial goods
AGRI
Pt
: price of agricultural goods
OIL
Pt : administered price of oil (POLICY variable)
Net Capital Flowst: Net international capital flows to India
OIL

Pt

= f(OILPRUSDt, OILPRRATIOt)

OILPRUSDt: International price of Indian basket of oil imports (EXOGENOUS)
OILPRRATIOt is the ratio of domestic oil price index divided by the
international oil price index in Rupee terms. This is also called the pass-through ratio.
Given the international oil prices, higher the pass-through ratio, higher is the domestic
oil price.
Services
Service sector has witnessed substantial gains in productivity unlike other
sectors of the Indian economy in the years since 1991 (see Graph 1 for capital
productivity in services). Rakshit (2007) notes that while there has been a decline in
growth of capital stock in services, output growth in the sector continued to be high,
due to increases in total factor productivity. In general, volume of investment required
is moderate and technological adaption is faster and easier in the service sector.
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Demand side factors have played a crucial role in raising total factor productivity in
service sector in India argues Nell (2013).Thus, most macroeconometric models
have found growth of real output in the service sector being explained by demand
side variables. Alternate specifications to capture the importance of demand (either
directly in the output function or as a determinant of productivity of capital stock)
include: real output of non-service sector (Krishnamurty et al, 2004, Kar and Pradhan,
2009), real compensation to employees (Bhide and Parida, 2009); private disposable
income and government consumption (Srivastava et al, 2012); agricultural and
industrial output and all exports, including invisibles (Sachdeva and Ghosh, 2009).
Besides the demand side factors, increase in total factor productivity in
service sector can be explained by: (a) nature of production involving low intensity of
capital and financial requirements, release of infrastructure bottlenecks and (b) FDI
encouraged through favourable fiscal policies and presence of high skilled labour.
Bhide and Parida (2004) find significant impact on service sector growth of supply of
infrastructure and FDI in the sector.
We model the real output of the service sector as a product of productivity of
capital stock and capital stock in service sector. Service productivity in turn is
explained by domestic consumption needs (private and public) as well as external
demand for services.
ZYFt

SER

= ZNKt

SER

ZYFt

SER

/ ZNKt

SER

* (Z YFt

SER

SER

= ( NXt

SER

/ ZNKt
SER

/Pt

)
SER

, CPUt +CPRt/Pt

)

SER

ZYFt
: real output of the service sector at factor cost
SER
ZNKt : real net capital stock of the service sector
SER
NXt : net exports of services
SER
Pt : price of services
CPRt: Private consumption demand
CPUt: Public consumption demand
Public consumption of services not only adds to demand for services from the
demand side but can be considered as an essential input from the supply side to
raise productivity of services. Public expenditure on education, health and other
social services raises overall productivity of services in the economy in the medium
and long run.
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Graph1: Sectoral Output Capital Ratio

Source: NAS, 2013.
Note: zyf/znk denotes the output to capital ratio in different sectors .

A set of identities similar to identities (2) to (4) in the agriculture sector link
net capital stock to gross investment in the service sector.
Private investment in services is simply modeled as a function of public
investments in services and public investments in infrastructure, representing the
complementarity between private and public investments.
SER

GIPV t

INFRA

= f(GIPU t

SER

+ GIPUt

)

SER

GIPV t
: gross private investment in services
INFRA
: gross public investment in infrastructure sector
GIPU t
SER
GIPUt : gross public investment in service sector
Public investment in services is linked to the capital expenditure of the
combined government.
SER

GIPU t

SER

= f(ECAP t

SER

ECAP t

)

a3. ECAPt
SER

Where ECAP t
is capital expenditure by government in services (nominal);
ECAPt is total capital expenditure by government (nominal); a3 is policy determined
ratio of proportion of capital expenditure going to services.
Unlike the industrial sector where prices follow costplus pricing, we
hypothesize that the prices in the service sector are determined by demand factors.
Inter-industry input use in the service sector is far less compared to the industrial
sector or the infrastructure sector. Thus, service sector price is a function of
aggregate income in the economy and lagged price of services on account of price
stickiness.
SER

Pt

SER

= f(Pt-1

, YMPt)
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SER

Pt
: Price deflator of the service sector
YMPt: nominal GDP at market price
Infrastructure
Infrastructure sector consists of the subsectors (a) electricity, gas and water;
(b) construction; and (c) transport, storage and communication. Infrastructure figures
as a separate sector in very few macro models. Infrastructure investment by the
government (exogenously given) enters as a determinant in private investment
functions of other sectors (RBI, 2002). Krishnamurty et al (2004) treat economic
activity in infrastructure sector as supply driven. Further, they find that public
infrastructure investments crowds in private investment significantly.
We hypothesize infrastructure output as a function of real net capital stock in
infrastructure sector.
ZYFt

INFRA

INFRA

= f (ZNKt-1

)

INFRA

ZYFt
: real output of the infrastructure sector at factor cost
INFRA
ZNKt-1
: real net capital stock of the infrastructure sector at the end of the
previous period.
A set of identities similar to identities (2) to (4) in the agriculture sector link
net capital stock to gross investment in the infrastructure sector.
Private investment in infrastructure is dependent on the level of economic
activity (accelerator relationship), interest rate (cost of borrowing) and public
investment in infrastructure (complementarity of investments).
INFRA

GIPVt

INFRA

= f(GIPU t

, INTRATEt, YMPt )

INFRA

GIPV t
: gross private investment in infrastructure sector
INFRA
GIPU t
: gross public investment in infrastructure sector
Public investment in infrastructure is linked to the capital expenditure of the
combined government.
INFRA

GIPU t

INFRA

= f(ECAP t

INFRA

ECAP t

)

a4. ECAPt
INFRA

Where ECAP t
is capital expenditure by government on infrastructure
(nominal); ECAPt is total capital expenditure by government (nominal); a4: policy
determined ratio of proportion of capital expenditure going to infrastructure sector.
INFRA
Infrastructure prices (Pt
) is a function of its own past values and industrial
INDUS
commodity price (Pt
), the latter capturing the inter-sectoral linkages.
INFRA

Pt

INFRA

= f(Pt-1

,Pt

INDUS

)
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With growing integration of the domestic economy with the rest of the world,
there are a number of channels through which external shocks transmit to the
domestic economy. External sector is a major source of demand for sectoral output,
as seen above. Higher growth in rest of the world causes export demand for goods
and services to rise and vice-versa. On the other hand, higher domestic growth
translates to higher import demand both for intermediate use and final consumption.
Trade flows along with flows on the income account comprise the current
account balance of the balance of payments for the economy. Current account
balance (as a proportion of overall economic activity), an indicator of external
balance, is a key policy target for developing economies. Remittance income and net
investment income are the two flows on the income account of the current account of
the balance of payments. The remittance income increases with higher growth of
advanced economies and Middle East economies, while the net investment income is
related to net capital flows. The specifications of the components of current account
14
of BOPs are discussed below.
Export of goods is a function of World GDP, exchange rate and import
weighted average tariff rate. The tariff rate captures the competitiveness of Indian
exports (see Mundle et al, 2010).
G

Xt = f(WORLDGDPt, DUTYt, ERt)
G

Xt : export of goods
WORLDGDPt: world GDP (EXOGENOUS)
15
ERt: exchange rate (EXOGENOUS)
DUTYt: import weighted average tariff rate (EXOGENOUS)
Import of goods is a function of nominal output, international oil prices and
exchange rate. Higher the international price of oil, higher is the import bill.
G

Mt = f(YMPt, ERt, OILPRUSDt )
G

Mt : import of goodsOILPRUSDt: oil price in US Dollars (EXOGENOUS)
Net exports of services are dependent on the level of GDP of the US, since it
exert a positive influence on service exports due to network effects wherein a country
with high penetration in goods market can use its networks to export services.
SER

NXt

G

= f(Xt , USGDPt)

SER

NXt : net export of services
USGDPt: US GDP (EXOGENOUS)

14

The external sector block has been discussed in further detail and greater level of
disaggregation in Bhanumurthy et al (2014). Krishnamurthy and Pandit (1997) present a
-91.
15
In Bhanumurthy et al (2014) exchange rate is endogenous, determined by the
macroeconomic balance approach.
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Remittances rise with the rise in domestic interest rate and the income in the
source countries measured as the sum of GDP of Middle East and Advanced
Economies.
REMITt = f(MEGDPt + ADVGDPt, INTRATEt)
REMITt: remittances
MEGDPt: Middle East GDP (EXOGENOUS)
ADVGDPt : GDP of the advanced countries (EXOGENOUS)
INTRATEt : lending rates of banks
The last component of the current account of BOP is the net investment
income. Net investment income has been deteriorating in the recent years. With
persistently high current account deficit, great capital inflows have been required to
balance the external accounts, which in turn give rise to greater outflows in
investment income. Net investment income is negatively related to net capital flows
and exchange rate.
NETINVESTINCOMEt = f(NETCAPITALFLOWSt, ERt)
NETINVESTINCOMEt : Net investment income
NETCAPITALFLOWSt : Net capital flows (Inflows minus Outflows in the capital
account)
Most macro-models assume capital flows to be autonomous beyond the
control of national authorities. Another noteworthy fact about capital flows is their
procyclical nature. We model net capital flows as a function of nominal income to
reflect the procyclical nature of capital flows. Further, credit rating is a forward looking
variable that captures the future prospects of the economy. Credit rating of a country
is based on its institutional and governance effectiveness, economic structure and
growth prospects, external liquidity and international investment position, fiscal
performance and monetary flexibility. By influencing the perceived investment
climate, credit rating affects net capital flows positively. Interest rate plays a role in
determining international debt flows, but is found to have little influence on the
aggregate net capital flows.
NETCAPITALFLOWSt = f(YMPt , CREDITRATINGt)
CREDITRATINGt : Credit rating (EXOGENOUS)
Current account balance (CAB) is represented by the following identity:
G

G

SER

CABt = Xt - Mt + NXt

+REMITt+NETINVESTINCOMEt

FISCAL BLOCK
Fiscal block has important policy levers consisting of expenditure and
revenue measures to steer the economy both from the demand side as well as supply
side. This is vital in the context of growth-inflation and fiscal imbalances, and
th
particularly relevant to the 14 Finance Commission,
Revenue receipts of the combined government comprise of direct tax revenue,
indirect tax revenue and non-tax revenue. The change in direct tax revenue of
government is given by:
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d(DTAX)t

1t d(YMP) t /YMPt-1 ] DTAXt-1

DTAXt : Direct tax
b1t : Direct tax buoyancy (POLICY variable)
YMPt : Nominal income
It is assumed that the government can influence the buoyancy through
adjustments in tax rates and the administrative tax effort.
Similarly, the change in indirect tax revenue of government is given by:
d(INDTAX)t

t

d(YMP) t /YMPt-1

INDTAXt-1

INDTAXt : Indirect tax
b2t : Indirect tax buoyancy (POLICY variable)
Non-Tax revenue is assumed to be a function of nominal income.
NONTAXREVt = f(YMPt)
NONTAXREVt: Non Tax revenue in year t.
Revenue Receipts (REVRECt ) is represented by the following identity
REVRECt= DTAXt + INDTAXt + NONTAXREVt
Revenue Expenditure in year t is given by the following identity:
REVEXPt

OTHERECURRt+ TRANSFERSt+ INTERESTPAYt

REVEXPt
: Revenue Expenditure in year t
OTHERECURRt: Other Revenue Expenditure in year t.
TRANSFERSt : Transfer payments by government inclusive of subsidies
(EXOGENOUS).
INTERESTPAYt : Interest Payment on Government Liabilities.
OTHERECURR is the budgetary counterpart to government consumption
expenditure. It includes the salaries and wages component of the government budget
and is sticky upwards; it is assumed to depend on its own past values.
OTHERECURRt = f(OTHERECURRt-1)
Interest payments can be represented by the following identity comprising of
liabilities at the end of the last period and rate of interest on government securities in
the last period.
INTERESTPAYt LIABt-1 * ROIGSECt-1
LIABt-1: Stock of government liabilities outstanding at the end of the previous period
ROIGSECt-1: Interest rate on government securities in the previous period
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Transfer payments by government inclusive of subsidies (TRANSFERS) is
16
assumed to be a discretionary policy variable for the model.
Revenue Deficit (REVDEFICITt) is given by
REVDEFICITt

REVEXPt

REVRECt

Capital expenditure of the government is a crucial policy variable with
important links with the real sector as seen in the real sector block. Bose and
Bhanumurthy (2013) obtain a capital expenditure multiplier of 2.4 for the Indian
economy. However, this important component of government expenditure is often
squeezed to make space for other kinds of expenditure. Empirically it has been found
that higher the revenue deficit smaller is the capital expenditure, given fiscal deficit
target (see Appendix B, Fig 4). Thus we postulate capital expenditure to be a
declining function of revenue deficit.
ECAPt = f(REVDEFICITt)
ECAPt : Capital Expenditure in year t
Capital expenditure by the government is divided into sectoral capital
expenditure. Apart from the sectoral shares, about 15-25 per cent of total capital
expenditure is defense related. A substantial part of this expenditure is spent on
17
imports and has no linkage with productive sectors in the economy.
ECAPt

AGRI

ECAP t

INDUS

+ ECAP t

SER

+ ECAP t

INFRA

+ ECAP t

DEF

+ ECAPt

The fiscal deficit in year t (FDt) is given by
FDt
NDCRt
d(D t)
d(FR t)

REVDEFICITt +ECAPt -NDCRt

d(D t) + d(FR t)

: Non-Debt Capital Receipts (EXOGENOUS)
: Change in government debt
: Change in fiscal reserves. (EXOGENOUS)

Financing of fiscal deficit occurs through change in debt, d(D)t, and change in
fiscal reserves, d(FR)t. Besides debt financing part of the fiscal deficit has been met
18
through drawdown of cash balances in recent times.

debt.

19

Market borrowing and other borrowings of the government add to the stock of

d(Dt)

MBt + OBt

MBt : market borrowing of the government
16

Transfers include all subsidies of the government. In Bhanumurthy et al (2012) oil subsidy
was endogenised and modeled as a function of oil price pass-through and international oil
price. The linkages of oil sector to the macroeconomy could be integrated due to the flexible
nature of the model. In the present version of the model this link is absent and subsidies are
integrated with transfers, which in turn are assumed to be discretionary.
17
Refer to appendix B, Figure no.3.
18
With discontinuation of the 91-day tap treasury bills, the concept of conventional budget
deficit has lost its relevance since April 1, 1997.
19
Refer to appendix B, Figure 7 on liability and debt-GDP ratio.
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OBt : other borrowing of the government such as the proportions of small savings
20
and provident funds used to finance fiscal deficit (EXOGENOUS)
Market borrowing is assumed to be a function of fiscal deficit
MBt= f(FDt)
Note that government debt to finance fiscal deficit is a subset of total
government liabilities, the difference ranging from 7 to 15 per cent of GDP across
years. In other words, debt is a part of total liabilities used for financing FD.
LIABt

Dt + OLt

LIABt: Stock of government liabilities outstanding in period t
OLt : Other liabilities includes liabilities on account of NSSF, State Provident
Funds, Other Accounts and reserve funds not accounted for in Dt (EXOGENOUS)
21

Primary deficit (PDt) is given by
PDt FDt -INTERESTPAYt
MONETARY BLOCK
Repo rate is a policy parameter for the Central bank. With inflation control
being the principal objective of the RBI, repo rate (REPO) is supposed to respond to
the gap between actual and desired inflation rate. 5 per cent is the present desired
benchmark inflation rate.
50) REPOt = f(PWPIt)-.05, REPOt-1),
PWPIt :Overall wholesale price index
REPOt : Repo rate
The central bank responds to inflation and at the same time there is interest
rate persistence. REPO rate transmits the monetary policy signals to the economy via
other interest rates, namely the lending rate of commercial banks (INTRATE) and
interest rate on government securities (ROIGSEC).
Interest rate on government securities is assumed directly to be a function of policy
rate (Repo).
51) ROIGSECt = f(REPOt)
Lending rate of commercial banks (INTRATE) is positively related to REPO
and
market borrowing. The government being a large borrower,
higher market borrowing by the government can cause upward pressure on lending
rate. Crowding out presumes a buoyant demand for credit from the private sector.
52) INTRATEt = f(REPOt , MBt)
Disbursal of non-food bank credit by the commercial banks is assumed to be
demand determined. Higher the investment demand in the economy, higher the
demand for non-food bank credit which is met through credit expansion by banks.
20
21

See IPFS, 2012-13 Table 4.7
Government Debt Status Paper, MoF 2013.
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53) BCt = f(GIPUt + GIPVt)
BCt: Non-food credit disbursed by commercial banks
MACROECONOMIC BLOCK
Aggregate demand in the economy is given by the following identity:
G

54) YMPt = (CPRt + CPUt) + (GIPUt+ GIPVt) +
VALUABLES t

(Xt

G

SER

Mt + NXt

) +

YMPt: GDP at market prices
CPRt: private consumption expenditure
CPUt: public consumption expenditure
GIPUt : gross public investment
GIPVt: gross private investment
G
Xt : export of goods
G
Mt : import of goods
SER
NXt : net export of services
VALUABLESt : Investments on valuables and discrepancy (EXOGENOUS)
Valuables are a part of investment expenditure and consist of expensive
durable goods acquired primarily as stores of value. It is considered as exogenous for
the model. Discrepancy in the national income identity has been clubbed with the
valuables.
Private sector consumption is a function of private disposable income. Private
disposable income is estimated as nominal output minus direct tax plus transfer
payments and interest payments.
55) CPRt = f(YMPt-DTAXt+TRANSFERSt+INTERESTPAYt)
Public sector consumption is a function of other revenue expenditure.
56) CPUt = f(OTHECURRt)
OTHECURRt: Other revenue expenditure of the government.
Gross public and private investments are given by the following two identities:
AGRI

+ GIPU t

AGRI

+ GIPV t

57) GIPUt

GIPU t

58) GIPVt

GIPV t

INDUS

INDUS

SER

+ GIPU t

SER

+ GIPV t

INFRA

+ GIPU t

INFRA

+ GIPV t

Finally, the overall price deflator is derived through aggregation of sectoral
price deflators after applying the suitable weights, w1,w2,w3 and w4.
59) Pt

AGRI
1Pt

INDUS

+ w2Pt

SER

+ w3Pt

INFRA

+ w4Pt

A link equation connects GDP deflator (Pt) to the wholesale price index
(PWPIt).
60) PWPIt = f (Pt)
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The model has been estimated using annual data for the period 1991-92 to
2012-13. In some cases, as the final NAS data for 2012-13 such as sectoral
investments were not available at the time of estimations, the estimation is limited to
2011-12. The data definitions and the sources are presented in appendix-A. In terms
of estimation procedures, simple OLS method has been used.
As the 2008 crisis has created instability in most of the parameters, to adjust
its impact a dummy variable has been introduced. Structural dummies are introduced
in order to capture the structural breaks in the dependent variables. Structural breaks
were estimated using Bai-Perron test. To correct for autocorrelation, autoregressive
(AR1) terms are introduced. However, in the estimated equations, there are some
outliers in the errors, which could be for various unexplainable reasons and may not
be explained by the theoretical variables. In order to minimise such errors and derive
the robust parameters that can explain the underlying macroeconomic behaviour,
outlier dummies are introduced. Such adjustments in outliers are largely similar to
the Error Correction Mechanism models that help in deriving underlying long term
behaviour after correcting for errors. The estimated equations are solved together by
using Gauss-Seidel algorithm for the latest period, i.e., for 2009-2012. Depending on
the extent of errors in the in-sample period, the model can be used for out of sample
simulations.
Appendix C presents the regression results for the estimated equations of the
model.

All the estimated equations together with identities are solved for the recent
period to assess the forecast performance of the whole model. The key policy
variables in solving this model include revenue and capital expenditure, tax
buoyancy, minimum support prices, the policy interest rates, and government
borrowing. The important exogenous variables include the growth of output in OECD
countries as a group as well as in the USA and the Middle East; world oil prices;
exchange rate, depreciation rates, and the rainfall index. A scenario is designed by
setting the value of both the policy variables as well as the exogenous variables. The
outcome variables of interest in each scenario include the growth rate, the inflation
rate and the total liability-GDP ratio as well as some other key macroeconomic ratios,
i.e., the investment rate; the trade deficit and current account deficit relative to GDP;
the tax-GDP ratio, the revenue deficit-GDP ratio and the fiscal deficit-GDP ratio.
Empirical Validation
The model has been estimated using annual data for the period 1991-92 to
2012-13, taking care of time series properties. The standard diagnostic tests have
also been applied. The model has been solved for the sample period 2009-10 to
2012-13 and validated for this period. The root mean square percentage errors for all
the key variables are shown in table 1. Except for net capital inflows and trade
balance, which model shows slightly higher than acceptable RMSPE of 5 per cent,
the rest of the variables RMSPE is within 5 percent. This suggests that the estimated
model is robust and performs well against actual outcomes for the sample period. To
see if the estimated model tracks the turning points, which is another key feature of a
robust model, the plots of estimated outcome variables against their actual values in
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the sample period are shown in Graph-2. It may be noted that the estimated model
captures many though not all of the turning points in actual outcomes.

Table 1: Historical Validation of the Model
Description

RMSPE

Description

RMSPE

Private Consumption

0.957

Net Exports of Services

1.541

Government Consumption

1.601

Total Investment

3.436

Govt. Current Expenditure

0.890

Total Government Liability

1.240

Private Investment

4.336

Net Capital Inflows

5.359

Public Investment

1.035

Prime lending rate

1.860

Govt. Capital Expenditure

1.112

Revenue Deficit

2.521

Total Govt. Revenue

1.551

GDP Deflator

1.491

Fiscal Deficit

1.819

Inflation (WPI)

1.784

Primary Deficit

2.405

Exports (only goods)

1.122

Trade Balance
Nominal output
price)

5.676

Imports (only goods)

3.868

Real output (factor cost)

(market
4.025
0.716

Note: RMSPE=Root Mean Square Percentage Error (model generated)

Given that the estimated model is generating relatively low in-sample errors
and also capturing majority of the turning points, this model can be used for out of
sample simulations. In the next section, the simulations would be extended upto
th
2019-20, which is the last year of the 14 Finance Commission period. As such the
present model is more of policy simulations model and less of forecasting model,
here some policy simulations that are challenges for the Finance Commission may be
attempted and compared with the baseline case, which is a business-as-usual case.
th
The policy simulations attempted here are (i) shock due to 7 Pay Commission
th
award, (ii) possibility of achieving 8 per cent GDP growth by the end of the 14
22
Finance Commission period (iii) targeting deficit and debt . The next section
discusses more about policy simulations and the transmission mechanisms through
which the system could affect the variables of interest.

22

th

In the full report that was submitted to 14 FC, some more policy scenarios (including the
external shocks scenario) under slightly different assumptions than that was suggested by the
FC were undertaken. The full report is available at
http://www.nipfp.org.in/media/medialibrary/2015/05/Macroeconomic_Policy_Simulations.pdf
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Graph-2: Comparison of Actual and Estimated Values of Outcome Variables

V
In this section we discuss a set of fiscal issues that are relevant for fiscal
th
policy assessment over the 14 Finance Commission period. This provides a
background and the transmission channels to the simulation exercises reported in the
next section.
(a) Targeting Revenue Deficit
Fiscal rules were formally introduced in India with Fiscal Responsibility and
Budget Management Act, 2003 (FRBMA) and FRBM Rules 2004. Elimination of
revenue deficit was among the foremost targets, along with reduction in fiscal deficit
and a check on Central Government borrowing from the RBI. Aimed at intergenerational equity in fiscal management and debt management consistent with fiscal
sustainability, limits were placed on revenue deficit and fiscal deficit targets. For
instance, for the centre, the mandate laid down included:
Eliminating revenue deficit by 2008-09 by ensuring a minimum annual
reduction of 0.5 per cent or more of GDP every year from 2004-05.
234

Reducing fiscal deficit by at least 0.3 per cent of GDP annually from 2004-05,
so that fiscal deficit is reduced to no more than 3 per cent of GDP at the end
of 2008-09.
th

Similarly for the states, 12 Finance Commission recommended that each
state enact Fiscal Responsibility Legislation (FRL) which should, at the minimum,
provide for elimination of revenue deficit by 2008-09 and reduction of fiscal deficit to 3
per cent of GSDP or its equivalent defined as ratio of interest payment to revenue
23
receipts to be brought down to 15 per cent . Following this pre-condition stipulated
th
by 12 Finance Commission, all states put in place FRL as per State Finances.
Debt-relief was provided to the states working towards fiscal consolidation. The
quantum of write-off was linked to the absolute amount by which the revenue deficit
was reduced in each successive year during the award period.
Consequent to the buoyant economic growth and revenues in the years since
2003-04, fiscal rules brought about substantial improvements in fiscal balances. The
performance of the center and states vis-à-vis the fiscal rules are summarized in
Table 2 and Table 3 below. The global financial crisis, slowdown in domestic growth
and need for countercyclical fiscal stimulus caused a temporary pause in fiscal
consolidation.

23

th

pp.87, 12 FC Report.
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1.9
1.1
4.5
5.2

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

3.3
2.9
*Eliminate effective
revenue deficit by
2014-15

2013-14

2014-15 (BE)

Kelkar Committees fiscal
roadmap(Effective from
2012-13)

Reduce to 4 per cent of GDP
by 2014-15

4.1

4.6

4.8

5.7

4.8

Reduce fiscal deficit to 3 per
cent of GDP by 2014-15

6.5

6.0

2.5

3.3

4.0

3.9

0.8

1.3

1.8

2.7

1.8

Reduce to 1 per
cent of GDP by
2014-15

--

3.2

2.6

-0.9

-0.2

0.4

-0.0

Reduce to 43 per
cent of GDP by
2014-15

49.8

50.9

51.7

51.7

52.1

Reduce liability-GDP
ratio to 45 per cent
by 2014-15

56.3

58.6

58.9

61.4

63.9

65.5

Liability-GDP Ratio

* Effective revenue deficit is 1.8 per cent of GDP as per 2012-13(BE).

Source: 12 FC &13 FC Reports and RBI Handbook of Statistics, 2013-14.
Note: a) Minus (b) Effective Revenue Deficit is the difference between revenue deficit and grants for creation of capital assets.
internal liabilities include other liabilities of the central government(small savings, provident funds)

th

3.6

2012-13

th

4.4

2011-12

Reduce to 2 per
cent of GDP by
2014-15

3.2

2010-11

Performance

13
revision of targets
(Effective from 2010)

Elimination of revenue deficit by 2013-14
and make revenue surplus of 0.5 per cent of
GDP by 2014-15

2.5

2005-06

th

2.4

2004-05

Performance

FRBM Rules (Effective from
2004)

Fiscal Rules and Year

Table 2: Fiscal Rules and performance of Centre (per cent of GDP)
Primary Deficit
Revenue Deficit
Fiscal Deficit
[(-) surplus and
[+ sign denotes deficit]
[+ sign denotes deficit]
(+) deficit]
Eliminating revenue deficit by 2009-10
Reduce to 3 per cent of GDP
-(FRBM)
by 31st March, 2010 (FRBM)

Table 3: Performance of States as per FC-XII and FC-XIII Targets

Revenue
Deficit

Fiscal Deficit

elimination
by 200809

3 per cent of
GSDP by 200809

2004-05

1.2

3.3

0.7

31.3

23.8

2005-06

0.2

2.4

0.2

31.1

19.5

2006-07

-0.6

1.8

-0.4

28.9

17.6

2007-08

-0.9

1.5

-0.5

26.6

16.0

2008-09

-0.2
Maintain a
Zero
revenue
deficit

2.4

0.6

26.1

14.8

Year

FC-XII
Targets

Primary
Deficit

Interest
Payments
as
percentage
to Revenue
Receipts

Debt
Stock

28 per
cent of
GDP by
2008-09

--

15 per cent
by 2008-09

Performance

FC-XIII
Targets

2.4 per cent of
GDP by 201415

25% of
GDP by
2014-15

--

--

Performance
2009-10

0.5

2.9

1.2

25.5

14.7

2010-11

-0.0

2.1

0.5

23.5

13.3

2011-12

-0.3

1.9

0.4

22.1

12.5

2012-13(RE)

-0.2

2.3

0.8

21.5

11.5

2013-14(BE)

-0.4

2.2

0.6

21.5

11.3

Source: Indian Public Finance Statistics, 2012-13, RBI Handbook of Statistics for data on debt and Reports of FC-XII and
FC-XIII.
Note: Minus (-) sign indicates surplus.
Note: The state and central debt-GDP ratios do not add up to the combined debt-GDP target ratio of 68 per cent because
loans to States.
of netting out of
th

Subsequently, 13 Finance Commission proposed revised targets. The 13th
Finance Commission took elimination of the revenue deficit as the long term and
permanent target for the government. The fiscal consolidation path for the Central
Government entailed a decline in the revenue deficit from 4.8 per cent of GDP as
projected for the fiscal year 2009-10, to a revenue surplus of 0.5 per cent of GDP by
2014-15. This allowed for acceleration in capital expenditure of the center to 3.5 per
cent of GDP (even more if there are disinvestment receipts). For the states, the target
for fiscal deficit was 2.4 per cent of GDP by 2014-15, with surplus on the revenue
account.
The emphasis on reduction in revenue deficit and increase in capital
expenditure was renewed by the Kelkar Committee (2012. The Kelkar Committee
endorsed elimination of effective revenue deficit rather than revenue deficit as the
target. As explained in Fiscal Policy Strategy Statement, Union Budget, 2012-13 the
effective revenue deficit reflects the structural component of imbalance in the
revenue account. In a federal set up like India, large amount of transfer of resources
from the Central Government takes place to States, local bodies and other scheme
implementing agencies that are mandated to provide certain services. All of such
transfers are shown as revenue/ current expenditure in the books of Central
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Government. However, significant proportion of such transfers is specifically meant
for creation of capital assets which are public goods in nature. To protect such
expenditures, it was recommended that revenue deficit after netting out the abovekind of expenditures, may be targeted. Thus, Kelkar Committee, September 2012,
on the fiscal roadmap of the Central Government recommended that fiscal deficit be
reduced to 4 per cent of GDP, effective revenue deficit to be eliminated and revenue
deficit to be reduced to 2 percent of GDP by 2014-15.Overall there was a shift in
emphasis towards capital expenditure within the fiscal consolidation framework. This
had empirical support in research studies. Bose and Bhanumurthy (2013) based on
the previous NIPFP macroeconomic model had estimated the value of the capital
expenditure multiplier to be greater than 2. Thus any increase in capital expenditure
would cause the nominal incomes to more than double. Revenue expenditure
multiplier on the other hand was close to 1.
While the emphasis on higher capital expenditure is well-placed there are
genuine concerns about compression of revenue expenditure. For instance, an
important question is how to treat expenditures on education and health. It has been
argued that since development on account of health and education gets embodied in
the beneficiaries once health standards improve or educational standards are
stepped up, the expenditure incurred on these is more akin to investment and hence,
it would be fair to treat it as capital expenditure. Moreover, in the absence of nurses,
doctors and teachers, the capital expenditure incurred on hospital buildings or school
24
buildings is of little use.
Thus, Rakshit (2010) notes that given the overarching
requirement of non-negative revenue balance, clubbing HRD expenditures with
current ones not only leaves little scope for enlarging investment in human capital,
but the stipulated FRBM targets might in all probability be met through a slowdown in
HRD spending .
b) Debt Stabilization Issues
It is generally argued that a rise in the debt-GDP Ratio is a concern as large
interest payments on public debt jeopardises the plan to raise development
expenditure and also stands in the way of provision of essential public goods.
Secondly, a higher market borrowing to finance the growing debt may lead to a
higher rate of interest and thus crowd out private investment. Further, debt might be
considered problematic for fiscal solvency. Two key factors affecting solvency are
the response of primary balance (i.e. the budget balance net of interest payments on
the debt) to increases in debts and the possibility of adverse shocks. It is assumed
that when debt gets very large, it may be difficult to generate a primary balance that
is sufficient to ensure sustainability, and that shocks can push countries beyond their
debt limit (Chowdhury and Islam, 2010).
There are three important concepts regarding debt-GDP ratio: stability,
sustainability and optimality. Stability implies a constant debt ratio with time.
Sustainability means the returns from additional borrowing should be greater than or
equal to cost of additional borrowing. Chronic excess of government expenditure over
revenue receipts financed through borrowing from the public is said to be sustainable
if in the long run the ratio of public debt to national income stabilizes or does not rise
without limit. Optimality refers to debt level, beyond which there is a negative
relationship with growth.

24

The 13

th

See13th FC Report, pp.129).
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Some of the recent empirical literature has explored the relationship between
debt-GDP and growth. An oft quoted paper by Reinhert and Rogoff (2010) seems to
suggest that beyond 90 per cent there may be a negative relation between debt and
growth. Reinhart and Rogoff, 2010 (RR henceforth) have categorized the countries in
four public debt brackets (0-30, 30-60, 60-90, and above 90 per cent of GDP) across
time and have noted the growth rate corresponding to the different debt levels. They
calculate a composite growth rate for each debt category by assigning weights to
countries. Composite growth rates are calculated for advanced economies and
emerging market economies separately. The
claim that the median growth
declines substantially beyond 90 per cent debt-GDP level and the average growth
becomes negative beyond 90 per cent threshold for advanced economies. The same
approach with emerging economies indicates lower median growth rate beyond 90
per cent, but the average growth rate after 90 per cent debt level is not found to be
negative. The findings of RR were countered by, Herndon, Ash, and Pollin (2013)
who identified coding errors and selective weighing in RR methodology. In fact, after
carrying out some formal tests, Herndon, Ash, and Pollin (2013) report that
differences in average GDP growth in the categories 30-60 percent, 60-90 percent,
and 90-120 percent cannot be statistically distinguished.
The negative relationship between growth and debt levels become more
suspect as it is driven by presence of a few strong outlier countries (with very high
debt and low growth combinations) and the endogenity has not been controlled for.
The latter is particularly important for developing countries. There is a strong positive
empirically robust relationship between a few of the economic variables which
government expenditure can largely influence (like initial years of schooling) and
GDP growth (IMF, 2010). The growth-inhibiting effects of a given percentage
increase in debt-to-GDP ratio can be easily overwhelmed by a given percentage
increase in growth-promoting variables achieved through public spending. It is
therefore argued that it is important to look at the composition of debt, instead of just
focusing on the aggregate value of debt. (Chowdhury and Islam, 2010).
Domar (1944) put forward the sustainability condition for the debt-financing of
government expenditure. According to Domar if the government finances part of its
expenditure (amounting to a given fraction of full employment output) through
proportions of GDP will be stable in the long run provided the growth rate exceeds
the interest rate. The implication is that when the Domar condition is satisfied,
maintenance of full employment through debt-financing of fiscal deficits does not
erode the fiscal deficit or produce a debt-trap.
In case of India, the differential between nominal growth rate and nominal
interest rate has remained positive since 2002-0
sustainability condition (see Graph 3 below).
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Graph 3: Differential between Nominal Growth Rate and Nominal Interest Rate for the Indian
Economy

Source: Data for GDP from NAS, Statement 1 and rate of interest on Government securities is the simple
average of weighted average of interest rate on state government and central government securieties.The
data is from, RBI, HBS,2013.

Rangarajan and Srivastava (2005) have looked at debt-stabilization wherein
debt-GDP ratio is unvarying across time. This requires a stricter set of condition on
deficits than required by Domar. The necessary and sufficient conditions for debtstability are discussed below:
Necessary Condition: The GDP growth rate is higher than interest rate (if the
growth rate is equal to interest rate the debt ratio will rise linearly and if the growth
rate is lesser than interest rate the debt ratio would raise exponentially).
Sufficient Condition: Primary deficit is equal or less than the debt stabilizing
level of primary deficit. The debt-stabilizing primary deficit is derived as under from
the debt-GDP equation, Equation (1).
=

+

[(1+ )/(1+ )] ------(1)
Where,

=Debt to GDP Ratio in period t.

= Primary Deficit to GDP Ratio
= rate of interest
= Growth rate of GDP
For debt-GDP stability we require that =
. If debt-GDP is stable then we
have the debt-stabilizing primary deficit as follows from (1):
=

-

[(1+ )/(1+ )] = [1- (1+ )/(1+ )]

=

- )/(1+ ) ---------------(2)

in any given year is equal to or less than
for that year, the
As long as
debt-GDP ratio will not rise in that year compared to its level in previous year. Note
that
depends on the previous
debt-GDP ratio, growth rate and interest rate.
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The debt-stabilizing primary deficit and actual primary deficit is compared
with the help of Graph 4a. It can be observed from the comparison that actual
during 1991 to 1993 and during 1996 to 2002 and
primary deficit was more than
for rest of the period till 2012 the primary deficit is below .
The debt-GDP ratio fell during the period when the primary deficit was below
. In other words, debt-GDP ratios shows an increasing trend for
more than .
It is pertinent to note that the debt here is synonymous with total liabilities of
25
the government
Graph 4(a): Comparison of Debt-stabilizing Primary Deficit and Actual Primary Deficit to GDP

Source:IPFS,2013 and NAS,2013.

Grpah 4(b): Liability-GDP Ratio

Source: Liability: Table 122, RBI, HSIE. Liability refers to the total Liabilities of the combined government
including internal debt, external debt and their liabilities.
25

In Indian Public Finance public debt consists of internal debt of Centre and States as well
as the external debt of Centre whereas total liabilities of the government include debt
specified in the Consolidated Fund of India (defined as Public Debt) as well as liabilities in the
Public Accounts. There is considerable variation between the two (Refer to Figure 7 in
th
appendix B).For a detail note on this issue, please see the full report submitted to 14 FC titled
pp.5357
available
at
http://www.nipfp.org.in/media/medialibrary/2015/05/Macroeconomic_Policy_Simulations.pdf
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The debt-GDP stability condition can also be developed using the concept of
fiscal deficit.Let us assume fiscal deficit in period t is defined as:
=

-

----(3)

where,
respectively.

are Outstanding debt of government in period t and t-1

Dividing (3) by GDP in perod t ( ) we get,
=
=

is the growth rate of GDP in period t.
------(4)

Where,
=

If

=

=

=

,

symbolizes ratios of fiscal deficit and debt to GDP.

, then the debt-stabilizing fiscal deficit to GDP ratio is
----(5)

Also, the stable debt-GDP ratio in terms of stable fiscal deficit to GDP is
---------(6)

Numerical examples using the above relation (5) can be worked out as
follows:(As % GDP)
Case
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4

6
6
7
7

12
13
13
12

56
52
57
65

For fiscal deficit of 6 per cent and nominal growth rate of 12 per cent every
year, the stable debt-GDP ratio is 56 per cent (case 1). Alternately, to arrive at a
stable debt-ratio of 56 per cent, fiscal deficit cannot exceed 6 per cent. With 6 per
cent fiscal deficit, higher nominal GDP growth by 1 percentage every year will
stabilize the debt to GDP at 52 per cent (case 2). Where higher fiscal deficit can
propel economic growth to be higher, like in case (3), the stable debt-GDP ratio
remains almost at the same level as with lower fiscal deficit and lower growth
combination (case 3 versus case 1). Higher fiscal deficit of 7 per cent of GDP with
same nominal growth of GDP of 12 per cent implies that the stable debt-GDP ratio is
higher at 65 per cent (case 4). Even in this case, the debt is stable, but it stabilizes at
a higher proportion to GDP
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Graph 5: Fiscal Deficit and Debt-stabilizing Fiscal Deficit (As % GDP)

Source: IPFS, 2013, NAS,2013 and calculation based on these data sources.

The Graph 5 shows that fiscal deficit to GDP ratio is below the debtstabilizing fiscal deficit to GDP ratio for the period from 1991-92 to 2012-13 except for
the years from 1997-98 to 2002-03.
Can we set debt-GDP target based on the above analysis?
To fix the debt targets might be problematic since the fiscal adjustment path
would in itself impact the macroeconomic performance, particularly the growth rate of
the economy, which is a key determinant of the stable debt. Many researchers have
terminal year debt target first and then constructing a debt deficit time path over the
award period are in violation of economic logic; optimality requires that the terminal
year target be derived simultaneously with yearly budget balance and end year debt
stock. The reason is that given the prospective international scenarios and domestic
parameters both the short run and long run macro-performance of the economy

Most debt models start off by presuming a nominal growth rate and then use
it to calculate the stable debt-ratio, with different configuration of fiscal deficit.
Rangarajan & Srivastava (2005) obtain a stable debt-GDP ratio of 56 per cent using
26
6 per cent fiscal deficit to GDP ratio and nominal GDP growth of 12 per cent. Based
on the present and the terminal year difference, a debt-reduction plan is suggested. It
is presumed that the debt reduction or fiscal adjustment will not affect growth or other
macroeconomic variables. This whole exercise leads to shifting focus from the
growth to debt reduction and economists are aware of that as pointed by Domar
financial straight jacket, but in achieving faster growth of the GNP, a result which is,

The estimated model has been applied to assess the outcomes of policy
options that are discussed in the previous section. This needs to be compared with
26

Using the relation debt-GDP ratio (56%) = fiscal deficit to GDP target (6%) *[( 1 + growth of
nominal GDP at 12%)/ growth of nominal GDP at 12%]
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the base case, which is the business-as-usual case. To derive the base case upto
2019-20, one has to extend the exogenous variables with certain assumptions. The
assumptions on the exogenous variables are as follows:
1. On the external front, the growth rates of advanced countries, Middle East
and the World GDP is assumed to grow as per the projections provided by
the IMF. The import weighted average tariffs (duty) are assumed to remain
at the same level as at present, i.e., 10 per cent. The exchange rate, which is
the crucial variable in the external account, is assumed to be at 60.
International oil price of USD 802 per MT has been assumed for 2013-14
based on RBI data. From 2014-15, international oil price is assumed at USD
720 per MT which is equivalent to $100 per barrel (approx.).
2. Depreciation rates at the sector level assumed to be at the 2012-13 level,
which is the latest information that is available. The capital-output ratio in the
industrial sector assumed to increase as per the trend growth. Given that
India has a stable government at the moment, the credit rating is assumed to
be positive.
3. Minimum support prices are assumed to increase at an average growth of 5
per cent. In the case of rainfall, except for 2014-15, which is assumed to be
10 per cent below normal, it is assumed to be normal for the rest of the
period.
4. Oil price pass-through ratio is expected to increase from the current level of
60 per cent to 65 percent.
5. Share of valuables, which includes discrepancy, is assumed to be at 3.3 per
cent of GDP, which is the last five years average. As valuables is mostly
estimated as residual and highly volatile, modeling such behaviour is difficult.
6. Direct and indirect tax buoyancies are 1.48 and 1.42 respectively, for 201314 as per 2013-14(BE) and direct tax buoyancy and indirect tax buoyancy are
assumed to be 1.1 from 2014-15 onwards. Non-debt capital receipts, which
are largely disinvestment proceeds, are assumed to be at a modest level of
0.2 per cent of GDP based on recent trends. In the case of sectoral capital
expenditures, the shares in the recent year are expected to continue for the
rest of the forecast period. Similarly, for valuables (including discrepancy)
and transfers within the revenue expenditures, its share in the GDP at market
prices in 2012-13 is assumed for the forecast period.
Since there is no actual data available for 2013-14 and 2014-15, as per the
14 Finance Commission recommendations, the Budgeted numbers (on both deficits
27
as well as revenue buoyancies) are used for these years. In our view, going by the
recent trends where the actual deficit numbers are higher than Budgeted (except in
one year when there was windfall gains due to spectrum auction), such assumption
itself could underestimate the fiscal numbers in the forecast period. Even the
buoyancy assumption of over 1.4 for 2013-14 is also on the higher side as such
higher buoyancies are experienced only in the pre-Crisis period.

27

For the year 2013-14, revised estimates for total tax revenue (center plus state combined) is
not available yet. However, comparable figures for the center indicate large differences
ancy estimates are 1.13 (RE)
between BE and RE figures for 2013in 2013-14.
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In the baseline scenario (Table 4), the average GDP growth is expected to be
7 per cent, with inflation moderating to about 6 per cent on an average. Revival in
growth with inflation moderating, translates to an average growth of nominal output at
13.5 per cent. The investment rate in the economy rises to 34 per cent by the terminal
year. Besides the recovery in domestic investment, the overall recovery in growth in
th
the 14 Finance Commission period is driven by the assumption in external sector
growth (US growth, other advanced country growth and world GDP growth), which is
expected to revive as per the IMF projections.
The external balance deteriorates marginally owing to the higher domestic
growth. Current account deficit to GDP (in percentage) is, however, contained at less
than 2.5 per cent of GDP, on an average. This could be largely due to assumption of
lower world oil prices. There is an improvement in the fiscal indicators as well.
Revenue balance improves as a percentage of GDP which reduces the fiscal deficit
to GDP ratio. Improvement in fiscal deficit along with higher growth is responsible for
lower liability-GDP ratios by the end of the period.
Year
2015-16
2019-20
th
14 FC
Average

Table 4: Base Case Outcomes for 2015-16 to 2019-20(per cent)
GDP
WPI
Investment
CAB/
FD/
RD/
PD/ Liability/
Growth
Inflation
rate
GDP
GDP
GDP
GDP
GDP
6.77
6.49
33.32
-2.27
6.76
2.92
1.94
66.73
6.89
5.89
33.94
-2.53
6.29
2.46
1.51
64.53
7.00

6.04

33.65

-2.44

6.52

2.69

1.71

65.68

During the 14th Finance Commission period, the 7th Pay Commission award
would be announced. One therefore needs to endogenise the expected 7th Pay
Commission award. Keeping the assumptions on other exogenous variables same,
revised base case is presented in Table 5. A shock of 15 per cent in the growth of
other revenue expenditures is assumed for 2016-17, the year of announcement of the
award. Compared to the base case, in the revised base case, a real growth of 0.6
per cent along with higher inflation of 0.3 per cent is expected, on an average.
However, the impact of such shocks on terminal year is minimal in both growth and
inflation. Current account balance too is projected to worsen. And so does the fiscal
indicators. Revenue deficit and the fiscal deficit rise by 0.9 per cent of GDP in the
revised base case compared to the base case. Liability as a ratio to GDP is expected
to increase by two percentage points by the terminal year.
Table 5 (SCENARIO 1): Revised Base Case with 7th Pay Commission Award
(15 per cent shock in growth of other revenue expenditure in 2016-17)
Year
GDP
WPI
Investment
CAB/
FD/
RD/
PD/ Liability/
Growth Inflation
rate
GDP
GDP
GDP
GDP
GDP
2015-16

6.77

6.49

33.32

-2.27

6.76

2.92

1.94

66.73

2019-20

6.99

6.01

33.96

-3.45

7.37

3.54

2.44

66.37

7.59

6.31

33.65

-2.92

7.41

3.58

2.55

66.31

th

14 FC
Average

In the next scenario, public capital expenditure is increased from current level
of about 4 per cent to 4.4 per cent (along with the pay commission award). That is,
there is an increase in capital expenditure to GDP ratio from the prevailing level of 4
per cent of GDP in 2016-17 to 4.4 per cent by 2019-20 in a staggered manner. This
increase in public capital expenditure is allowed only from 2017-18 as the fiscal space
for increase in capital expenditure is limited until then due to higher allocation for
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revenue expenditure following 7th Pay award in 2016-17. Increase in capital
expenditure of the government and thereby public investment is found to be growthenhancing. Investment rate crosses 35 per cent by 2019-20. Due to higher growth,
the current account deficit worsens slightly compared to the revised base case while
fiscal indicators improve due to higher growth and higher revenue collections.
Table 6 (Scenario 2): Increase in Capital Expenditure between 2017-18 to 2019-20
(10 per cent shock to capital expenditure to GDP ratio)
Year
GDP
WPI
Investment
CAB
FD
RD
PD
Liability/
Growth Inflation
rate
/GDP
/GDP /GDP /GDP
GDP
2015-16
2019-20
th
14 FC
Average

6.77
7.66

6.49
6.83

33.32
35.43

-2.27
-3.94

6.76
6.84

2.92
2.71

1.94
2.10

66.73
63.71

7.96

6.68

34.21

-3.08

7.22

3.27

2.43

65.35

th

Note: 7 Pay Commission award is endogenised in this case.

One of the most important terms of reference to the 14th Finance
and the States, keeping in view, in particular, the fiscal consolidation roadmap
recommended by the Thirteenth Finance Commission, and suggest measures for
maintaining a stable and sustainable fiscal environment consistent with equitable
growth including suggestions to amend the Fiscal Responsibility Budget Management
inance Commission recommended that public
debt as a ratio to GDP should be about 68 per cent while suggesting for a fiscal
deficit target of 5.4 per cent by the end of 2014-15 (3% for the Centre and 2.4% for
the states). This was expected to be achieved through a reduction in revenue deficit
culminating in revenue surplus of 0.5 per cent of GDP by 2014-15. While the total
liability to GDP ratio has remained well-within the 13th FC targets, deficits have often
breached the targeted levels. In view of the higher than targeted deficit levels, the
Kelkar Committee (2012) suggested revised targets of 2 per cent and 4 per cent of
2014-15. I
28
deficit to GDP stands at 3.26 per cent and 4.62 per cent of GDP for 2013-14 (RE).
Also, both in Scenario 1 and 2, the fiscal deficit to GDP ratio exceeds 7 per cent of
GDP on an average.
The next scenario looks at the fiscal adjustments required to achieve the 13th
Finance Commission (overall, center and states) fiscal deficit targets by 2019-20, i.e.
5.4 per cent of GDP as the target for fiscal deficit. Compared to the preceding
scenario, an expenditure reduction is brought about by reduction in transfers to GDP
ratio to pre-crisis level (5.6 per cent to 4.4 per cent between 2015-16 and 2019-20).
The reduction in transfers has been partially offset by increase in capital expenditure
in a partial expenditure switching strategy.
Year
2015-16
2019-20
th
14 FC
Average

GDP
Growth
6.46

Table 7 (Scenario 3): Targeting Deficit and Liability
WPI
Investment CAB
FD
RD
PD
Inflation
rate
/GDP /GDP /GDP /GDP
6.42
33.36
-2.23
6.13
2.30
1.34

Liability
/GDP
66.36

7.44

6.65

35.44

-3.46

5.34

1.21

0.89

60.18

7.61

6.52

34.23

-2.84

6.09

2.13

1.44

63.59

28

For 20142.94 per cent and 4.13 per cent, respectively.
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Note: 7th Pay Commission award is endogenised in this case. The shock to capital expenditure described
in Scenario 2 has been retained.

Reduction in transfers by reducing the disposable income, compresses
consumption and growth. Inflation rate declines. As compared to scenario 2, there is
improvement in external balance and substantial gains in fiscal balance. Fiscal deficit
is contained within 5.4 per cent, though revenue deficit remains positive at 1.2 per
th
cent of GDP by the terminal year of 14 Finance Commission period. Liability to GDP
ratio declines to 60 per cent in 2019-20.

In this study, an attempt has been made to understand the dynamic
relationship between fiscal policy and macroeconomic outcomes in the case of India.
With the help of revised NIPFP Macroeconomic Policy Simulation Model, some
th
preliminary policy simulations that are relevant to 14 Finance Commission have
th
been carried out. Some of those issues are endogenizing 7 Pay Commission
award, targeting debt-deficits as part of re-drawing fiscal consolidation road map,
targeting higher growth, etc.
Our preliminary results suggest that while Pay Commission award indeed
would result in slightly higher growth compared to the base case, this also results in
higher inflation, fiscal-revenue deficits, current account deficit as well as higher
government liability. Further simulation results suggest that expenditure switching
policy, which is the core of expansionary fiscal consolidation mechanism, by
increasing higher government capital expenditure and reducing the government
transfers could result in higher growth with a manageable fiscal deficit of 5.4 per cent
that also brings down the government liability to around 60 per cent by 2019-20.
However, the decline in current account deficit is only marginal due to higher growth.
This higher growth with lower fiscal deficit could be because of strong multiplier effect
of government capital expenditure compared to revenue expenditures.
O
expenditure. This strategy is expected to result in better macroeconomic outcomes.
Significantly, the analysis also suggests that crowding-out impact of government
revenue expenditures ambiguous as the interest rate channel appears to be weak in
the post-Crisis period.
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Definition & Data Sources
CPR is Consumption by the Private Sector at current prices, in Rs. crores. Source is
various issues of NAS.
CPU is Consumption by the Public Sector at current prices, in Rs. crores. Source is
various issues of NAS.
CAPSTOCK refers to Net Capital Stock at constant prices, that is, Net Capital Stock
figures at 2004-05 prices. Net Capital Stock figures include Net Fixed Capital Stock
as well as stock of inventories, as on 31st March of the year. It is to be noted that the
figures of Capital Stock for a year correspond to the figures of the variable at the
beginning of the year. Source is various issues of NAS.
Depreciation (at Constant Prices) is the consumption of fixed capital in Rs. Crores.
Source is various issues of NAS.
Debt is the sum of internal and external debt used to finance fiscal deficit. Calculated
on the basis of Table No.4.7 of IPFS, 2012-13.
Direct Tax refers to the direct taxes of the Centre and states (combined) in Rs.
Crores, including taxes like corporation tax, income tax, estate duty, interest tax,
wealth tax, etc. Data from IPFS, various issues, Table 1.2 Combined Revenue
Receipts of the Centre and the States.
DUTY is the import weighted average tariff rate. Data from the website of the
Planning Commission of India, Data book for DCH, 2nd April, 2013.
ECAP AGRI comprises of capital expenditure on agriculture & allied services (5) and
irrigation & flood control less of power projects (7-7a). Source IPFS Table 2.4.
ECAP DEF is the capital expenditure on defence (1) under non-developmental
expenditure. Source IPFS Table 2.4
ECAP INDUSTRY comprises of capital expenditure on industry and minerals (6).
Source IPFS Table 2.4
ECAP INFRA comprises of capital expenditure on border roads (2) under nondevelopmental expenditure, railways (1), posts & telecommunications (2), power
projects (7a), transport & communication (8) and public works (9). Source IPFS Table
2.4
ECAP SERVICES comprises of fiscal services (3), others (4) under nondevelopmental expenditure and social and community services (3) and general
economic services (4) under developmental expenditure. Source IPFS Table 2.4
ER is the nominal exchange rate of the Indian rupee vis-à-vis US Dollar (Rupees per
unit of $, annual average). Source is RBI, DBIE
Export of Goods is export of merchandise in Rupees crores ((Table 143: Key
of Payments), RBI, HSIE, 2012-13.
Components of
Export of Services is Non-factor Services, Receipts in Rs. Crores. Source: HSIE,
2012-13, RBI, TABLE 145.
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Fiscal deficit (FD) in Rs. Crores: Combined (center and states) gross fiscal deficit.
Table 4.3, IPFS, 2012-13.
Gross Capital Formation (at current prices), corresponds to total investment in the
sector in Rs. Crores. Source is various issues of NAS.
Gross Capital Formation-Public (At Current Prices), corresponds to public
investment in the sector in Rs. Crores Source is various issues of NAS.
Gross Capital Formation-Private (At Current Prices), corresponds to private
investment in the sector in Rs. Crores, has been calculated residually by subtracting
public sector gross capital formation from total gross capital formation in the sector.
Gross Capital Formation (at 2004-05 prices), corresponds to total investment in
the sector in Rs. Crores. Source is various issues of NAS.
Gross Capital Formation - Public (At 2004-05 Prices), corresponds to public
investment in the sector in Rs. Crores. Source is various issues of NAS.
Imports of Services is Non-factor Services, Payments in Rs. Crores. Source: RBI,
HSIE, Table 145: Invisibles by Category of Transactions - Rupees
Indirect Tax refers to the indirect taxes of the Centre and states (combined) in Rs.
Crores, including taxes like Customs, Union excise duties, Service tax, State excise
duty, Stamp & registration fee, General sales tax, Taxes on vehicle, Entertainment
tax, etc. Source: RBI, HSIE.
Interest Rate (WALR) or the Total Weighted Average Lending Rate is the weighted
average nominal lending rate, total of all sectors. Source: Database on Indian
Economy
Investment Income in Rs. crores corresponds to the net figures of Investment
Income as given in the HSIE, 2012-13, Table 141: India's Overall Balance of
Payments: Rupees.
Liabilities (LIAB) is public debt plus other liabilities of government (Centre and
States) like small savings which is not used to finance fiscal deficit. Data from RBI,
HSIE, Table 122: Combined Liabilities of the Central and State Governments.
MB is net market borrowing by the center and states combined in Rs Crores.Source:
Table 118: Market Borrowings of the Central and States Governments. HSIE, 201213.
MSP is the weighted average of the Minimum Support Price of paddy and wheat (in
Rs. Per quintal), taking the procurement of rice and wheat as the respective
weights.Source: MSP for paddy and wheat in Rs per quintal from Handbook of
Statistics on Indian Economy (HSIE), RBI, Table 25: Minimum Support Price for
Foodgrains according to Crop Year.
Net Capital Flows refers to the Capital Account Balance, in Rs. Crores. Data from,
RBI, HSIE, Table 143.
Non-Debt Capital Receipts determined residually from the Fiscal Deficit Identity.
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Non-food gross bank credit in Rupees crores; Table 48: Sectoral Deployment of
Non-Food Gross Bank Credit (Outstanding), RBI, HBS.
Non-Tax Revenue is revenue receipts less tax revenue.
Rainfall (% departure) refers to the percentage deviation between actual and normal
rainfall, where rainfall is overall Rainfall from June-May (in millimeters).Source is
Agricultural Statistics at a Glance, 2013, Table 20.3: All India Rainfall Distribution
from 1992-93 to 2013-14.
Remittances equal net official transfers plus net private transfers, in Rs. crores. Data
from RBI, HSIE, Table 145: Invisibles by Category of Transactions - Rupees. We
have added the compensation of employees to it.
REPO is the RBI determined bank rate taken up to 2000-01 and repo rate thereafter.
Data from Table 46, HSIE, 2012-13.
Revenue Deficit (RD) in Rs. Crores: Combined (Centre and states) revenue deficits.
Source is Table 1.6 Overall Budgetary positions of The Centre and the States, IPFS,
2012-13.
Revenue Receipts in Rs. crores refer to the combined revenue receipts of the
Centre and the states including tax and non-tax revenue, transfer from funds and
adjustments on account of difference in figures of Centre and states transfers.
Source: Data from IPFS, various issues, Table 1.2.
Total Government Borrowing from RBI (Combined) refers to the sum of net RBI
credit to central and state governments in Rs. Crores.
Trade Balance is exports of goods and services minus imports of goods and
services, in Rs. crores.
Transfers are the revenue expenditure of the government to the private consumption
sector in the form of transfer payments. The data to calculate transfers is obtained
from IPFS 2012-13, Table 1.3. It includes pension and other retirement benefits,
relief on account of natural calamities (plan and non-plan), social security and welfare
(plan and non-plan), food-subsidy, fertilizer subsidy.
Other Revenue Expenditure is determined residually by subtracting Interest
Payments and Transfers from Revenue Expenditure (ECURR).
WPI_ All Commodities at 2004-05 base (2004-05=100) is the overall WPI for the
entire basket of goods covered under it. Data from Office of the Economic Advisor to
the Government of India.
YF The data for GDP at Factor Cost (Current Prices) in Rs. Crores.
various issues of NAS.

Source is

YMP Refers to GDP at Market Prices (at current prices) in Rs. Crores. Source is
various issues of NAS.
ZYF The data for GDP at Factor Cost (Constant Prices) in Rs. Crores. Source is
various issues of NAS.
ZYMP Refers to GDP at Market Prices (at 2004-05 prices) in Rs. Crores. Source is
various issues of NAS.
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Year

Financing of Fiscal Deficit of Central and State Governments
Budgetary
Change in total Debt
Deficit/Draw
down of cash
Market
Loans
Other
balances
Borrowing
from the
Liabilities
Centre
(Net)

Total

As proportion of total (per cent)
1990-91

21.5

19.6

6

52.9

100

1991-92

15.4

22.8

11.8

49.9

100

1992-93

24.3

13.8

10.3

51.6

100

1993-94

17.7

46.3

7.2

28.8

100

1994-95

-3.2

35.7

5.1

62.5

100

1995-96

32.7

50.4

0.4

16.5

100

1996-97

15.1

30.5

3.4

51

100

1997-98

54.4

36.1

1

8.5

100

1998-99

-0.8

50.5

1.2

49.1

100

1999-00

-8.9

45.2

0.6

63.1

100

2000-01

-0.5

44

3.9

52.7

100

2001-02

28.2

46.4

2.5

22.9

100

2002-03

1.3

54.2

-5.1

49.7

100

2003-04

-5.4

58.2

-5.8

52.9

100

2004-05

-32.9

27.4

6.3

99.1

100

2005-06

11.7

46.4

3.2

38.7

100

2006-07

37.4

57.6

3.8

1.2

100

2007-08

-6.2

90.4

4.7

11.2

100

2008-09

32

74

2.4

-8.4

100

2009-10

-8.4

83

1.8

23.6

100

2010-11
201112(BE)
201213(BE)

-1.6

77.2

4.4

19.9

100

14.4

80.4

1.4

3.8

100

1.7

89.4

1.4

7.5

100

Source: IPFS, 2013
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Figure No.1: Share of Public Investment in Total Sectoral Investment (Public and Private)

Source: NAS, 2005 and 2013.

Figure No.2: Sectoral Capital-Output Ratio (HP-Trend)

Source: NAS, 2013.
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Figure No.3: Sector-wise Share in Public Capital Expenditure

Source: NAS, 2013.

Figure No.4: Revenue Deficit and Capital Expenditure as % GDP

Source: IPFS, various issues.
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Figure No.5: Tax Buoyancy

Source: Authors calculation based on IPFS
Figure No.6: Industrial Capacity Utilization

Source: NAS

Note: See equation 11 in section II.
Figure No. 7: Liability-GDP and Debt-GDP Ratios

Source:
external debt of Centre (data taken from RBI, HBS).
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1) Real agricultural output has been modeled as supply constrained variable. It is
positively related to lag real capital stock, rain (% deviation from normal) and
Minimum Support Price (MSP). Time trend is positive and significant. All the
variables are statistically significant and the explained variation is more than 99 per
cent.
ZYFAGRI = 313752.17 + 11590.38*@TREND + 0.10*ZNKSTOCKAGRI(-1) + 862.87*RAIN + 19.58*MSP +
(18.57)
(11.23)
(2.89)
(4.07)
(2.91)
+25043.51*DUMAGRI
(7.10)

Adj R2 = 0.99

DW Stat=1.79

2)
variable. It is positively related to real investments and real export of goods. Time
trend is positive and significant. Real industrial output series has a structural break
in the year 2004 and the dummy for the same is negative and significant.
ZYFINDUS = 122106.57 + 6352.05*@TREND + 0.29*(IPV+IPU)/PINDUS + 0.27*EXPORT_G/PINDUS
(20.76)
(8.43)
(11.08)
(6.51)
- 83889.33*SBDUMMY_04 +27311.79* DUMZYFINDUS
(-9.08)
(7.66)
Adj R2 = 0.99
DW Stat=2.57

3)Real infrastructure has been modeled using both demand and supply side variable.
It is positively related to real output and capital stock. The error in the above
equation follows an AR (1) process and the AR (1) term is positive and significant.
ZYFINFRA = -196204.58 + 0.41*(YMP)/P + 0.06*ZNKSTOCKINFRA(-1) + 35252.97*DUMINFRA + [AR(1)=0.56]
(-9.79)
(9.39)
(1.59)
(5.47)
(2.59)
DW Stat=1.69
Adj R2 =0.99

4)Real ser
variable. It is positively related to sum of private and public consumption and net
exports of services.
ZYFSER = -156144.97 + 0.27*(CPU+CPR)/P + 0.97*NETEXPORTS/P + 28837.49*DUMZYFSER1 +
(-4.96)
(22.78)
(9.36)
(9.47)
[AR(1)=0.84]
(7.06)
DW Stat=1.49
Adj R2 = 0.99

Investment
5) Private investment in agriculture has been modeled on the lines of
complementarities between private and public investment. Private investment in
agriculture is positively related to public investment in agriculture, lag one of
agricultural output and MSP. The results suggest that there is a crowding in situation
in agricultural investment. The public investment broadens the base and invites twice
more private investment.
GIPVAGRI = -62896.13+ 2.06*GIPUAGRI + 0.05*ZYFAGRI(-1) + 61.60*MSP + 29433.24*DUMGIPVAGRI
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(-8.76)

(15.56)

(2.90)

+ [AR(1)=-0.48]
(-3.48)
Adj R2 = 0.99

(29.54)

(15.70)

DW Stat=1.97

6) Private investment in Industry as fraction of nominal output is positively related to
public investment in industry as a fraction of nominal output, positively related to
capacity utilization and negatively related to interest rate. There is an evidence of
public investment crowding in private investment.
GIPVINDUS/YMP = -0.03 + 1.41*GIPUINDUS/YMP - 0.01*INTRATE + 0.18*ZYFINDUS(-1)/ZYFINDUS_C(-1)
(-0.54) (2.62)
(-5.71)
(3.33)

+ 0.02*DUMGIPVINDUS1
(5.25)
Adj R2 = 0.83

DW Stat=1.55

7) Private investment in infrastructure has been modeled on the lines of
complementarities between private and public investment. Private investment in
infrastructure is positively related to public investment in infrastructure and nominal
output. The interest rate affects private investment negatively. The results suggest
that there is a crowding in situation in infrastructural investment.
GIPVINFRA = -16969.69 + 0.81*GIPUINFRA + 53842.36*DUMGIPVINFRA - 3403.93*INTRATE + 0.08*YMP
(-0.38)
(4.46)
(9.62)
(-1.34)
(9.52)
DW Stat=1.86
Adj R2 = 0.99

8) Private investment in service sector has been modeled on the lines of
complementarities between private and public investment. Private investment in
services is positively related to sum of public investment in service and infrastructure.
GIPVSER = -30345.63 + 0.64*(GIPUSER+GIPUINFRA) +53828.65 (DUMGIPVSER)
(-11.19)
(57.678)
Adj R2 = 0.99

(12.15)

DW Stat=1.67

Prices
9) Agricultural price has been presumed to be dependent on output gap and the
same has been calculated using the HP- filter. Agriculture prices are influenced by
demand for agricultural products (proxied by private consumption) minimum support
price for agricultural products. The variables have sign as expected.
D(PAGRI) = -0.001+ 8.10 e-08*D(CPR) - 4.53e-07*ZYFAGRI_CYCLIC + 7.23e-05*D(MSP) + 0.035*DUMPAGRI +
(-0.26) (4.23)
(-3.78)
(8.67)
(11.61)
0.67*D(PAGRI(-1))
(9.51)

Adj R2 = 0.99

DW Stat=1.68

10) Industrial prices are positively dependent on the prices of inputs (agricultural and oil
prices) used by industries and negatively related to the money supply proxied by sum of
net capital flows. The time trend is positive and significant. The error term follows AR(1)
process and the same is significant.
PINDUS = 0.43 + 0.09*PAGRI + 0.00*POILWPI + 5.35E-08* (BC+NETCAPITALFLOWS)
(12.16)
(1.63)
(3.27)
(3.20)
+ 0.03* DUMPINDUS + 0.01*@TREND
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(2.32)

(2.61)
Adj R2 = 0.99

DW Stat=1.76

11) Price of infrastructure goods are positively related to price of industrial goods and
one period lagged price of infrastructure goods.
PINFRA = -0.10 + 0.24*PINDUS + 0.83*PINFRA(-1)
(-1.33)
(2.01)
(6.86)
Adj R2 = 0.99

DW Stat=2.09

12) Price of service sector goods are positively related to nominal output and one
period lagged price of service sector goods.
PSER = 0.42 + 2.18e-08*YMP + 0.04*@TREND + 0.11*DUMPSER
(38.89) (4.16)
(17.24)
(6.05)
DW Stat=1.20
Adj R2 = 0.99

13) The wholesale price index (WPI) is a subset of GDP deflator (P). Difference in
WPI has been modeled as a function of difference in GDP deflator.
D(PWPI) = -0.34 + 102.96*D(P)+2.93*DUMWPI
(-0.80) (16.08)
(5.24)
Adj R2 = 0.93

DW Stat=1.46

14) Domestic oil price index is positively related to oil price ratio (pass-through ratio)
and international crude oil prices. The oil price stickiness has been captured by lag of
oil price. Lag oil price coefficient is positive and shows a high degree of persistence in
oil prices.
POILWPI= -19.32+18.01*OILPRRATIO+0.06*OILPRUSD+0.89POILWPI(-1)
(-5.25) (5.47)
(8.12)
(30.75)
+14.66*DUMPOILWPI
(18.88)
Adj. R2= .99
D.W.=1.78
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15) Export of goods is positively related to World GDP and exchange rate and
negatively related to import weighted average tariff rate (DUTY).The relation is as
expected by economic theory. The trend is negative and significant.
EXPORT_G = -814031.08 + 4465.07*WORLDGDP - 10360.19*D(DUTY) + 7504.31*ER
(-7.70)
(19.66)
(-5.35)
(2.51)
+ 94277.66*DUMEXPORT_G - 175984.83*@TREND
(3.69)
(-13.02)
DW Stat=1.78
Adj R2 = 0.99

16) Import of goods is positively related to nominal output, oil prices, and is negatively
related to exchange rate. This relation is as expected by economic theory.
IMPORT_G = 41205.19 + 0.11*YMP - 4540.19*ER + 218.67*OILPRUSD + 0.67*IMPORT_G(-1)
(0.86)
(5.64)
(-3.24) (1.75)
(11.06)
+ 160598.84*DUMIMPORTG
(9.72)
DW Stat=1.80
Adj R2 = 0.99

17) Net exports of services are positively related to export of goods and the GDP of
US.
NETEXPORTS = -1021400.26 + 0.19*EXPORT_G + 1579.66*USGDP + 35349.32*DUMNETEXPORT_S
(-0.97)
(9.18)
(5.02)
(14.06)
+ [AR(1)=0.98]
(43.27)
DW Stat=1.93
Adj R2 = 0.99

18) Remittances are positively related to interest rate and sum of GDP of Middle East
and Advanced Economies. Higher the income in the source countries, higher the
for the sample period.
REMIT = -173430.94 + 229.41*(MEGDP+ADVGDP) + 7267.37*INTRATE+16697.06*DUMREMIT
(-7.32)
(36.79)
(5.38)
(4.24)
DW Stat=1.02
Adj R2 = 0.99

19) Net investment income is negatively related to Net capital flows and exchange
rate. The error follows AR(1) process and same is found to be significant.
NETINVESTINCOME = 46162.85 - 0.041*NETCAPITALFLOWS - 1468.53*ER + 60286.59*DUMINVESTINCOME
(2.22)
(-3.74)
(-3.18)
(9.51)
+[AR(1)=0.65]
(4.81)
DW Stat=2.09
Adj R2 = 0.97

20) Net capital flows are positively related to nominal output and credit rating one
period before. Net capital flows series has Structural break in 2008 and the dummy
for the same is found to be significant.
NETCAPITALFLOWS = -156251.43 + 0.10*YMP + 39055.56*CREDITRATING(-1) - 323901.21*SBDUMMY_08+
(-15.66)
(30.61)
(6.96)
(-18.18)
70803.32*DUMNETCAPITALFLOWS
(11.55)
DW Stat=1.57
Adj R2 = 0.99

Fiscal Block
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21) Direct tax is positively related to direct tax buoyancy (elasticity of direct tax with
respect to nominal output), difference of nominal output and lag one of direct tax.
DTAX = -15759.797+ 7149.89*B1 + 0.09*D(YMP) + 0.96*DTAX(-1)+38464.15DUMDTAX
(-12.16)
(9.22)
(19.70)
(84.63)
(22.54)
DW Stat=2.03
Adj R2 = 0.99

22) Indirect tax is positively related to indirect tax buoyancy (elasticity of indirect tax
with respect to nominal output), difference of nominal output and lag one of indirect
tax.
INDTAX = -20130.84 + 19066.95*B2 + 0.12*D(YMP) + 1.00*INDTAX(-1)+58853.24DUMINDTAX
(-8.51)
(8.00)
(24.911)
(130.92)
(25.41)
DW Stat=1.92
Adj R2 = 0.99

23) Non-Tax revenue is positively related to nominal output.
NONTAXREV = -4060.45 + 0.03*YMP + 53887.22*DUMNONTAX
(-3.47)
(107.04)
(19.65)
DW Stat=1.22
Adj R2 = 0.99

liability (LIAB) and weighted average rate of interest on newly issued government
securities.
D(INTEREST_PAY) = -13436.06 + 0.08*D(LIAB) + 1098.48.81*ROI_GSEC+7581.89*DUMINTPAY
(-7.34)
(44.64)
(7.53)
(13.28)
Adj R2 = 0.99

DW Stat=3.12

25) Market borrowing is positively related to fiscal deficit. With passage of time more
and more of fiscal deficit is being financed through market borrowing. The error term
follows AR(1) process and is statistically significant.
MB = -118598.00 + 1.01*FD +31184.06*DUMMB +[AR(1)=0.91]
(-2.21)
(26.28)
(8.45)
(10.29)
DW Stat=1.36
Adj R2 = 0.99

Monetary Block
26) Repo is a policy rate and is positively relate to inflation difference (defined as
actual inflation-5 per cent target inflation) and lag one of Repo rate. The result
suggests that there is policy rate persistence and at the same time central bank
responds to inflation.
REPO = 1.01 + 22.77*(@PCH(PWPI)-.05) + 0.82*REPO(-1)+2.04*DUMREPO
(2.90) (7.20)
(20.66)
(8.51)
Adj R2 = 0.97

DW Stat=2.21

27) Interest rate which is the weighted average lending rates of banks is positively
related to lagged
borrowing is one of the demand side variables in determining interest rates, growth
rate of market borrowing (MB) is used. The coefficient is found to positive and
significant. The market borrowing in this equation also expected to capture crowding
out mechanism due to higher fiscal deficits.
INTRATE = 0.39 + 0.84*INTRATE(-1) + 0.17*REPO +0.29*@PCH(MB)+1.07*DUMINTRATE
(1.20) (25.73)
(5.46)
(2.84)
(8.86)
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Adj R2 = 0.99

DW Stat=2.13

28) Interest rate on government securities is positively related to lag one interest rate
on government securities and policy rate (Repo).
ROI_GSEC = 0.82 + 0.26*REPO + 0.69*ROI_GSEC(-1) + 3.50*DUMROIGSEC
(2.39) (4.25)
(12.72)
(8.95)
Adj R2 = 0.98

DW Stat=1.94

29) Bank credit (BC) has been modeled as a demand determined variable and is
positively related to total investment in the economy.
BC = -283128.83 + 1.45*(IPV+IPU) +175462.85*DUMBC
(-46.86)
(311.42)
(27.74)
Adj R2 = 0.99

DW Stat=1.73

Macroeconomic Block
30) Private sector consumption is positively related to the disposable income (defined
as nominal output-direct tax +transfer payments +interest payments) and lag one of
Private sector consumption.
CPR = 70193.61 + 0.31*(YMP-DTAX+TRANSFERS+INTEREST_PAY) + 0.47*CPR(-1) + 67208.80*DUMCPR
(8.35)
(15.52)
(10.72)
(5.81)
Adj R2 = 0.99

DW Stat=1.43

31) Public sector consumption is positively related to other revenue expenditure and
lag one of public sector consumption.
CPU = 1249.78 + 0.66*OTH_ECURR_1 30953.85*DUMCPU + 0.32*CPU(-1)
(0.31)
(7.69)
(-4.58)
(2.81)
Adj R2 = 0.99
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DW Stat=1.67
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1

Introduction

In this paper, we examine the working of ﬁscal responsibility legislation (FRL) in
the states of India over the past 14 years. We look at the evolution of the macroﬁscal structure of the states taken collectively. We also look at dimensions of the
budget and ﬁnancial management that have implications for the overall integrity
and structure of the general government public ﬁnances.
There is limited literature on the link between sub-national and national macroﬁscal management. Claeys et al. (2007), looking at the experience of European
federations, ﬁnd that sub-national governments tend to bear less than their fair
share of the ﬁscal burden (though this eﬀect is more pronounced in Europe than in
the United States). Ahrend et al. (2013) also allude to the fact that sub-national
governments tend to be more proﬂigate as they expect to be bailed out by the
national government, especially when they face special shocks such as natural
disasters.
We analyse the Indian situation to assess whether such trends are indeed extant
in India. In doing so, we also study features of debt dynamics that are particular
to the sub-national government sector in India. Finally, we also look at whether
state-speciﬁc characteristics display heterogeneity that may require our conclusions
on the general government ﬁscal responsibility to be calibrated.

2

Fiscal Consolidation in the Post-FRL Period

The post-FRL period saw the sharpest ever sub-national ﬁscal consolidation in
India. The consolidated deﬁcit indicators of the states improved in each of the
four years between 2003-04 and the onset of the global ﬁnancial crisis in 2008-09.
There was an equally dramatic fall in consolidated state liabilities and debt (see
Table 1 for a summary of the ﬁscal trends during this period).
However, this improvement in state ﬁnances could have been driven by macroﬁscal factors that were concurrent to the implementation of the FRLs (see the
reports of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Finance Commissions for a detailed
survey). These included (i) high economic growth and the consequent increase in
central and state tax collections, (ii) a rise in the states’ revenue collections due
to the introduction of the value-added tax (VAT) by most states in 2005-06, (iii)
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an increase in the devolution of central taxes to the states by the Twelfth Finance
Commission, (iv) the Debt Consolidation and Relief Facility (DCRF) oﬀered by the
Twelfth Finance Commission that included both debt write-oﬀs and restructuring,
and (v) a liberal interest rate regime.
Given the positive economic scenario in pre-crisis years following the implementation of state-FRLs, it is hard to ascertain the extent to which the ﬁscal correction
that followed can be attributed to an FRL-induced discipline in the ﬁscal conduct
of the states. Nevertheless, some expenditure rationalisation eﬀorts by the states
deserve mention. For instance, to arrest the growing pension bill, many states
increased the retirement age, introduced voluntary retirement schemes, imposed
restrictions on new recruitments, and tweaked discount rates for the commutation
of pensions. In addition, some states such as Tamil Nadu have taken steps towards
the imposition of ceilings on guarantees while others have created sinking funds
and guarantee redemption funds. It is also noteworthy that ﬁve states1 enacted
their FRLs even before the Twelfth Finance Commission had submitted its report.

2.1

Key Deﬁcit Indicators of the States

To understand the causes behind the recent sub-national ﬁscal consolidation, we
analyse the sources of the year-on-year changes in key deﬁcit indicators of the state
governments. Figure 1 decomposes the year-on-year changes in the ﬁscal deﬁcit to
GDP ratio into its revenue and expenditure components as follows.


F Dt
Δ
GDPt









Expt
Revt
=Δ
−Δ
GDPt
GDPt



where Δ denotes the change from one year to the next.
In terms of the contribution of expenditure and receipts to the ﬁscal deﬁcit, an
increase in the revenue to GDP ratio would mean a lower deﬁcit and its magnitude
is shown below the x-axis in Figure 1. Likewise, a decrease in the expenditure to
GDP ratio would be recorded below the x-axis. For example, in the year 2000-01,
the ﬁscal deﬁcit fell by 0.42 percent of GDP.

1

These included Karnataka, Punjab, Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh.
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Notes: Years denote the end of a ﬁnancial year. For instance, data for 2001 pertains to data for the year 2000-01. Data for 2014-15 relate to Revised Estimates while 2015-16
are Budget Estimates. Data relate to 29 state Governments. Source: Handbook of the Indian Economy, Reserve Bank of India.
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Table 1: Sources of Sub-National Fiscal Consolidation: 2000-01 to 2015-16 (Percent of GDP)
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Figure 1 (A) shows that this fall in the ﬁscal deﬁcit can be decomposed into a
rise in the revenue to GDP ratio of 0.65 percent and a rise in the expenditure to
GDP ratio of 0.23 percent of GDP. Thus, rising expenditures partly countervailed
the downward impact of rising revenues on the ﬁscal deﬁcit in that year. Panel
2 (B) shows the percent that each component contributes to changes in the ﬁscal
deﬁcit in each year. In 2000-01, about 74 percent of the total change in the ﬁscal
deﬁcit was due to higher revenues whereas rising expenditures contributed the
residual 26 percent. Analogously, Figures 1 (C) and 1 (D) calculate the actual and
proportional contributions of the sub-components of revenue and expenditure on
the ﬁscal deﬁcit.
It is evident from Figure 1 (B) that in the boom years, the sharp correction in
sub-national ﬁscal deﬁcits was on account of both buoyant revenues and expenditure control. It was not the case that state governments responded in good times
by fully utilising their higher revenues to increase spending. In particular, revenue
expenditure as a percent of GDP fell in each of these four years, even as capital
expenditure was protected (see Panels (C) and (D) of Figure 1). Following the
crisis, the ﬁscal deﬁcit increased sharply after 2008-09. During this time, as part of
its countercyclical measures, the Centre had raised the market borrowing limit of
states by Rs. 30,000 crore in 2008-09. Additionally, the states were also allowed to
exceed their ﬁscal deﬁcit target by 0.50 percentage points, to 3.5 percent of GSDP
in 2008-09. This limit was further revised to 4 percent of GSDP in 2009-10. It is
clear that transfers played a limited role in the ﬁscal consolidation of the states
whereas the improvement in own-revenues was not trivial across this period. In
years of ﬁscal stress, such as 2010-11, the states were also not shy in cutting both
revenue and capital expenditure.
These conclusions are conﬁrmed by decomposing the year-on-year changes in
the revenue deﬁcit (see Figure 2). Importantly, panel 2(D) shows that, in addition
to buoyant revenues and the interest rate windfall due to the debt-waiver, the
compression of non-interest revenue expenditure contributed signiﬁcantly to the
reduction in revenue deﬁcits in the 2000s.
In addition to the above exercise, we also analyse the cross-section means and
medians of key ﬁscal aggregates of the states as a percent of their respective GSDP
over time (see Figures 3, 4, and Box 1). Figure 3 shows that the behaviour of the
ﬁscal, revenue, and primary deﬁcits are qualitatively similar, with each of these
indicators peaking in the late 1990s and correcting sharply in the pre-crisis 2000s.
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Figure 1: Year-on-Year
Decomposition
of

 the Fiscal Deﬁcit
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Note: Data for 2014-15 relate to Revised Estimates while 2015-16 are Budget Estimates. Data
relate to 29 state governments. Source: Handbook of the Indian Economy, Reserve Bank of
India.
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Figure 2: Year-on-Year
Decomposition
ofthe Revenue Deﬁcit
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Though the states largely managed to maintain ﬁscal prudence, even during
and after the crisis, the mean primary and revenue deﬁcit to GSDP ratios have
been rising since 2010, though without breaching FRL ceilings.
Figure 3 also shows that there was a sharp fall in the mean of the revenue
expenditure to GSDP ratio, led in large part, by the precipitous decline in interest
payments. However, the same period saw a modest increase in the mean and
median of the capital expenditure to GSDP ratio, showing the beneﬁcial impact
of the golden rule contained in the FRLs. Figure 4 shows the mean and median
of various receipts as a ratio of GSDP. There was a marked increase in the tax to
GSDP ratios since the early 2000s. Though both the components of tax revenues–
own tax, as well as the share of central taxes increased, the former registered a
sharper rise. In the same period, the mean of the non-tax revenue receipts to
GSDP ratio saw a modest decline; however, it is interesting that their medians
were unmoved.
Thus, the states as a whole seem to have a prudent approach to their ﬁnances
and it would be incorrect to dismiss their improved ﬁscal performance as being
primarily due to factors exogenous to their policy action. Of course, this judgement
is based on collective measures taken by all the states and could not be said to
universally apply to individual states.
Box 1. Figures 3 and 4: Methodology
Figures 3 and 4 have been adapted with modiﬁcations from Wacziarg and
Welch (2008). Each green point is the cross-section sample mean of a
ﬁscal variable as percent of GSDP at time t. For instance, in the ﬁrst
panel of Figure 3, the green points denote the sample means of the ﬁscal deﬁcit
to GSDP ratio for all the states in a particular year t, i.e.

N
F Dit
i=1 GSDP it . We ﬁt a line through these points using a non-parametric,
locally weighted scatter plot smoothing algorithm. Thus, the ﬁtting is
done locally. That is, for the ﬁt at time t, the ﬁt is made using points
in a neighbourhood of t, weighted by their distance from from t. The
shaded area around the line denotes the 95 percent conﬁdence interval.
Analogously, the red triangles denote the cross-section sample median at
time t. A line is ﬁtted in the same manner as through the scatter plot of
sample means.
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Figure 3: Trends in the Deﬁcit Indicators and Expenditure of the State
Governments (• and  denote cross section sample mean and median
respectively)
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Figure 4: Trends in the Receipts of State Governments
(• and  denote cross section sample mean and median respectively)
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Table 2: Percentage Share of Non-SLR Bonds on account of UDAY in Total Outstanding Liabilities of the State
State
Rajasthan
Uttar Pradesh
Haryana
Bihar
Punjab
J&K
Chattisgarh
Jharkhand
Average

3

2015-16
26.22
8.17
18.46
1.53
9.18
4.51
2.72
14.63
10.68

2016-17
12.50
4.52
7.75
0.68
4.16
2.79
5.40

Consultations with the States

As part of wide-ranging consultation with experts and stakeholders, the FRBM
Review Committee held two meetings with state Chief Secretaries and Finance
Secretaries respectively. In this section, we discuss some of the issues that came
up during this interaction.

3.1

UDAY

The UDAY Scheme may signiﬁcantly impact the liabilities and revenue expenditure of the states. However, its impact is likely to vary substantially across
diﬀerent states. Table 2 shows the non-SLR bonds issued and consideration of
the borrowings made by the states under earlier schemes (Financial Restructuring
Package, 2012) with the consent of the Government of India under Article 293 (3)
of the Constitution.
The states mentioned that apart from the higher debt burden, UDAY will
raise the states’ revenue expenditure on account of interest payments on the newly
acquired DISCOM debt. In addition to making it harder for the states to adhere
to their revenue deﬁcit targets, this is also likely to make it harder for the states
to achieve the target of a maximum of 10 percent for the interest payments to
revenue receipts ratio.
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Figure 5: Cash Balances in Investment Account (Rs. crores)
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Cash Balances

Alongside the improvement in the ﬁscal position of the states, there has been a
build-up of cash balances with them (see Figure 5). Most states held that cash
balances are highly cyclical– showing a large surplus at the beginning of the ﬁnancial year when funds are received from the central government. These surpluses
reﬂect balances in accounts of various implementing agencies and parastatals and
are drawn down as these agencies utilise this money during the course of the year.
Some states linked the issue of large cash surpluses to the uncertainties and
irregularities in the transfer of central funds to the states. For instance, funds for
centrally sponsored schemes (CSS) such as the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act (MNREGA), the Sarv Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), and
the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM) are often released late by the Centre,
prompting the states to set aside signiﬁcant sums of money to pay salaries and
wages. Some states suggested that the release of central funds, particularly for
CSS, should be timely and in regular tranches.
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3.3

Fiscal Discipline

A number of states held that limits on borrowing by them should be better calibrated to their ﬁscal performance and health. Thus, states that have the requisite
ﬁscal room to borrow more should be allowed to do so. Further, in the present
scheme of incentives, there is no distinction between the states that operate in the
neighbourhood of the 3 percent target and those that have lower ﬁscal deﬁcits due
to prudent ﬁscal policy. Thus, states emphasized that limits on borrowing should
be linked to their ﬁscal performance to provide the right incentives.

3.4

Oﬀ-budget Borrowings

Researchers, as well as oﬃcial appraisers of the states’ compliance with FRLs, have
observed that there is some opacity in the manner in which the states report certain
categories of public ﬁnance and budget data. In this light, the Committee sought
the views of the states on the growing trend of oﬀ-budget public spending. Such
spending is ﬁnanced from oﬀ-budget borrowings where parastatals/state PSUs
borrow funds from banks and development agencies but the repayment of the
principal and interest for these loans are accommodated in the state budgets.
However, these loans are not included in the state’s debt or ﬁscal deﬁcit limits.
Some states rationalised such practices by arguing that FRLs have limited
the states’ ﬁscal space which warrants the mobilization of oﬀ-budget resources to
protect capital expenditure and infrastructure spending. The Finance secretaries
candidly admitted that there is signiﬁcant political pressure on this account. However, in principle, most of the states recognized that such practices lack a sound
accounting foundation and should be discouraged.
The disclosure of oﬀ-budget borrowings remains unsatisfactory in most states.
Oﬀ-budget borrowings through public sector undertakings (PSUs) and special purpose vehicles (SPVs) do not form a part of state government liabilities. Moreover,
at present, the states do not collect or report information on public-private partnerships and other oﬀ-budget vehicles in a comprehensive manner.
The Finance Commission as well as the Comptroller and Auditor General
of India (CAG), while appraising the states’ compliance with FRLs have commented sharply on the above practices. The Fourteenth Finance Commission
recommended that “Keeping in mind the importance of risks arising from guaran-
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tees, oﬀ-budget borrowings and accumulated losses of ﬁnancially weak public sector
enterprises when assessing the debt position of the states, we recommend that both
the Union and the state Governments adopt a template for collating, analysing
and annually reporting the total extended public debt in their respective budgets as
a supplement to the budget document2 ”.
The CAG, in successive audits of the state budgets, has noted that even though
oﬀ-budget borrowings are explicitly prohibited under Article 293(3), there is a
general lack of transparency in reporting such borrowings practices. State governments have often been able to project that borrowed funds for state plan programs
undertaken by public sector corporations would be met out of the resources mobilised by these entities, which are strictly outside the state budget. In reality,
however, the borrowings of many of these undertakings turn out to be liabilities
that are ultimately borne by the state government.
When government departments directly avail of institutional loans, they are as
receipts in their budget accounts. In the case of SPVs and PSUs, such borrowings
usually do not enter government accounts, however, the repayment of such borrowings by the state governments are booked as debit under MH-6003-Internal Debt
sub-head, giving rise to an accounting anomaly of repayments exceeding loans
advanced. In some cases, such repayments should be classiﬁed under revenue expenditure which is often not done, resulting in an understatement of revenue and
ﬁscal deﬁcit. Power Corporations, Urban Housing and Development and Agriculture, are some of the PSUs that engage in borrowings on behalf of the state
governments.

4

Inter-State Heterogeneity

In the previous sections, we have looked at issues impacting the track record of
ﬁscal responsibility of all states taken as a collective. The intention was to assess the impact of the ﬁscal management of states in the past decade on general
government debt and deﬁcit. It is important to see whether inter-state heterogeneity in any way aﬀects our analytical conclusions that are drawn taking the states
collectively as a component of the general government.
Recent Finance Commissions have typically used some measure of the inverse
2

See pp. 201 of the Report of the Fourteenth Finance Commission.
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of per-capita income, population, ﬁscal eﬀort3 , and geographical area to determine
inter-se shares of central transfers. As such, all the above may be seen as factors of
heterogeneity among states. We focus on three factors that can cause signiﬁcant
heterogeneity in the ﬁscal dimension of the states and pose the following questions.
• How is the change in the per-capita income of a particular state correlated
with the change in its liabilities to GSDP ratio and the level of ﬁscal deﬁcit?
• How is the change in the size of a state government (the sum of its total tax
revenues and ﬁscal deﬁcit as a ratio of GSDP) correlated with a change in
its liabilities to GSDP ratio?
• How is a state’s share of own revenue in total revenue correlated with the
change in its liabilities to GSDP ratio and the level of ﬁscal deﬁcit?
Our aim is to estimate the correlation of state-speciﬁc characteristics on their
ﬁscal performance. Instead of simple cross-section scatter plots, we estimate a
regression speciﬁcation over a four-year rolling sample which has the advantage of
allowing us to utilise the time variation in our data, in addition to the cross-section
variation which a scatter plot encapsulates. We can thus make inferences about
the evolution of the relationship between state-speciﬁc characteristics and ﬁscal
performance over time. We report our ﬁndings in Figures 6 and 7. Box 2 details
the methodology employed.
In the case of the share of own-revenue in total revenues, we expect states
with lower ratios to have higher ﬁscal deﬁcits and liabilities, implying a negative
correlation. As we can see from Figures 6 (B) and 7 (B), this is indeed largely true
for the years in our sample.
With respect to the correlation between ﬁscal deﬁcit/change in liabilities and
the change in per-capita income, we ﬁnd that it was the case until the commencement of state FRLs that lower income states tended to have higher ﬁscal deﬁcits
as a percent of GSDP. However, this has consistently not been the case since the
early 2000s: this result indicates that the two are now barely correlated (see Figure 6 (A) and 7 (A)) and is perhaps an unexpected result of the implementation
of state-level FRLs, an extremely laudable one. Poor and rich states are ﬁscally
prudent with equal probability. In the case of the size of government too, we have
3

Though not the Fourteenth Finance Commission.
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Figure 6: Impact of State-Speciﬁc Factors on the Change in the Liabilities to
GSDP Ratio
A: Explanatory Variable:
Change in Per−Capita Income

B: Explanatory Variable: Share of
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Figure 7: Impact of State-Speciﬁc Factors on the Fiscal Deﬁcit to GSDP Ratio
A: Explanatory Variable:
Change in Per Capita Income

B: Explanatory Variable: Share
of Own−Revenue in Total Revenue
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the comforting result that the inverse correlation between the change in the size of
a state government and the change in its liabilities during the 1990s has decreased
in magnitude (see Figure 6 (C).
Hence it is possible for us to argue, at least on these three key macro-ﬁscal
variables, that state-level heterogeneity does not detract from the reasoning we
have given with respect to the ﬁscal consolidation proposed for the states as a
collective, and its impact on the consolidation of general government ﬁnances as a
whole.
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Box 2. Methodology: Estimating Impact of State-Speciﬁc Characteristics on
Fiscal Discipline
We estimate the following speciﬁcation to quantify the impact of state-speciﬁc characteristics such as the size of government and per-capita income of the states on their ﬁscal
performance.
Yit = α + βXit + ηi + ρt + εit ,

(for i = 1, ..., N ;

t = 1, ...T )

(1)

where Yit is either the ratio of the ﬁscal deﬁcit to GSDP or the ﬁrst diﬀerence of the
liabilities to GSDP ratio; Xit denote our independent variables: the ﬁrst diﬀerence of per
capita income, the ﬁrst diﬀerence of size of the state government, and the share of owntax revenue in total state revenue; ηi and ρt are state and time ﬁxed eﬀects respectively;
εit is the error term. Equation 1 is estimated on a ﬁve-year rolling-window sample:
1988-1992, 1989-1993,..., 2011-2015 using a Two-step System Generalised Methods of
Moments estimator with Windmeijer (2005) corrected standard errors. Figures 6 and 7
plot the the slope-coeﬃcients, (β in equation 1) of the three explanatory variables for these
rolling-samples. The dynamic nature of our empirical model prevents us from obtaining
consistent estimates of the coeﬃcients in equation (1) using Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) or Fixed Eﬀects (FE) estimators (Nickel, 1981). To address these challenges, we
choose to employ a two-step Blundell and Bond (1998) System Generalised Method of
Moments (SYS-GMM) estimator. Apart from the Nickel bias, anther challenge we face is
that our sample size is modest as compared to the relative to the large micro-data sets to
which such estimators are usually applied. The number of instruments in GMM models
rise at a quadratic rate with the time dimension of the sample. This can lead to concerns
regarding possible over-ﬁtting in samples with a small cross-sectional dimension such as
ours. Over-ﬁtting may lead to biased estimates that converge to ﬁxed eﬀects estimates.
Over-ﬁtting may also signiﬁcantly reduce the power of the Hansen test of the validity of
instruments. We address this concern in two steps.
1. We use only certain lags of variables as instruments. All the GMM results presented
here use lags t − 2 and t − 4 only.
2. We combine our instruments into smaller sets by collapsing the instrument set which
contains one instrument for each lag distance and instrumenting variable, making
the instrument count linear in the time dimension of the sample (See Roodman
(2009) for details).
The above speciﬁcation computes two-step SYS-GMM estimates with standard errors
corrected with the Windmeijer (2005) procedure. We use the two-step standard error
correction because the original variance formula has been shown to produce two-step
standard errors that are implausibly smal.l
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5

Debt Dynamics

In this section, we present projections for the debt to GDP ratios of the states,
union and general governments for a range of primary and ﬁscal deﬁcit trajectories4 .
Consider the standard equation of debt dynamics.
r−g
1+g

dt = dt−1 + dt−1

− pt

(2)

where pt is the primary balance to GDP ratio (thus, pt < 0 denotes a deﬁcit and
pt > 0 denotes a surplus), dt denotes the debt to GDP ratio, r and g are the
nominal interest rate and nominal GDP growth rate respectively and are assumed
to be constant over time.
For convenience, we can deﬁne α =



r−g
1+g

dt = (1 + α)dt−1 − pt

and re-write Equation 2 as follows.

or Δdt = αdt−1 − pt

(3)

We can generalise Equation 3 to several periods as follows.
dN − d0 = α

N −1

dt −

t=0

N

pt

(4)

t=1

Note that Equation 3 is a diﬀerence equation with the following solution. This
is a convenient result to which we will return later.
dN = d0 (1 + α)N −

N

(1 + α)N −1 pt

(5)

t=1

It is instructive to illustrate the path of the debt to GDP ratio of the union,
state, and general governments for a range of assumptions for primary balance,
interest rate, and GDP growth.
4

See Escolano (2010) for a detailed discussion and extensions.
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5.1

Scenario I: Primary balance required to maintain the
debt to GDP ratio constant at its current level

How much primary deﬁcit can each tier of the government aﬀord if it was constrained to keep its debt to GDP ratio constant?
In Equation 3, let dt = dt−1 = d∗ to get
p∗ = αd∗

(6)

where p∗ is the primary surplus which will ensure that the debt ratio neither falls
nor rises over time, i.e. it stays constant at d∗ .
Table 3 shows such levels of primary balances for the general, union, and state
governments and for diﬀerent combinations of nominal interest rate (r) and nominal growth rate (g). These levels of primary balances, denoted p∗ , will ensure that
the debt to GDP ratios of the general, union and state governments stay constant
at their present, 2016-17 levels5 of 49.4, 19, and 68 percent of GDP respectively.
For the states, we also consider the scenario of a higher debt stock of 21 percent
due to the UDAY scheme.
Note that p∗state(U ) > p∗state > p∗union > p∗GG for all values of r and g. In fact,
p∗state(U ) is less than half in magnitude as compared to p∗union . This implies that to
maintain their present levels of combined debt to GDP ratio, the states must be
appreciably more prudent in their ﬁscal conduct and run lower primary deﬁcits as
compared to the Union government.
This is the case because the Union government, which has a large debt stock
of 49.4 percent of GDP, enjoys a greater downward pressure on its debt due to a
favourable (r − g). However, since the debt stock of the states is much smaller,
(19-21 percent), the advantage that accrues to them on account of a favourable
(r − g) is lower than it is for the Union government. This implies that to bring
5

The data for liabilities of the Union Government has been taken from Annex 5 (i) of the
Receipts Budget 2016-17. Data for liabilities of the state and general governments has been taken
from the Indian Public Finance Statistics, Ministry of Finance. The ﬁgure for state liabilities
includes the debt of state power utilities taken over by the state governments under the UDAY
scheme, but excludes the states’ share of NSSF liabilities to avoid double counting as they are
already included in the Centre’s debt ﬁgure.
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Table 3: Primary balances (as percent of GDP) which will keep debt-ratios
constant over time
r
7.3
7.3
7.3
7.3
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.5
8.5
8.5

g
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
10.5
11.0
11.5

r−g
-3.2
-3.7
-4.2
-4.7
-2.5
-3.0
-3.5
-4.0
-2.0
-2.5
-3.0

Implied α
-0.029
-0.033
-0.038
-0.042
-0.023
-0.027
-0.031
-0.036
-0.018
-0.023
-0.027

p∗GG
-1.97
-2.27
-2.56
-2.85
-1.54
-1.84
-2.13
-2.43
-1.23
-1.53
-1.83

p∗union
-1.43
-1.65
-1.86
-2.07
-1.12
-1.34
-1.55
-1.76
-0.89
-1.11
-1.33

p∗state
-0.55
-0.63
-0.72
-0.80
-0.43
-0.51
-0.60
-0.68
-0.34
-0.43
-0.51

p∗state(U )
-0.61
-0.70
-0.79
-0.88
-0.48
-0.57
-0.66
-0.75
-0.38
-0.47
-0.57

Note: p∗GG , p∗union , p∗state , and p∗state(U ) denote the required primary balances for the general government, union government, and the states (with and
without incorporating the impact of UDAY) respectively. α = (r − g)/(1 + g)
captures the net impact of the interest rate-growth diﬀerential (r − g).

the level of their debt down by one percent, the states will have to run smaller
(larger) primary deﬁcits (surpluses) than the Union Government.
The states’ combined primary deﬁcit of around 1.3 percent of GDP is much
higher than the Centre’s primary deﬁcit of 0.3 percent of GDP in 2016-17 (BE).
This implies that the combined debt of the states is projected to rise even if they
adhere to their FRBM targets. However, the analysis above raises another cause
of concern for the states. The fact that their debt is already at fairly low levels
implies that any further consolidation in their combined debt to GDP ratio would
require them to run disproportionately low ﬁscal deﬁcits. Indeed, a reduction in
the ﬁscal deﬁcit is required even to maintain their existing levels of debt.

5.2

Primary balances to meet a given debt ratio in ﬁnite
time

How much primary deﬁcit can each tier of the government aﬀord if it was constrained to reduce its debt to GDP ratio to a ﬁxed debt to GDP ceiling in a given
period?
Let the target debt ratios be 60, 40, and 21 percent of GDP for the general,
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union and state governments respectively. Table 4 presents the required primary
balances (pT ) that will enable the general, union, and state governments to meet
their target debt to GDP ratios by FY2025.
Let the required constant primary balance be pT . From Equation 5 we can
derive the following expression for pT .






α
−N T
0
(1
+
α)
d
−
d
p =
(1 + α)−N − 1
T

(7)

That is, given an initial debt ratio (d0 ), and a target debt ratio (dT ) to be
achieved in N years, the constant primary balance (pT ) that reaches the target
debt ratio, if maintained constant during periods t = 1, ..., N , is given by the
expression above.
Table 4: Required primary balances (as a percent of GDP) to meet the target
debt ratio by 2025
r
7.3
7.3
7.3
7.3
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5

g
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0

r−g
-3.2
-3.7
-4.2
-4.7
-2.5
-3.0
-3.5
-4.0
-2.0
-2.5
-3.0
-3.5

Implied α
-0.029
-0.033
-0.038
-0.042
-0.023
-0.027
-0.031
-0.036
-0.018
-0.023
-0.027
-0.031

pTGG
-0.86
-1.14
-1.42
-1.70
-0.46
-0.74
-1.02
-1.30
-0.17
-0.45
-0.73
-1.01

pTunion
-0.13
-0.33
-0.52
-0.71
0.15
-0.04
-0.24
-0.43
0.36
0.16
-0.04
-0.23

pTstates
-0.83
-0.91
-1.00
-1.09
-0.70
-0.79
-0.88
-0.96
-0.61
-0.70
-0.79
-0.87

pTstates(U )
-0.61
-0.70
-0.79
-0.88
-0.48
-0.57
-0.66
-0.75
-0.38
-0.47
-0.57
-0.66

T
T
T
Note: pT
GG , punion , pstate , and pstate(U ) denote the required primary balances
for the general government, union government, and the states (with and without
incorporating the impact of UDAY) respectively. α = (r − g)/(1 + g) captures
the net impact of the interest rate-growth diﬀerential (r − g).

In this scenario, the Centre has to consolidate its debt by over 9 percent of
GDP (almost one-ﬁfth of their existing stock of debt). Despite this signiﬁcant
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consolidation, Table 4 shows6 that the Centre can aﬀord a primary deﬁcit of over
0.5 percent of GDP, which is larger than its present primary deﬁcit. The states, on
the other hand, are not required to reduce their debt to GDP ratio at all7 . However,
even to maintain their debt at existing levels, the states would be required to reduce
their primary deﬁcits below their present levels.
To see why this is the case, and also why p∗state(U ) > p∗state > p∗union > p∗GG in
the previous section (see Table 3), note that there are two opposite forces that act
on debt. Recall Equation 3.
Δdt = αdt−1 − pt
Note that if r < g, we have that α < 08 , and as long as there is a primary
deﬁcit, we have that pt < 0. Thus, ceteris paribus, a favourable α (i.e. when r < g)
exerts a downward pressure on debt. However, the negative impact of α depends
on the level of debt itself.
The Union government, which has a large debt stock of over 49 percent, enjoys
a greater beneﬁt from a favourable r − g, whereas the states, with much smaller
debt levels (around 19-21 percent of GDP) are not as lucky. This implies that to
bring the level of their debt to GDP ratios down by the same proportion within
a ﬁxed time period, the states will have to run smaller (larger) primary deﬁcits
(surpluses) than the Union Government.
Figures 8 illustrates this fact. Suppose we want the debt to GDP ratio of
a government to come down by 20 percent of its initial value by FY 2030. Then
Equation 7 provides an expression for the primary balance which would be required
for dT2030 = 0.8d0 , and N = 13. We assume r = 8 percent and g = 11.5 percent
6

See the column that pertains to our baseline assumptions of a nominal GDP growth of 11.5
percent and an interest rate of 7.3 percent.
7
In fact, if we don’t incorporate the impact of UDAY, and take the debt to GDP ratio of the
states at 19 percent in FY17, then the states can aﬀord to raise their debt to GDP ratio by 2
percent of GDP.
8
Recall from page 1 that α = r−g
. It captures the eﬀect of two things. The ﬁrst reﬂects
1+g 

r
d
, and the second term relates to the erosion
the interest cost of ﬁnancing the debt
t−1
1+g
of
the
debt
ratio
that
stems
from
the
growth
of
output
(the denominator in the debt ratio)
 

g
r−g
g
r
− 1+g dt−1 . Thus, α = 1+g = 1+g − 1+g . It is apparent that the diﬀerence between the
interest rate and the rate of economic growth is a key determinant of changes in the debt-to-GDP
ratio.
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(i.e. α = −0.02691).
Figure 8 presents a plot of Equation 7 in a three-dimensional space of d0 , N , and
pt as well as its contours in two dimensions. Each of the contour lines represents a
ﬁxed level of primary deﬁcit. The negative slope of the contour lines implies that
for a given level of primary deﬁcit, there is an inverse relation between the initial
level of debt to GDP ratio (d0 ) and the time it takes to reach the target debt to
GDP ratio (N )9 .
Thus, if two governments with the same primary deﬁcit want to achieve the
same proportional reduction in the debt to GDP ratio (say a 20 percent reduction from the initial level of debt), the government with a higher initial level of
debt ratio will achieve the target faster. A corollary of this result is that if two
governments want to achieve the same proportional reduction in the debt to GDP
ratio in a given period, the government with the larger initial debt ratio can aﬀord
higher primary deﬁcits (or smaller primary surpluses).
Thus, the Union government, which has a large debt stock of almost 50 percent
enjoys a greater downward pressure on its debt due to a favourable r −g. However,
since the debt stock of the states is much smaller, (21-23 percent), the advantage
that accrues to them on account of a favourable r − g is lower than it is for the
Union government. This implies that to bring the level of their debt down by one
percent, the states will have to run smaller (larger) primary deﬁcits (surpluses)
than the Union Government.

5.3

Trajectories of debt and deﬁcits for the States

Having discussed the properties of debt dynamics for the diﬀerent levels of the
government, we now focus only on the states. The following analysis provides a
better understanding of the consolidation required by the states if they were to
maintain their debt-GDP ratios at the FY 2017 levels.
9

The slope is naturally reversed in case of primary surplus.
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Figure 8: Graph of p∗ =



α
(1+α)−13 −1



[(1 + α)−13 (0.8d0 ) − d0 ]

for α = −0.02691

[Note: Primary balance is in percent of GDP, initial debt is as a ratio of GDP]
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Table 5: FD path required to ensure that the debt to GDP ratio of the states in
FY25 is the same as its present level of 21 percent of GDP
Year
FY17
FY18
FY19
FY20
FY21
FY22
FY23
FY24
FY25

Debt
21.00
21.65
22.08
22.30
22.34
22.22
21.95
21.54
21.02

Fiscal deﬁcit
2.98
2.82
2.66
2.50
2.34
2.18
2.02
1.86
1.70

Annual Reduction in FD
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16

As explained above, some ﬁscal correction (i.e. a reduction in the ﬁscal deﬁcit
to GDP ratio) will be required at the level of the states even if they were to
maintain their debt to GDP ratios at their FY17 levels (21 percent of GDP).
Rather than force this correction in one or two years, we allow for the ﬁscal deﬁcit
of the states taken as a collective to fall gradually by 0.16 percent of GDP in each
year. As shown in Table 5, this would imply that the debt to GDP ratio of the
states rises marginally in the short run but returns to its present level of 21 percent
of GDP by FY25 (including the estimated impact of UDAY). Thus, in FY25, the
general government debt anchor would be achieved with the Centre’s debt down
to 40 percent of GDP and the states collectively accounting for debt of around 21
percent of GDP.
As in the case of the Centre, this path is dependent on (a) the assumption that
the nominal GDP grows at 11.5 percent (a lower growth rate would require more
stringent consolidation or a postponement of the year by which the debt target
is achieved) and (b) that the liabilities arising from the states’ participation in
UDAY will not be more than 2 percent of GDP, both in the present moment and
in the future. If the incremental impact UDAY is less than 2 percent, then the
ﬁscal consolidation will be easier and the required reduction in the ﬁscal deﬁcit
lower. The opposite is also true. Since the states can choose the extent to which
they wish to avail of the ﬁscal relaxation under UDAY, they have, therefore, an
inter-temporal policy choice to make.
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Table 6: FD path required to ensure that the debt to GDP ratio of the states in
FY25 decreases to 20 percent
Year
FY17
FY18
FY19
FY20
FY21
FY22
FY23
FY24
FY25

Debt
21.0
21.6
22.0
22.1
22.0
21.8
21.3
20.7
20.0

Fiscal deﬁcit
2.98
2.79
2.59
2.40
2.20
2.01
1.81
1.62
1.42

Annual Reduction in FD
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195

We also explored the possibility of the states reducing their debt to GDP ratios
from the current estimated level of 21 percent to 20 percent by FY25 (see Table
6). This would entail a steeper reduction in ﬁscal deﬁcits by 0.195 percent of GDP
each year, implying that the ﬁscal deﬁcit in FY25 reduces to less than half its
present value.

6

Conclusion

We ﬁnd that the states of India, taken collectively, have executed a remarkably successful ﬁscal consolidation since enacting their FRLs ten to fourteen years ago. Our
examination of the sources of ﬁscal consolidation indicates that compliance with
the three percent ﬁscal deﬁcit ceiling and the target of zero revenue deﬁcit were on
account of buoyant revenues as well as active expenditure control. While the introduction of VAT and high growth indubitably helped keep revenues buoyant, the
fact that we observe revenue buoyancy across rich and poor states indicates that
there was collective eﬀort to achieve revenue targets so as to facilitate FRL compliance. State governments did not fully utilise their higher revenues to increase
expenditures in good times, a course of action that is politically very attractive.
Rather, they exercised political will and executive restraint. Understandably, in
crisis years, when revenues fell, expenditure was not curtailed, but this was consistent with the 0.5 percent relaxation in state-FRL limits by the centre. Collectively,
the states managed to successfully consolidate their ﬁscal position after the crisis,
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unlike the centre. While transfers helped the states in securing their FRL targets,
it is clear from our analysis that they played a limited role; improvement in own
revenues was not trivial across the period of analysis.
We have also found that state-speciﬁc characteristics such as the level of percapita income, the size of the state government, and the level of the states’ own
revenue, do not have a signiﬁcant impact on debt and deﬁcit control by individual
states. In fact, we ﬁnd that following the execution of state FRLs, the correlation between ﬁscal performance (ﬁscal deﬁcit and the change in liabilities) and
state-speciﬁc characteristics such as per-capita income and the size of the state
governments has reduced sharply; poor and rich states are equally ﬁscally prudent. Further, states that spend more can ﬁnd the resources to do so within their
FRL constraints and without jeopardising macro-ﬁscal parameters.
The recent ﬁscal consolidation by the states assumes structural signiﬁcance
when one looks at the combined size of the state governments relative to that of
the general government. Figure 9 (A) shows that since the late 1980s, this share has
grown continuously, peaking at 53.6 percent in 2003-04. However, in subsequent
years, with the implementation of state FRLs, the share of the state governments
in the size of the general government fell sharply to about 43.8 percent in 2008-09.
Since then, the share has again begun to increase and stands at 52.3 percent as of
2014-15.
Figure 10 illustrates that the reduction of the states’ share in the size of the
general government was a direct consequence of the better implementation of ﬁscal
responsibility laws by the states relative to the central government. The share of
the states’ combined borrowing in general government borrowing halved from 200405 to 2008-09. On the other hand, the share of sub-national tax receipts in general
government tax receipts decreased only marginally in this period.
The success of ﬁscal consolidation and the consequent reduction of the states’
share in size means that the they have given up ﬁscal space to the centre. This
would have inevitably limited their ability to increase public spending in critical
areas where they have principal public policy responsibility, such as health education, sanitation, and rural roads. In addition, even with the recent increase in the
size of the sub-national government, the share of the total liabilities of the states in
total general government liabilities continues to decline (see Figure 9 (B)). Therefore, it would be unreasonable to expect more heavy-lifting for the reduction of
the general government debt to be done by the states.
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Figure 9: The Size and Liabilities of the State Governments as a Share of the
Liabilities and Size of the General Government

54

B: Share of Total Liabilities of States in the Combined
Total Liabilities of the General Government
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Figure 10: Components of the Size of the Government: The share of States’
Borrowings and Tax Revenues in the General Government
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An examination of the primary deﬁcit to GDP ratios of the states and centre
respectively indicate that the states have run relatively higher primary deﬁcits
in recent times as compared to the centre. However, this is because the states
have a far lower initial level of debt than the centre due to a historically greater
ﬁscal consolidation. As a consequence, the bulk of the ﬁscal space available to the
states is used to undertake fresh capital expenditure since the interest payments
of the states are very small. Thus, it would be unreasonable to expect the states
collectively to reduce their debt-GDP ratio purely by the fact that their primary
deﬁcit to GDP ratio is higher than that of the centre.
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1

Introduction

Modern monetary policy theory and practice have been heavily influenced by the experiences
of developed countries, both large and small. A number of these ideas have also made their
way into policymaking at central banks in emerging economies, mostly due to the absence
of local intellectual alternatives. However, the realities of emerging economies are often
at odds with the circumstances of developed economies that provide the backdrop for the
intellectual underpinning of modern central banking. Specifically, the compulsions of unique
institutional details as well as the thinness of financial markets in the context of increasing
global integration often tends to render the monetary transmission mechanism in emerging
economies both unstable and non-standard.
The goal of this paper is to highlight the implications of specific institutional constraints
and inherited practices that characterize emerging economies. We do so by focusing on India
and fleshing out a number of confounding institutional and legacy issues that characterize
the policy environment in the country. We then illustrate the consequences of these frictions
for the monetary transmission mechanism by examining two features of the policy environment in India: the statutory liquidity ratio (SLR) requirements imposed on banks and long
standing chronic fiscal deficits of the government. The SLR forces banks to hold a minimum
fraction of their deposits in the form of government bonds.
We show that the SLR requirement can completely invert the monetary transmission
mechanism: a reduction in the policy rate can end up raising lending spreads and thereby
cause a contraction instead of an expansion in the economy. Eﬀectively, a binding SLR
requirement removes all substitutability between bank assets: banks are forced to keep loans
to the private sector and to the government in fixed proportions. Consequently, the reduction
in the deposit base that is induced by a fall in the interest rate then forces a reduction of
loans to the private sector as well. We also show that in environments where the monetary
authority is forced to monetize the fiscal deficit due to dominance of the fiscal authority, a
binding SLR requirement renders both output and employment independent of the policy
rate: monetary policy has no real eﬀects.
These results are very stark due to the admittedly stylized nature of the model. However,
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they illustrate quite vividly the consequences of the policy induced SLR friction in the
financial system. In general, when the SLR is binding it is a form of financial repression. A
lowering of the rate on government bonds in such an environment is tantamount to increasing
the tax on banks since the rate on government bonds is lower than the lending rate to the
private sector. Consequently, it can have the eﬀect of causing a shrinking of bank balance
sheets with the resultant contractionary eﬀect on credit.
The more general message of our results is that the choice of policy goals cannot be
divorced from the specifics of the monetary transmission mechanism as it operates in the
country in question, both in terms of its theoretical and quantitative linkages. Country
or region-specific factors that impact the transmission mechanism will have implications
for which variables should or should not be targeted by policy in addition to dictating
the quantitative magnitudes of the changes in the policy instrument that are required for
attaining the policy target. The mapping between the policy instrument and the policy
targets are susceptible to institutional design, market structure and penetration of capital
markets, international linkages and global business cycle considerations. Our discussion of
the challenges of monetary policy conduct in emerging economies like India will focus on a
detailed breakdown of the specific issues surrounding the transmission mechanism from the
policy instrument to each of the three stages and their sub-components.
In the next section we describe and discuss in some details some of the unique and
confounding aspects of the institutional setting within which monetary policy is conducted
in India. In Section 3 we formalize a standard model of an open economy with banks
and formalize the impact of monetary policy in this benchmark economy. In Section 4
we illustrate the eﬀect on the monetary transmission mechanism of imposing a statutory
liquidity ratio requirement (SLR) on the banking sector in our model economy. In section 5
we examine the eﬀect of an exogenous fiscal spending constraint on this economy over and
above the SLR requirement. We then examine the evidence on the behavior of banks in
India with respect to their SLR holdings in section 6. The last section contains concluding
thoughts.
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2

An overview of the issues

The conduct of monetary policy in emerging economies is problematic along (at least) three
dimensions. First, the policy and institutional environment is characterized by an inordinate
number of constraints as well as large and persistent shocks. Second, the scope and capacity
for (first-best) implementation of policies is circumscribed by legacy structures, cross-cutting
objectives and a dearth of analytical and practical tools. Third, the reality of external
financing for funding the current account deficit and investment needs, implies that foreign
analysts’ world view regarding conduct of monetary/macroeconomic policy cannot be wished
away, i.e., it has to, willy-nilly, be internalized, or, taken as given. Bond investors typically
look for an anchor to predict the interest rate path.
There are two inter-related sets of drivers for a reinforced focus on its central bank in
respect of policy conduct and concomitant outcomes. It is apparent that between 2007
and 2013, inflation has come unhinged. In recent years India has emerged as an outlier
compared to its own past (see Darbha and Patel (2012), for example); inflation as measured
by consumers cost of living has averaged 9 percent over the last six years. Even the much
narrower wholesale price index inflation has, for an extended length of time since 2009, been
well above the RBI’s erstwhile "comfort level" of 5 percent. India’s performance along this
metric stands in contrast to other comparable emerging economies which appear to have
managed better the challenges associated with keeping inflation under check. This point has
been forcefully made by the expert panel in RBI (2014) in its far reaching recommendations
for changing the monetary policy framework in India. The concern with chronically high
inflation should not be viewed solely as a concern of academics and policy hawks. Opinion
polls around the May 2014 national elections confirmed and reinforced the Indian voters’
traditional aversion to high inflation and priority on price stability (see Pew (2014)).
In January 2014 the central bank undertook a formal root and branch review of the
monetary policy framework. Since the last such comprehensive review in 1985, the Indian
economy has undergone a sea change. For one, it is unrecognizably more open to international
trade and capital flows, a process set in motion since the early 1990s. Recent debates on
inflation control in India have centered around a gamut of issues. For instance, whether it
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is even possible to manage/control inflation as measured by the CPI, or, whether a “core”
measure without food and some other items should be considered, or, deploy the wholesale
price index which has no services component despite the latter constituting over 60 percent
of the economy (perhaps retrograde?). Some have averred that India is sui generis, hence
lower policy rates will bring about lower inflation,which is a monetary policy analogue of the
Laﬀer curve argument. The same line of thinking has also advocated that a nominal anchor
for the central bank is a luxury that the Indian economy cannot aﬀord. In other words, the
central bank can aﬀord not to strive for price stability as a primary objective.
In light of the above, an important motivation for this Chapter is to understand the
context for monetary policy conduct in EMEs generally, and India more specifically. This
encompasses four themes, viz., theory, policy, institutions and practical aspects. We would
like our discussion in this Chapter to spur debate around two broad areas: (a) how important is it for the RBI to re-balance its reform agenda from high profile subjects like a
monetary policy framework to addressing relatively more mundane policy-induced impediments/distortions that undermine monetary policy eﬃcacy/transmission; and (b) whether
it would be better to possibly have a central bank that is tasked with a somewhat narrower
remit that is more internally consistent given the institutional environment within which
policy is conducted in India. .

2.1

The elephant in the room

When we started writing this paper in early September of 2014, it coincided with the season
of visits by rating agencies to India for their annual review of the economy. Some areas of
usual concern in recent years like the current account deficit and declining growth have been
reassessed, but observations on the fiscal side and inflation were cited by some as the main
reasons standing in the way of a further rating upgrade.
At a conceptual level, the fiscal deficit is a concern for any economy on three dimensions:
(i) solvency; (ii) crowding out; and (iii) spillover into unsustainable external imbalances.
From the perspective of the RBI, two more can be added: (i) the entailed financial repression
and associated repercussions for allocative eﬃciency on account of RBI’s twin roles in this
context, viz., as merchant banker to the government & in developing the government debt
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market; and (ii) the quantum of monetization.
Only once in the last 40 years has the central government’s fiscal deficit been as low as
3 percent of GDP (2007/08). This is sobering given that several government consolidation
plans since the early 1990s have had a terminal date target of this magnitude. It has been
exceedingly uncommon for India’s general government fiscal deficit to be lower than 6 percent
of GDP over the last four decades or so (see Figure 1 (a)). As a corollary, not surprisingly, in
recent years the public sector’s contribution to the country’s savings rate has been modest,
at best (see Figure 1 (b)). The extant challenge on the fiscal front has its antecedents in
the post-2007/08 stimulus packages (see Buiter and Patel (2012) for a discussion of this);
the general government fiscal deficit more than doubled during the course of one year from
4 percent of GDP in 2007/08 to 8.3 percent in 2008/09 and further to 9.3 percent of GDP
in 2009/10. While some adjustment was undertaken in subsequent years, it was only in late
2012 that a multi-year path for central government fiscal consolidation was put in place (see
Kelkar (2012)). It is widely recognized that, at least in part, an important factor behind
this was the possibility of a credit rating reassessment against the backdrop of a large and
widening current account deficit, which crossed 4 percent of GDP in 2011/12. For the
first time since the 1997 Asian crisis, questions were raised by some about India’s external
payments sustainability in light of tapering of the Fed’s US$ 85 billion per month asset
purchase program.

2.2

Fiscal dominance: Upshot of “Sophie’s Choice” confronted by
the central bank?

Sargent (1986) formally poses the aforementioned choice between a rock and a hard place
as a game of Chicken. The question is who blinks between a monetary authority that is
adhering to price stability while also being apprehensive about financial stability and the
fiscal authority, who, while appreciating price and financial stability, is not keen to correct an
unsustainable primary fiscal deficit through spending cuts or tax increases (including normal
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Figure 1: Fiscal deficits, SLR requirements and Sectoral Saving

(a) Fiscal deficit and SLR
(b) Saving rates, by sector
Notes: Panel (a) of the figure shows the general Government (Central and State
Governments’ consolidated) fiscal deficit (as % of GDP) on the left axis and the
prescribed SLR of on the right axis. Panel (b) shows the sectoral saving rates in
India (Saving-GDP ratio in percent).
and ad hoc transfers from the central bank) and prefers to have the monetary authority
directly monetise (accommodate) the public debt. If neither caves in, the deficit is financed
by debt issuance and a confrontational outcome ensues. If the central bank does not monetise
the fiscal deficit and the sovereign defaults, banks holding large amounts of sovereign debt
may collapse, triggering a financial crisis with serious attendant spillovers to the rest of
the economy. A monetary authority is unlikely to let this happen; the central bank will
instead monetise the public debt and deficits. This is well known as Fiscal Dominance
(see, e.g., Buiter (2010)). There are two reasons — one institutional, and the other practical
— for this (almost) inevitable outcome. Firstly, regardless of the extant legal position of
the central bank, the sovereign has the political sway to compel the central bank to do its
bidding. Second, the central bank when it assesses which “mess” is larger/more diﬃcult to
clean up, viz., the default of the sovereign, or, higher inflation, it may conclude that the
latter is relatively easier to deal with in the larger scheme of things.1 In contrast, monetary
dominance occurs if the fiscal authority gives in and cuts public spending and/or raises taxes
to stabilise or reduce the public debt to GDP ratio. In extreme situations, the central bank
may be forced to “accommodate” up to the seigniorage-maximizing rate of inflation.
1

In this context, it is pertinent to recall the observation of Ben Bernanke, the former Chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board, that central banks cannot be in the business of brinkmanship.
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Even if the aforementioned extreme scenario is not reached, frictions associated with large
fiscal deficits are felt strongly in the Indian context. Policy induced frictions are primarily
on account of the Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR), which earmarks a fraction of liabilities
of banks for investment in central and state government securities. This has been a long
standing feature of the Indian economic landscape. As shown in Figure 1, the SLR was
consistently upwards of 30 percent till the late 1990s. Despite a reduction in recent years it
is still at a remarkably high 21.5 percent currently. Given the nature of the SLR requirement,
it is a far cry from the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) envisaged as a form of prudential
regulation under Basel III — a potential liquidity fallback during times of stress.
The friction in credit allocation induced by the SLR requirement has come about on
account of the importance accorded to the placement of government debt at the most economical interest rate possible. This compromises the financial viability of the banking sector
as an apposite risk-aligned return/yield is not forthcoming on a large part of banks’ balance
sheets. It bears repetition that this is only one example of factors that undermine the banking
sector, particularly public sector banks. The recent rise in the share of non-performing-loans
(NPAs) of public sector banks is yet another symptom of the role of frictions introduced by
the complex institutional setting in which the banking sector operates in India. Moreover,
since these frictions feed oﬀ each other operationally on a day-to-day basis they, almost inevitably, albeit through no fault of anyone, undermine the eﬀectiveness of the central bank’s
policy instruments. Ultimately, the sanctity of the central bank’s publicly announced policy goal posts may also start to be questioned by financial markets. In other words, the
disjunction between number of instruments and targets becomes too hard to sustain.
Another adverse upshot of the government’s long-standing fiscal stance is that provident
& pension fund, as well as insurance company investment guidelines favour lending to government. Since long-term (usually 10-year) paper is favoured, much of the long-term investment
appetite of these entities is met through this. Asset-liability maturity mismatches, which
are borne by commercial banks on long gestation highly cyclical projects (for example, most
infrastructure projects) could be mitigated if financial institutions specialising in long-term
savings products had more elbowroom to invest in these assets. Crowding out of funding
has been a feature. At least in part, the increase in external commercial borrowing in the
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mid-2000s coincided with the escalation in the infrastructure investment-GDP ratio during
that period.

2.3

Subsidised agricultural credit

Beyond the distortions implicit in SLR requirements, the dictates of priority sector lending
have imparted an additional friction in the credit allocation process in the country. One
example of this is agricultural credit allocation. The last 15 years has seen a policy driven
sharp uptick in agriculture credit provision. In fact, in June 2004 the central government
announced a “Comprehensive Credit Policy”, which sought to double agriculture credit in a
span of three years. Subsequent Union budgets established targets for credit to agriculture;
since 2003/04 flow of credit to agriculture has consistently exceeded the budgeted targets.
In 2006/07 the government implemented an Interest Subvention Scheme to make short-term
crop loans of up to Rs. 3 lakhs to farmers at an interest rate of 7 percent per year. Recent
modifications to these subvention laws based on timely repayment of loans have reduced the
eﬀective cost of the loan for farmers to 4 percent. Furthermore, state government subventions
take the interest even lower. Combined with the loan waiver scheme in 2008/09, the moral
hazard that has been imparted into the agriculture credit sub category (undermining incentives for both borrowers and bankers) is possibly unprecedented. Over the last decade and a
half, agricultural credit grew by 21 percent/annum compared to about 11 percent/annum in
the previous decade. Accordingly, the credit-GDP ratio in the agriculture sector witnessed a
sharp increase; the ratio of outstanding agriculture loans to agriculture GDP increased from
9.8 percent in the 1990s to 13 percent in 2001/02 to 38.7 percent in 2012/13 (see Figure 2).
It is unclear however whether this increase in credit allocation to agriculture has helped
achieve the socio-economic policy objectives of enhancing crop productivity and helping
small and marginal farmers, especially given the indirect evidence of leakage. For one, the
share of indirect credit in total agriculture credit has increased. Moreover, the share of
large borrowers in both direct and indirect credit to agricultural has also risen. Given the
scarcity of overall credit supply, the distortions implicit in the subsidised credit extension
to agriculture would appear to have possibly compromised both the monetary policy and
financial stability objectives of the Reserve Bank. The fact that there is scarce (if any)
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evidence on the productivity eﬀects of subsidized agricultural credit allocation through banks
makes these policies even more problematic from a public policy standpoint.

Figure 2: Total Bank Credit to Agriculture as Ratio to Agricultural GDP

Note: The figure shows Scheduled Commercial Banks’ (SCBs) Total
Credit Outstanding to Agriculture & Allied Activities as Ratio to
GDP from Agriculture & Allied Activites at current market prices.

2.4

Administered interest rates

We would be remiss if we didn’t mention an additional dimension, which is quasi-fiscal in
nature, to the impediment of the monetary transmission mechanism, viz., the panoply of
savings instruments whose interest rates are administered by the government (see Table 1).
While yields on most of these instruments are broadly linked to government securities, the
reset is annual and hence hinder the timely transmission of changes in policy rates to the
liabilities’ side of banks and financial institutions. It would seem that a quarterly or monthly
reset based on, say, the average of market closing yields recorded over the last five days,
would hasten and assist the transmission. Presently, banks are, to an extent, constrained on
lowering deposit rates by the eﬀective floor on rates that the system of administered rates
on savings instruments imposes at the margin on the entire financial sector.
In the next few sections we shall outline the implications of a couple of these institutional distortions for the conduct of monetary policy. Specifically, we shall examine the
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Table 1: Administered saving rates
Scheme

Formula
Announced rate
Benchmark
Spread
Post Oﬃce Savings Deposits
No benchmark
4
1-year Post Oﬃce Time Deposits
364-day T-Bill cut-oﬀ
0.25
8.4
2-year Post Oﬃce Time Deposits
Linear Interpolation
0.25
8.4
3-year Post Oﬃce Time Deposits
Linear Interpolation
0.25
8.4
5-year Post Oﬃce Time Deposits
5 year G-sec yield
0.25
8.5
5-year recurring deposit
5 year G-sec yield
0.25
8.4
5-year Senior Citizens Savings Scheme
5 year G-sec yield
1
9.3
5-Year Monthly Income Scheme
5 year G-sec yield
0.25
8.4
5-year National Savings Certificate (NSC)
5 year G-sec yield
0.25
8.5
10-year NSC
10 year G-sec yield
0.5
8.8
Public Provident Fund — 15 years
10 year G-sec yield
0.25
8.7
Kisan Vikas Patra — 8 years 4 months
New Scheme
8.7
Sukanya Samridhi Account- 21 years
New Scheme
9.2
Notes. 1. Interest rates applicable on small savings schemes are reset annually by the Government
of India at the start of each financial year (FY).
2. G-sec yields are computed based on average of month-end yields (January to December).
3. PPF accumulation and withdrawal are also exempt under Section 10 of IT Act.
4. Interpolated rate is the linear interpolation between 364-day T-Bill and 5-year G-sec rates.
5. Post Oﬃce Savings Deposits interest income above Rs. 10,000 is taxable.
6. Tax deductions if permitted are under Sec. 80C of the Income Tax Act.
7. All interest rates are in percent per annum.

Tax deductions allowed
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

consequences of a binding SLR requirement in banks in an environment of chronically high
and exogenously given fiscal spending levels on the monetary transmission mechanism.

3

Model

The goal of the model we develop here is to highlight two key aspects of monetary policy
conduct and its transmission in India. The first is the eﬀect of policy induced institutional
constraints on the transmission process. The specific constraint we shall use to illustrate the
resulting complications is the Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) provision which forces banks
to hold a fraction of their deposits in the form of government bonds. The second is the role
played by fiscal dominance on the transmission mechanism in small economies. The model
we use is a variant of the structure formalized in Lahiri and Vegh (2007).
Consider a small open economy producing and consuming a single tradable good. Assume
that the economy is perfectly integrated in goods markets so that Pt = Et Pt∗ where P is
the domestic currency price of the good, E is the nominal exchange rate (rupees/dollar) and
P ∗ is the dollar price of the good. For convenience we set Pt∗ = 1 for all t which is just
a normalization. Time is continuous and there is no uncertainty. The economy consists of
four actors: households, banks, firms and a government (which is an integrated fiscal and
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monetary entity).
There is a continuum of identical households in the economy. We normalize the households to be of measure one. Private agents can access perfectly competitive international
capital markets where they can buy and sell real bonds denominated in terms of the traded
good at an constant world real interest rate r. Households own international bonds and
also hold deposits in banks which pay interest id at every instant. Deposits can be used for
carrying out domestic transactions. Transactions are costly and can be reduced by using
deposits.

3.1

Households

With no loss of generality we shall analyze the behavior of the representative household.
The representative household maximizes lifetime utility
V =



∞

t=0

e−ρt u (c − ζxν ) dt

(3.1)

where ρ is the rate of time preference, c is consumption and x is labor supply. Here we have
suppressed time subscripts to economize on notation. In the following we shall continue with
this convention wherever there is no risk of confusion. The utility function u (.) is twicediﬀerentiable and concave in its argument.2 The household’s flow budget constraint in real
terms is


ḃ = rb + wx + τ − c − d˙ + id − π d − s (d) + Ωb + Ωf

(3.2)

where b denotes international bonds, d denotes demand deposits, w is the real wage, τ are
lump-sum transfers received from the government, π is the rate of inflation (also the rate
of depreciation in this one good model), Ωb and Ωf are dividends received from banks and
firms which the households own. s (d) is the transactions cost technology. We assume that
s < 0 and s > 0 implying that these costs are decreasing and convex in the household’s
2

Our utility specification, also known as GHH preferences due to their formalization in Greenwood,
Hercowitz, and Huﬀman (1988), imply that labor supply only depends on the wage rate and is independent
of any wealth eﬀects. We employ these preferences here since they greatly enhance the analytical tractability
of the model. We should add that this abstraction does not come at a great cost of realism since there is
scant micro evidence that suggests the presence of significant wealth eﬀects on labor supply.
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holding of demand deposits. A dot over a variable indicates its time derivative. Defining
a ≡ b + d and i = r + π (the nominal interest rate), we can rewrite this flow constraint as


ȧ = ra + wx + τ − c + id − i d − s (d) + Ωb + Ωf
The household chooses perfect foresight paths for c, x, b and d to maximize lifetime welfare
subject to its flow budget constraint taking as given the paths for τ, w, id , i, Ωb and Ωf . The
first-order-conditions for household optimality are
u (c − ζxν ) = λ

(3.3)

νζxν−1 = w

(3.4)

−s (d) = i − id

(3.5)

λ̇ = (ρ − r) λ

(3.6)

In the following we shall maintain the standard small open economy assumption ρ = r to
prevent secular trends in marginal utility. Hence, λ̇t = 0 for all t. These first-order conditions
imply two key relations:
 
d = S I d , S < 0, I d ≡ i − id
x=

w
νζ

(3.7)

1
ν−1

(3.8)

Equation (3.7) gives deposit demand as a decreasing function of the opportunity cost of
holding deposits I d while equation (3.8) gives labor supply as an increasing function of the
wage rate. The wage elasticity of labor supply in this formulation is
the assumption throughout the paper that ν > 1.

3.2

Firms

Firms hire labor to produce output using the technology
y = Ax
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1
.
ν−1

We shall maintain

where A is productivity. To introduce a productive role for credit, we assume that firms also
face a credit-in-advance constraint to finance the wage bill:
n = φwx
where φ is the fraction of wages that have to be paid before the realization of output. This
fraction has to be financed through a working capital loan from banks. Firms maximize


Ωf = Ax − wx − il − i n
The first-order condition for the firm’s problem is


A = 1 + φI l w

(3.9)

where I l ≡ il − i is the real lending spread.

3.3

Banks

Banks in this economy perform four functions: they accept deposits from households, they
lend to firms, they hold as required reserves a fraction δ of deposits and they buy government
bonds. The key restriction we impose is that banks are not allowed to access international
capital markets, i.e., this is a banking system that is closed to international capital flows.
This restriction will allow us to break interest parity between international bonds and government bonds. More specifically, the assumption introduces a sheltered domestic market for
government bonds in which these bonds can trade at a price diﬀerent from the international
interest rate on similar bonds.3
Let Z denote nominal government bonds held by the bank and M denote required reserves
that the bank is mandatorily required to hold. Their real counterparts are given by z =

D
P

3
In these small open economy environments, one has to break interest parity on government bonds in
order to have an independent interest policy in the model. Our assumption that the banks hold government
bonds and are also closed to international capital markets is an extreme way of achieving this. Less restrictive
approaches to achieving this same goal would be to introduce costly banking along the lines of Diaz-Gimenez,
Prescott, Fitzgerald, and Alvarez (1992), Edwards and Vegh (1997) and Hnatkovska, Lahiri, and Vegh (2013).
Our approach here is analytically simpler.
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and m =

M
.
P

The closed banking system implies that the bank’s balance sheet identity is
n+z+m=d

The bank’s flow constraint (in real terms) is




ṅ + ż + ṁ − d˙ = il − π n + (ig − π) z + π − id d − πm − Ωb
Adding and subtracting r (n + z + m − d) from the right hand side and using the bank’s
balance sheet identity, this reduces to




Ωb = il − i n + (ig − i) z + i − id d − iδd
where we have used the fact that m = δd. This is assuming that the reserve requirement
constraint is always binding on the bank. Since reserves are non-interest bearing, this will
hold as long as i > 0, i.e., the cost of holding reserves is positive.




Ωb = il − i n + (ig − i) z + i (1 − δ) − id

n+z
1−δ

It is easy to check that bank optimality dictates that we must have
il = i g

(3.10)

id = (1 − δ) ig

(3.11)

The intuition behind these conditions is straightforward. Since loans and government bonds
are perfect substitutes for the bank, at an optimum they will demand the same returns from
each, which gives equation (3.10). Moreover, for every dollar of deposits the bank receives it
can only lend out a fraction 1 − δ which earns the going return on bank assets ig . Under a
competitive banking system, zero profits for banks then dictates that the deposit rate must
equal the loan rate net of the reserve requirement ratio. Before proceeding, it is useful to
note that any changes in ig are transmitted fully to both the lending and deposit rates, i.e.,
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the monetary transmission mechanism is seamless.

3.4

Government

The central bank in this economy prints money, holds international reserves and issues
government bonds. The fiscal authority makes transfers to households. The government’s
flow constraint is given by
Ṙ = rR + ṁ + πm + ż − (ig − π) z − τ

(3.12)

The central bank’s balance sheet identity is R + q = m where q denotes real net domestic
credit. Since we will be considering flexible exchange rate regimes, the central bank doesn’t
intervene in the foreign exchange market so that Ṙ = 0. Without loss of generality we also
assume that R = 0.
Given the flexible exchange rate regime, the government in this economy has potentially
three policy instruments available to it — τ, Q̇/Q and ig where Q is nominal domestic credit.
Of these only two can be freely chosen and the fourth will get determined from equation
(3.12). We assume that the government sets ig and Q̇/Q = π̄, while τ adjusts endogenously
to make equation (3.12) hold. Notice that this assumption precludes any fiscal dominance.
This is an issue that we shall return to below.

3.5

Equilibrium relations

We now combine the optimality conditions of households, firms and banks to derive the key
macroeconomic equilibrium relationships. First, combining the household and firm conditions for optimal labor supply and demand, equations (3.4) and (3.9) respectively, gives
A
x=
νζ (1 + φI l )

1
ν−1

A
n = φνζ
νζ (1 + φI l )
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≡ x̃ I l

ν
ν−1

 
≡ ñ I l

(3.13)

(3.14)

where I l = il − i is the real lending spread. Note that the equilibrium condition il = ig also
implies that I l = I g where I g ≡ ig − i is the real spread on government bonds.
Lastly, combining the flow constraints of households, firms, banks and the consolidated
government gives the evolution equation of net country assets
f˙ = rf + Ax − c − s (d)

(3.15)

where f = b + R denotes net country assets. The right hand side of equation (3.15) is also
the current account equation for this economy.
It is straightforward to show that under flexible exchange rates with constant domestic
credit growth μ̄ and interest rate ig , this is a stationary economy that jumps to its steady
state immediately at date 0. The steady state inflation rate is just the rate of growth of
money which the economy attains immediately. Consequently, i jumps to its constant long
run steady state level ı̄ = r + μ̄ at date 0 itself.

3.6

Some comparative statics

What are the eﬀects of monetary policy innovations in this economy? There are three
independent instruments that the central bank can potentially use to aﬀect the economy:
ig , μ and the reserve requirement ratio δ. The eﬀects of changing the policy rate ig are
straightforward. A permanent, one time, unanticipated reduction in ig reduces I g and I l ,
raises I d while leaving the rate of inflation unchanged at μ̄. The fall in I l causes loans,
output and employment to rise while deposits decline due to the rise in the opportunity cost
of holding them. Banks rebalance their portfolios by reducing their holdings of government
bonds z to accommodate the rise in n in the face of a reduction in deposits. Clearly, a
reduction in the policy rate is expansionary.
The second policy instrument available to the policymaker is the rate of money growth μ.
A reduction in μ reduces inflation immediately. For a given and unchanging ig , this causes
both I g and I l to rise while the deposit spread I d declines. Consequently, loans, employment
and output all fall while deposits and bank holdings of government bonds rise. Intuitively,
the opportunity cost of loans rises due to the lower inflation rate which raises the cost of
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working capital for firms. As a result firms reduce their employment levels and output.
Hence, a cut in the money growth rate in this economy is also contractionary.
The third instrument that the central bank can use to aﬀect the economy is the required
reserve ratio δ. An unanticipated, permanent increase in δ reduces the deposit rate id . Since,
μ is unchanged, the nominal interest rate i also remains unchanged. Hence, with unchanged
ig and μ, an increase in δ raises the deposit spread I d = i−id but leaves I g and I l unchanged.
Deposits fall but loans, employment and output stay unchanged. Banks respond to the lower
level of deposits in the system by reducing their holdings of government bonds z.

4

Statutory Liquidity Ratio

We now consider a diﬀerent environment relative to the one analyzed above. Suppose banks
face an additional constraint wherein they have to hold at least a fraction β of their deposits
in government bonds. In India this is known as the Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR). The
constraint can be written as z ≥ βd =

β
1−δ

(n + z) where the second equality follows from the

bank balance sheet identity and the fact that m = δd. The SLR constraint can be rewritten
as
z≥

β
n
1−β−δ

(4.16)

The representative bank’s problem is to maximize




Ωb = il − i n + (ig − i) z + i (1 − δ) − id

n+z
1−δ

subject to the inequality constraint given by equation (4.16). The optimality conditions for
this problem are
il −

β
id
=κ
1−δ
1−β−δ

(4.17)

id
+κ=0
1−δ

(4.18)

β
n =0
1−β−δ

(4.19)

ig −
κ z−
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where κ ≥ 0 is the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier on equation (4.16). Note that κ = 0 when the
constraint is not binding and κ > 0 when equation (4.16) binds.
When the constraint is binding, we can combine the two first order conditions to eliminate
κ and get
id = βig + (1 − β − δ) il

(4.20)

Equation (4.20) must hold along all paths where the SLR requirement binds. The condition
says that at an optimum banks will set the deposit rate equal to a weighted average of the
returns from its two assets. In contrast to the case without any SLR requirement in which
id = (1 − δ) ig , here the bank’s return on its portfolio reflects the share of each component
in the bank’s portfolio. Out of every rupee of deposits, the bank has to put aside a fraction
β in government bonds which earns the nominal rate ig . A fraction 1 − β − δ of every unit of
deposits is available to be lent out to the private sector which earns the going nominal lending
rate il . One can now immediately begin to see that changes in ig may not be transmitted
seamlessly to deposit rates in this environment.
Under a binding SLR requirement we have
(4.21)

z = βd
Further, since z + n = (1 − δ) d, we also have
d=

n
1−β−δ

(4.22)

For future reference, it is useful to rewrite equation (4.20) as
I d = δi − βI g − (1 − β − δ) I l

(4.23)

where, as before, I d = i − id and I l = il − i.
Since we know that z =

βn
1−β−δ

and d =

n
1−β−δ
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we can use the solution for loans given in

equation 3.14 to get

z=

β
1−β−δ
d=

A
φνζ
νζ (1 + φI l )

ν
ν−1

A
νζ (1 + φI l )

φνζ
1−β−δ

 
≡ D Il

(4.24)

ν
ν−1

(4.25)

Recall from the household’s optimal choice of demand deposits we also have the relation
 
d = S I d which, when combined with equation (4.23), gives




d = S (δ + β)i − βig − (1 − β − δ) I l ≡ S I l ; ig , i

(4.26)

We interpret equation (4.25), which is derived from the demand for loans by firms n,
 
as the demand function for loanable funds D I l . It is declining in the lending spread I l .
 
Conversely, equation (4.26) can be interpreted as the supply function of loanable funds S I d

as it is derived directly from the supply of deposits by households. It is increasing in both
I l and ig . We call it the supply function of loanable funds because an increased supply of
deposits creates larger balance sheets of banks who look for opportunities to invest in loans.
The equilibrium in the loan market will be at the intersection of the two functions.
Since i is determined by the rate of money growth, once I l is known I d is known as

well. Hence, the individual interest rates in this economy (id , il , ig and i) are known. All
the other endogenous variables in the model are functions of these interest rates and/or
productivity. Consequently, they are determined too. Solving for the equilibrium I l as a
function of parameters of the model and the policy variables ig and μ thus solves the entire
model.
The rest of the equilibrium relations remain unchanged relative to the no-SLR case as
does the fact that the dynamics of the economy around the steady state are unstable implying
that the only feasible perfect foresight equilibrium paths in this economy are those with a
constant inflation rate π which equals the rate of money growth μ at all points in time. We
can now analyze the eﬀects of three shocks in this economy: (a) a decrease in the policy
interest rate ig ; (b) an increase in the money growth rate μ; and (c) an increase in the SLR
β.
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4.0.1

Decrease in ig

Suppose, starting from an initial steady state, the government permanently cuts the interest
rate on government bonds. A decrease in ig leaves the demand function for loans unaﬀected
but reduces the supply of loans S. Consequently, the equilibrium I l rises. Given that the
nominal interest rate i is unchanged, this implies that the lending rate il must rise. As a
result employment, output, deposits, loans and holdings of government bonds all decline.
This is a remarkable result since it shows that under a binding SLR constraint, a cut in the
policy rate can be highly contractionary.
Intuitively, the cut in ig causes the deposit spread I d to rise (see equation (4.20) above).
This reduces the demand for deposits, or the supply of loanable funds available with the
banking system. Under a binding SLR, loans and government bonds have to always be in a
fixed proportion. Hence, they must both fall in order to accommodate the smaller deposit
base of the bank. Consequently I l has to rise rise since loan demand is a function of the
lending spread.
To understand these results better, recall that in the environment without a binding SLR
requirement, a cut in ig simultaneously induced a fall in demand deposits and a rise in loans
to firms. The expansion in loans by banks despite a fall in the deposit base was facilitated
by a reduction of bank holdings of government bonds z. This was possible due to perfect
substitutability between the two components of bank assets. Once the SLR constraint binds
however, government bonds and loans to firms have to move in fixed proportions to each
other, i.e., there is no substitutability between the two assets at all. Consequently, a fall
in bank deposits has to be met with an accompanying decline in both components of bank
assets, i.e., n and z both fall. An alternative way of making the point is to note that under
a binding SLR constraint, reducing the interest rate on government bonds acts like a higher
tax on banks. Consequently, they respond by reducing the size of their balance sheet.
4.0.2

An increase in the rate of money growth

Now consider an unanticipated and permanent increase in the rate of money growth μ.
This shock raises the market nominal interest rate i which increases the deposit spread
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I d . Consequently, the supply of loanable funds S to the market falls. The lower supply of
loanable funds along with an unchanged demand for loans implies that the lending spread
I l has to rise in order to ration the lower supply of funds to the market. This is again
a counter-intuitive result in that an expansionary monetary shock causes deposits, loans,
output, employment and consumption to decline!
4.0.3

Rise in the SLR β

Suppose the government permanently raises the statutory liquidity ratio β. This unambiguously raises the demand for loanable funds (see equation (4.24)). The eﬀect on the supply
of loanable funds is however ambiguous and depends on parameters. If il > ig (which is the
typical case in the data) then the supply of funds declines. In this case the lending spread
unambiguously rises. However, the equilibrium eﬀect on deposits is ambiguous.
The upshot of this though is that when the SLR constraint is binding the monetary transmission mechanism becomes so scrambled that it can end up inverting the eﬀects of changes
in the policy rate on the key interest rate spreads — raising the policy rate could reduce
lending spreads while lowering rates could raise the lending spread. In such circumstances,
changing the SLR level (β in our model) itself is more likely to yield conventional eﬀects of
monetary policy, i.e., a fall in β would act like a monetary expansion while an increase in β
would be a monetary contraction.

5

Fiscal Dominance

A recurrent issue that plagues monetary authorities everywhere is its relationship with the
fiscal authority. The tendency of the fiscal authority moving unilaterally to set a path
for the fiscal deficit and forcing the monetary authority to validate that path through an
accommodative monetary stance has led to movements in many countries to institutionalize
the independence of the central bank from the fiscal authority. This movement though still
remains incomplete with central bank governors in many countries, including India, still
reporting to the treasury/finance wing of the government. Eﬀectively, this tends to create
conflicting objectives for the central bank.
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Fiscal dominance has three important consequences. First, if the government runs a
fiscal deficit then it tends to get monetised by the central bank and consequently leads to
inflation. Second, the existence of a fiscal deficit itself can induce inflationary expectations
(independent of whether or not the fiscal authority actually expects the central bank to
accommodate the deficit or not) and thereby put upward pressure on inflation immediately.
Third, in the presence of fiscal dominance the monetary transmission mechanism tends to get
scrambled. An example of this is the well known "unpleasant monetarist arithmetic" wherein
a tightening of monetary policy could end up raising inflation rather than the intended goal
of reducing it.
We illustrate the issues involved by introducing an exogenous fiscal constraint in the
model above. Recall that the model thus far had fiscal spending τ adjusting endogenously to
balance the government budget. Suppose instead that τ is exogenously given at the constant
level τ̄ . In eﬀect we are now assuming that fiscal authority moves first and chooses fiscal
spending τ̄ . The monetary authority reacts by choosing monetary policy to balance the
budget taking the fiscal stance as given.
The change in model specification leaves the optimization problem of households, firms
and banks unaﬀected and thereby leaving the optimality conditions derived above unchanged.
The crucial change is in the government’s problem. Recall that the consolidated government’s
flow budget constraint (in real terms) is given by
Ṙ = rR + ṁ + πm + ż − (ig − π) z − τ̄
The government’s potential policy choices are the exchange rate regime, the money growth
rate μ, the interest rate ig and fiscal spending τ . Given the assumptions of perfect capital
mobility and a flexible exchange rate regime we must have Ṙ = 0. The remaining choices for
the government are μ, ig and τ . Previously, under an endogenous τ , the government could
choose μ and ig while τ would adjust to make the flow constraint hold at every date.
When τt = τ̄ for all t, only one out of ig and μ are exogenous. Indeed, without a domestic
interest bearing bond, an exogenous τ would immediately imply an endogenous rate of money
growth μ. However, here the central bank can choose one out of ig and μ freely. In keeping
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with modern central banking practices, we shall assume that ig is chosen independently by
the central bank while μ adjusts endogenously to make the flow constraint hold at every
point in time.
The central bank balance sheet identity implies that Ṙ + q̇ = ṁ where q denotes real
domestic credit. Substituting this in to the consolidated government’s flow constraint and
rearranging the result gives
δ d˙ = τ̄ − rR − πδd − ż + (ig − π) z
where we have used the fact that real money balances (or high powered money) in this
economy are just required reserves held by the banking system since there is no cash by
assumption, i.e., m = δd. As before, we continue to assume, without loss of generality, that
R = 0. Using this and the SLR requirement z = βd, the above reduces to
d˙ =

τ̄
+
δ+β

βig
−π d
δ+β

To determine the dynamic behavior of this economy, diﬀerentiate the first order condition
for optimal deposit demand to get d˙ =

I˙d
.
−s (d)

Substituting this in the above and rearranging

the result yields
 
βig
τ̄
+
− π S Id
δ+β
δ+β
 d
where we have used the relation d = S I from equation (3.7) above.
I˙d = −s (d)

Recall that I d = (δ + β) (r + π) − βig − (1 − β − δ) I l from the bank first order condition

given by equation (4.20).4 Diﬀerentiating this expression with respect to time gives
I˙d = (δ + β) π̇ − (1 − δ − β) I˙l
where we have again retained the operating assumption that ig is exogenously chosen by the
government at a constant level. The lending spread I l is also a function of I d which can
be seen from the fact that the bank balance sheet identity combined with a binding SLR
4

In deriving this we have also used the relation I g = ig − i and the interest parity condition i = r + π.
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constraint implies that n = (1 − δ − β) d. Totally diﬀerentiating this expression and noting
that the equilibrium levels of d and n are given by equations (3.7) and (3.14), respectively,
 
we can solve for I l as an implicit function of I d : I l = Γ I d with
 
d˜
Γ I d = (1 − δ − β) > 0
ñ

(5.27)

Using this in the expression for I˙d above gives
˙d

I =

δ+β
1 + (1 − δ − β)2

d˜
ñ



π̇

Further, we can use the function Γ in the expression I d = (δ + β) (r + π)−βig −(1 − β − δ) I l
to derive the implicit solution for I d as a function of π and ig : I d = p (π, ig ) with
pπ =

∂p
∂p
−β
δ+β
> 0; pig = g =
<0
=
∂π
1 + (1 − δ − β) Γ
∂i
1 + (1 − δ − β) Γ

(5.28)

We can now combine this with the diﬀerential equation for I d derived above and rearrange
the result to get
π̇ = χ
where χ ≡ s (d)



1+(1−δ−β)Γ
δ+β



π−

βig
δ+β

S (p (π, ig )) −

τ̄
δ+β

(5.29)

> 0. Equation (5.29) is the equilibrium diﬀerential equation

in π that describes the equilibrium dynamics of this economy. Note that ig and τ̄ are both
exogenous policy variables that are assumed to be constant over time. Setting π̇ = 0, It is
easy to check that the steady state equilibrium level of inflation is defined implicitly by the
expression:
π̂ −

βig
δ+β

S (p (π̂, ig )) =

τ̄
δ+β

(5.30)

In this model, the key endogenous variable is π. Once the equilibrium path for π is
determined, the equilibrium levels of all the other endogenous variables can be determined
recursively. To see this more clearly, recall that employment, output and deposit demand are
functions I l and I d while consumption is determined from the country resource constraint
which is obtained by combining the flow constraints for households, banks, firms and the
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government:
 
  
f˙ = rf + Ax̃ I l − c − s S I d

(5.31)

 
where f = b + bf + R denotes net country assets. Given that I l = Γ I d and I d = p (π, ig ),

given an exogenous level of ig , determining π determines all the other endogenous variables

of the system.
To determine the equilibrium dynamics, we diﬀerentiate equation (5.29) with respect to
π. Evaluating it around the steady state inflation rate π̂ gives





β g
π̂ − δ+β
i
∂ π̇ 
=χ 1−
ηd pπ S (p (π̂, ig ))
∂π π=π̂
p (π̂, ig )

where ηd ≡ −

S (I d ) d
I
d

(5.32)

denotes the elasticity of deposit demand with respect I d (which is

opportunity cost of holding deposits). The dynamic behavior of π depends on the sign of

∂ π̇ 
. If this derivative is positive then equation (5.29) defines an unstable diﬀerential
∂π π=π̂

equation associated with explosive dynamics. As is standard in monetary models of this
type, we shall impose the condition

1>



β g
i
δ+β
g
p (π̂, i )

π̂ −



ηd p π

(5.33)

throughout, which will guarantee that equation (5.29) is unstable. Hence, all perfect foresight
equilibrium paths must have a constant π, i.e., the inflation rate must jump to its long run
steady state level at t = 0. If this condition fails to hold then the model will permit
indeterminacy of equilibrium all of which converge to the same steady state.

5.1

Eﬀect of raising the interest rate

The key question that we would like to address is about the eﬀect of the policy rate ig on
this economy. As before, our focus of attention is on the eﬀect of monetary policy on output
and employment. However, in contrast to the economy with an endogenous fiscal spending
level, here τ̄ is exogenous and consequently, the rate of inflation is also endogenous. Hence,
we are also interested in the eﬀect of changes in the policy rate on inflation along with its
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eﬀects on loans, employment and output. Proposition 5.1 illustrates the key result5 :
Proposition 5.1 Under a binding SLR constraint and exogenous fiscal spending τ̄ , deposits
and loans to firms are both independent of the policy rate ig . Consequently, employment and
output are unaﬀected by changes in the policy rate. The inflation rate is strictly increasing
in the policy rate.
Proof The government flow constraint is, as before, τ̄ = πm − (ig − π) z. Since m = δd
and z = βd, this can be rewritten as τ̄ = [(δ + β) π − βig ] d. The bank optimality condition
(equation (4.20)) can be rewritten as I d + (1 − β − δ) I l − (δ + β) r = (δ + β) π − βig . Using


the expression for τ̄ derived above this reduces to I d + (1 − β − δ) I l − (δ + β) r d = τ̄ .
 
 
From equations 3.7 and 3.14 we know that d = S I d and n = ñ I l . The SLR constraint
 
is n = βd. These three relationships jointly imply I l = Γ I d . Consequently, we have
 d
  
 
I + (1 − β − δ) Γ I d − (δ + β) r S I d = τ̄ . The left hand side of this equation only

depends on I d . Hence, the equilibrium deposit spread I d only depends on τ̄ and the other

parameters. Consequently, both I d and I l are independent of ig . Lastly, diﬀerentiating both
β
dπ
sides of I d + (1 − β − δ) I l − (δ + β) r = (δ + β) π − βig with respect to ig gives di
g = δ+β > 0
d(i−id )
where we have used the the independence of I d and I l from ig . Since dig = 0 it follows

that

did
dig

=

dπ
dig

=

β
.
δ+β



The proposition is stark along two margins. First, in the joint presence of an exogenous
fiscal constraint and a binding SLR, interest rate policy has no eﬀect on employment and
output since the lending spread is independent of ig . Intuitively, the government budget
dictates a unique deposit spread in order to finance the fiscal spending which, through
the SLR constraint, renders the lending spread invariant to changes in the policy rate as
well. Eﬀectively, the imposition of an exogenous fiscal spending on top of the binding SLR
constraint removes all degrees of freedom from the banking sector.
d(il −ig )
d(il −i)
To understand this result better, note that dig = 0 implies that dig =
we have used the fact that

di
dig

=

dπ
dig

=

β
.
δ+β

−δ
δ+β

where

Clearly the wedge between the lending rate to

firms and the rate on government bonds declines as ig rises. Moreover, recall that the bank
d

d

β
i
i
optimality conditions in this case are il − 1−δ
= κ 1−β−δ
and ig − 1−δ
+κ = 0 which imply that




l −ig
d
i
(
)
1−δ
1−δ
dκ
. Comκ. Diﬀerentiating these with respect to ig gives dig = 1−β−δ
il −ig = 1−β−δ
dig
5

We are indebted to Rajesh Singh for pointing out and proving the results in this proposition.
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bining these two expressions for
secularly as ig rises since

dκ
dig

d(il −ig )
dig

implies that the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier κ declines



1−δ−β
δ
= − 1−δ
< 0. Hence, there exists a threshold upδ+β


per level of ig beyond which the SLR constraint ceases to bind. Intuitively, the return on
government bonds becomes so high that banks voluntarily choose to hold excess SLRs.
Second, in this environment raising the policy rate ig unambiguously raises the inflation
rate. This again runs contrary to the accepted wisdom regarding monetary transmission
wherein a rise in the policy rate depresses aggregate demand and consequently reduces the
domestic inflation rate. This is a type of unpleasant monetary arithmetic result that has
been made by many authors before (see, amongst others, Sargent and Wallace (1981) and
Hnatkovska, Lahiri, and Vegh (2013)).
In summary, our results indicate that in the presence of a binding SLR, the transmission of
monetary policy in general becomes scrambled with cuts in policy rates generating inducing
hikes in lending rates and contractions in real activity. When a binding SLR requirement
is combined with a situation of fiscal dominance by the fiscal authority, the transmission of
monetary policy to the economy becomes even more scrambled with inflation also potentially
responding to changes in the policy rate in non-standard ways.

6

Some Confounding Evidence

The analysis in the model above was conducted based on a binding SLR requirement. It is
instructive to note that in contrast with the case of no SLR constraint analyzed in Section 3
above (or equivalently, the case where the SLR constraint doesn’t bind), under a binding SLR
constraint when κ > 0, equations (4.17) and (4.18) in Section (4) imply that il >

id
1−δ

> ig .

This contrasts with the case where the constraint doesn’t bind when il = ig . The upshot of
this is that in environments where the SLR constraint is binding the lending rate should be
strictly greater than the rate on government bonds while in situations where the constraint
is not binding the two rates should be equated.
What does data pertaining to the Indian experience with SLR requirements reveal about
the trade-oﬀs identified by the model? Figure 3 below shows the excess SLR held by public
sector and private sector banks separately since March 2002. The excess SLR is computed as
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diﬀerence between the ratio of the actual SLR held by the bank to its net demand and time
liabilities (NDTL) and the ratio required by policy. Three key features of the data are worth
pointing out: (a) the amount of the excess SLR held by the banking system overall declined
between 2002 and 2010 but started rising from 2011 onwards; (b) the amount of excess SLR
held by public sector banks (around 6.8 percent on average) has consistently exceeded that
of private sector banks (around 3.3 percent on average) throughout this period; and (c)
the diﬀerence between public and private sector banks in their holdings of excess SLRs had
almost disappeared between 2007 and 2010 but the period since 2010 has witnessed a faster
increase in the excess SLR holdings of the public sector banks. Thus, the average excess
SLR holdings of public sector banks has averaged 3.5 percent since 2010 while private banks
have held only 2.4 percent excess SLRs during this period.
Figure 3: Excess SLR held by Scheduled Commercial Banks

We should point out that since scheduled commercial banks can borrow from the Marginal
Standing Facility (at a 100 basis points premium over the repo rate) against its excess
SLR over and above what they can borrow from the repo market, there is a well defined
precautionary liquidity management reason for banks to hold some excess SLRs. This can
possibly explain the 1 to 2 percent excess SLRs that have been typically held by private
banks. The puzzle though is the rather high excess SLRs holdings of public sector banks
(which have now reached 5.5 percent). It is worth pointing out that given the approximately
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4 percentage point spread between the average lending rate of public sector banks and 10year government securities, the back-of-the-envelope (risk unadjusted) losses implicit in these
excess SLR holding of public sector banks in the fiscal year 2014-15 amounted to around $17
billion (Rs. 102 billion). To put this number in perspective, the combined profits of public
sector banks in 2013-14 was about $6 billion.
One explanation for these excess SLR holdings could be that the return on bank loans
to the private sector are suﬃciently close to those on government securities so that banks
choose to hold their assets in relatively safer government bonds. However, this is not borne
out in the data. The weighted average lending rates of public sector banks in 2014-15 have
been in the range 12.01-12.13 percent while the return on ten year government securities has
been in the range 7.68-9.15 percent. For comparison purposes, the average lending rates of
private sector banks this year have been in the range 12.25-12.56 percent. Clearly, lending
rates are greater than the rates on government securities for both groups, and by around
the same amount. The data suggests some degree of non-optimizing behavior on the part of
public sector banks.
A potential rationalization for the hesitance of the public sector banks to extend credit
to non-government entities is the quality of its existing asset portfolio. Figure 4 shows the
non-performing assets (NPA) of public and private sector banks as a proportion of their
assets. The striking feature of the figure is the sharp increase in the share of non-performing
loans of public sector banks since 2009 while the corresponding NPAs of private sector banks
have stayed relatively unchanged. This is precisely the period when the excess SLR holdings
of public sector banks has also increased sharply. A working hypothesis then is that public
sector banks have chosen to increase their SLR holdings at lower interest rates instead of
lending on account of the overhang of NPAs on their balance sheets. This, of course, is
costly to the tax payer as the banks are potentially losing profits that they could make while
they are also contributing to a liquidity squeeze in the economy. A third deleterious eﬀect
of this banking strategy is that the lower return on bank assets tends to get passed on to
bank depositors as lower deposit rates and consequently tends to lower saving rates as well.
In a developing economy that is starved for investable funds, this is very damaging.
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Figure 4: Non-Performing Assets of Scheduled Commercial Banks

Note: The figure shows the Gross Non-Performing Assets & Restructured Advances of PSBs & Private Sector Banks as percent of
Gross Advances.

7

Conclusion

The primary motivation for the paper was to highlight the eﬀects of policy-induced frictions,
particularly those that are likely to impact open emerging economies like India, in the transmission of monetary policy, with consequent implications for the eﬃcacy of policy action.
These include, inter alia, interest rate subventions/subsidies, slow adjusting administered
floors on diverse savings instruments, intermittent loan waivers to specific sectors and allocative guidelines to banks (the distortions are multidimensional and aﬀect both the assets
and liabilities side of bank balance sheets). In the last category, the paper sought to formally
explore, specifically, the implications of “regulatory” instruments that are designed to facilitate government borrowing. The statutory liquidity ratio (SLR) is particularly insidious
given its size, viz., 21.5 percent of an individual bank’s net demand and time liabilities have
to be earmarked for buying government securities. Back-of-the-envelope cost to banks of the
SLR presented in the paper is not insignificant.
The theoretical model that has been sketched in the paper allows us to make several
formal inferences:
• The possibility of inverted monetary policy outcomes in the presence of a binding SLR.
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For example, a cut in the policy rate (government bond yield) reduces the demand for
deposits (by the same token, the supply function of loans shifts to the left). A binding
SLR implies that banks cannot reallocate the scarce deposits between higher return
private loans and government bonds. The constraint implies that assets have to be held
in fixed proportions (like a Leontief technology) which causes both components of bank
assets to fall. The fall in loans implies output and aggregate demand gets depressed
in response to the interest rate reduction. A lower interest rate on government bonds
eﬀectively acts like a higher tax on the banking sector in the presence of a binding SLR
constraint. Consequently, their balance sheets contract.
• An exogenous fiscal constraint and a binding SLR may result, under some conditions,
to inflation rising in response to an increase in the policy rate. However, the additional
constraint of an exogenous fiscal spending also implies that interest rate changes have
no real eﬀects whatsoever as the both the deposit spread and the lending spread remain invariant. This is an even starker illustration of the scrambling eﬀects of SLR
requirements on monetary policy transmission.
• When the SLR is binding, a conventional outcome is more likely to emerge by changing
the SLR rather than tweaking the policy rate.
The scrambled outcomes that are shown to be possible underscore the importance of
formally modelling and understanding the succession choices made by various stakeholders,
including banks optimizing in the midst of profound regulations.
Among other extensions that may be helpful in understanding the process better, introduction of policy driven interest caps/floors on financial intermediation, asymmetry between
the objectives of public sector banks (“blunter” top-line driven orientation) and those of
private sector banks (“sharper” bottom-line driven orientation), and the role of benchmarks
formula that links the policy rate with lending rates. In exploring the chain that constitutes
monetary policy transmission, it is not inconceivable that (a sort of) general equilibrium
approach that is rich in regulatory details, in combination with distortions and skewed incentives may throw up more surprises. Further, against the background of large fiscal deficits
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the “optimum” choice between taxing banks versus recourse to the printing presses of the
central bank is an interesting subject for closer scrutiny.
For the central bank, the tasks ahead are two-fold. First, perhaps re-balance the reform
agenda from high profile subjects such as legislative amendments, like a monetary policy
framework and associated institutional changes, to addressing policy-induced distortions
that undermine monetary policy eﬃcacy and transmission. Second, address the challenge of
multiple roles/objectives and limited instruments.
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FRBM law is irrational. Amend it
S. Gurumurthy
Banks, not government
The way economists have made simple theories into complex mathematical equations has made
monetary economics seem difficult to comprehend. Well-known economists including Nobel
Laureate Robert Schiller and Prof Bradford Delong have already protested at this distortion of
economics. Monetary economics is the story and dynamics of money. Money is to the economy
what blood and medicine are to human body. If the economy is short financed, its growth will
slacken. If it is starved of money it may even collapse. If it is excessively financed, it will lead
to inflation. Originally, the state controlled the entire money supply. It is actually the other way
round now. It is not governments but banks create most of the money. Bank of England Quarterly
Bulletin [Q1 2014] stated that 97pc money is generated by banks, almost unregulated. Globally,
governments have printed $7 trillion but the banking system has created $700 trillion — 100
times more. In India banks are fully regulated. They generate less money than their western
counterparts. But still they create and control more than half the money in the economy The
Reserve Bank of India regulates this entire money stock of money. All that the Indian government
is left with is its revenues. If it needed more money to finance its deficit in budgets, it has to
borrow from the money created by banks.

India and West
The quality of money supply in the West and in India differ. In the West, cash balances and bank
deposits [technically known as M3 or broad money] constitutes money supply by banks to the
economy. But in India, the broad money has to be reduced by 21.5 percent Statutory Liquidity
Ratio [SLR] which the banks have to keep invested in government securities [known as Statutory
Liquidity Ratio], to arrive at the actual money supply available with banks. The appropriate test
for India, therefore, is the demand for credit from business in particular. But to measure the
demand for credit there is no debt or credit market in India. Credit is allocated by banks, mostly
by PSU Banks. The gap between credit demanded and credit provided is not known. The only
yardstick available is credit expansion. The theory of money broadly followed by the guild of
economists world over is that money is critical for growth and without adequate money growth
will suffer. While Milton Friedman, the celebrated Noble laureate talked about adequate supply
of money as the cause of the Great Depression in 1930s, James Tobin spoke about inadequate
demand for money as the cause. There is no doubt that either can weaken the economy.

Money supply falls
Currently, Broad Money supply in India [M3 as explained earlier] is falling year on year with
more than proportionate fall in credit expansion, indicating that both the Milton phenomenon
of inadequate money supply and the Tobin theory of inadequate credit expansion [taking credit
expansion as equal to demand for money] are operating in the Indian economy. Time series data
shows that during the period of 11 years ending 2010-11, M3 supply growth averaged 17.8pc. It
began to come down from an average of 16.5pc in the two years ending 2010-11 to an average
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of 13.5pc pc in the three years ending 2013-14. In 2014-15 it has come down to 11.5pc. This is
far less than the growth of nominal GDP for the year. The fall is over 45pc as compared to 201011. One explanation for the fall, coupled with the growth in the economy now, could be the role
of in black money. The disproportionate rise of high denomination notes [Re500/1000] in the total
currency in circulation, from Rs 5lac cr in 2008-9 to over Rs 12 lac cr [85pc of the total] in 201415 points to the more space for the informal monetary system. According to Economic Census
[2013] micro businesses, which add substantially to GDP — are funded to the extent of Rs 12
lac crore, of which only 4pc [Rs 48000 alone] comes from banks — the balance being funded by
informal monetary system.

Credit growth slides
Yet, even though gross money supply [M3] has come down in recent years, it does not appear
that the banks do not have money to lend. A comparison of rise in credit to rise in deposit shows
that credit rise was 112pc of the deposit rise in the three years ending 2012-13 — which came
down to 97pc in 2013-14, finally to 82pc in 2014-15. The conclusion is also reinforced by the
rise in bank deposit and bank credit as a proportion of the nominal GDP. In the two years ending
2010-11, the rise in deposit and credit as a proportion of nominal GDP was almost equal —
100pc. The average ratio for the next years is 93pc — that is the credit rise to deposit rise in
relation to GDP was 93pc. In the year 20014-15, the ratio of credit rise to GDP fell also to almost
half [54pc] of the ratio deposit rise to GDP. This shows that the monetary mechanism — bank
credit is fatiguing and falling as a proportion of deposit and GDP. The money needed to grow
the economy is not in circulation.

FRBM irrational
And now come to deficit financing and how the FRBM law, with its faked limits, acts against
growth. The empirical data — of fall credit rise to deposit rise as proportion of GDP — shows
that the 5 percent financial savings, which the economists say will “go” to the business sector, is
not wanted by them as their risk appetite is less. Annual credit growth has halved from 16.7pc
in 2009-10 to less than 8pc. This is despite the fact that the economy has started growing from
2014-15 which means that more money is needed now for growth than in the earlier years [201213/2013-14] when the growth was far less. This additional money can only be supplied through
fiscal expansion immediately.
Experts object to fiscal deficit because government borrowing for fiscal deficit crowds out private
corporate credit needs and affect growth. The experts seem to be wrong on facts. Commercial
banks, which have to invest 21.5pc of their deposits in government securities [SLR] have actually
invested year after year far in excess — by more than a third over and above the SLR limit. This
shows that the banks — read PSBs — have no avenue to lend. Or they are unwilling to lend.
Empirical evidence also points to the possibility that the credit growth does not fully explain the
demand for money and there is a gap between demand for money and credit growth as the
PSBs do not want to take risk. Evidently there is money with banks but the banks, particularly
Public Sector Banks [PSBs] are not lending. Banks in India means largely PSBs which hold 80pc
deposits of commercial banks. PSB officials cannot exercise their free judgement, when four
institutions — Vigilance, RBI, CVC and CBI — are out to fault the lending on wisdom bestowed
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by adverse turn of events. The first banking reform needed is to retrain the PSB officials and
make them exercise free judgement without coercive investigation.

Deficit funds growth
With credit growth falling in proportion to growth, it is the fiscal deficit which is supplementing the
falling credit expansion and aiding growth. The economy seems to be running after all on the fuel
of fiscal deficit, which is demonised by all. With the FRBM law virtually banning the government
from creating money, the government only borrows money from the financial system and meets
the fiscal deficit. This does not add to money supply. The money that shifts from banks to
government is actually money not lent and lying idle with the banks. When money is lying idle
with banks, fiscal expansion is not only welcome, but necessary to activate the economy. The
aggregate of the credit expansion [by banks and fiscal expansion [fiscal deficit of government]
which constitutes money put into he economy amounted to 14.6 of the nominal GDP in 2010-11
and 14pc in 2011-12. Even this combined number started falling later, to 12pc in 1012-13, 10.5pc
in 2013-14 and just 8pc in 2014-15. It means that the aggregate of monetary expansion [credit
growth] and fiscal expansion [fiscal deficit] too has gone down in proportion to GDP by 55pc.
And yet the economy has started growing. Imagine the growth is adequately funded, how much
more it can grow.
Look at it another way. Had the fiscal expansion has not taken place the economy would have
been starved of the money needed. For example in the year 2012-13 the credit growth was
only 6pc, far short of the money needed to sustain the nominal GDP growth of 12.5pc. But for
the fiscal deficit of 4.5pc the growth could not have been achieved. The lesson is that when the
credit expansion fails, for whatever reason, fiscal expansion [fiscal deficit] has to fill the gap.
Otherwise, it may well be an invitation to recession, or even depression as it happened in US
in 1930s. Aligning fiscal economy [budget deficit] to monetary economy [banking credit] does
not mean bringing down fiscal deficit to the magic figure of ‘3’percent. It means that when the
monetary mechanism fails, the fiscal mechanism has to be activated.
Another issue for debate. When there is significant fall in the aggregate money supply [M3]
by 45pc, with the economy on the rise, there is need to borrow money from the RBI to fill the
gap between growth and money supply. When FRBM was formulated M3 was on the rise and
ruled above 17pc. Situation has turned the other way with falling M3. The prohibition in FRBM
on creating money is hampering growth when the growth of broad money supply is falling. Yes,
inflation is definitely an issue. Inflation is an issue whether money gets into the economy by
credit expansion or by fiscal expansion. But, when the economy is rising, growth is a short term
as well as the long term answer to it. In 2012-13 and 2013-14 the economy was not growing. Not
growth has started. If growth impulses, suffer for want of money, bigger problem than inflation
will hit the economy. Will the experts rethink? Will they commend amending the irrational FRBM
law, drop the ‘3’ mandated fiscal deficit and also allow borrowing from RBI whenever there is
clear trend of falling credit expansion or broad money supply? Are they listening?
Post Script: Surprisingly an expert who opposed the FRBM law in 2004 was P Chidambaram.
But he was the one to fast forward its implementation in 2005.
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Overview (1)
•

Much of the improvement in debt dynamics over the last decade was
underpinned by high inflation and negative real interest rates

•

But the new inflation targeting framework and move to positive real
policy rates – needed for macro stability – has induced a structural
change in the relationship between financing costs and growth (R-G)

•

It is therefore increasingly important that policy makers ensure that
“term premia” do not spike, to ensure that borrowing costs – and
therefore debt dynamics – do not get unfavorable

•

History suggests that unpleasant fiscal surprises have caused premia
to jump sharply, with state borrowing costs suffering from collateral
damage (e.g. February 2016)

•

But there are also examples in which modest, credible deviations
with a clear return path – and where markets were prepared – have
seen minimal impact (e.g. February 2015); anchoring market
expectations is therefore key
2
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Overview (2)
•

Since demonetization, the influx of deposits into banks – and the fact
that a significant fraction is expected to remain permanent – has
contributed to a sharp bond rally

•

Even as every other Emerging Market has experienced a bond sell-off
after the U.S. election, Indian bonds have rallied sharply

•

To the extent that some of these deposits will permanently remain
with banks, the level effect will keep the long end of the yield curve
supported

•

Ceteris paribus, this should help debt dynamics

•

In contrast, the main risks to debt dynamics are state finances: state
primary deficits have widened meaningfully in recent years, despite
higher transfers under the 14th Finance Commission

3

Quick recap of debt dynamics

.

4
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Does the primary deficit auto-correct?

Source: Ostry et al . (2015)

5

Tantalizing signs of auto-correction in India?
Primary Deficit (% of GDP)
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It’s a spurious correlation
Combined primary deficit
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So far a very negative “R-G” has done the heavy lifting
Public debt and sustainability of debt
% of GDP
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Under the new monetary policy framework, inflating the
debt is not a policy choice anymore
Public Debt and Inflation
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9

Decomposing “R-G”
R – G = (Nominal borrowing cost – Nominal GDP Growth)
R = Nominal Policy Rate (P) + Term Premia
= Real Policy Rate (R*) + Inflation + Term Premia
G = Real GDP Growth (G*) + Inflation
R – G = R* + Inflation + Term Premia – G* - Inflation
= R*- G* + Term Premia

Note: This assumes CPI and GDP deflator converge in the medium term

10
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16

17

The interplay of fiscal and monetary policy

•

R* (real policy rate) will be positive
under new inflation targeting; was
negative for long periods of time,
leading to severe macroeconomic
distortions (move from financial to
physical assets and gold; bloated
CAD)

•

So R*-G* is expected to be
structurally higher under the new
monetary policy framework (and has
been so since 2014) to preserve
macro stability

•

Minimizing term premia is therefore
the key to keeping borrowing costs
contained

Source: Bloomberg, J.P. Morgan calculations, RBI. CSO

11

Term premia have ebbed and flowed on domestic and
global impulses
Slope of the yield curve: GS10Y-3MTbill
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Why does the cost of borrowing matter so much?
•

Debt dynamics can change dramatically with small shocks to the cost
of borrowing

•

Crowding out is a direct function of how much private sector
borrowing costs go up
• corporate bond yields are a “spread” over the 10-Y Gsec yield;
the latter mechanically pushes up the former;
• banks are disincentivized to cut lending rates if the “opportunity
cost” for corporates (corporate bond yields) are higher

•

Apart from debt dynamics, ratings agencies give special
consideration to interest burden (as a function of revenues)
• Fitch:
• Budget balance weight: 3.7%
• Interest payments to revenues: 4%!

13

Illustrative impact on debt dynamics from a shock to
yields
Debt/GDP evolution under different scenarios
% of GDP
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Regressions are misleading; conflate expected and
unexpected fiscal changes

•

Regressions suggest a very small impact: 1% of GDP slippage pushes up
yields by only 15bp; but this is misleading because it conflates “expected” and
“unexpected” fiscal changes;
Case studies on subsequent pages show how unexpected fiscal shocks have
caused a sharp sell-off in bond yields
US 10Y has a statistically significant impact on Indian Bond Yields; US rates
going up could pressure on Indian yields

•
•

Source: Bloomberg, J.P. Morgan calculations, RBI, CSO.
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Event Study 1: Fiscal Slippage 1.3% in March 2012
G-Sec yields
%
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Event Study 2: Hitting a mini-pause in February 2015
(slowing consolidation by 0.3% of GDP)
G-Sec yields
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Event Study 3: Fears of another pause in 2016
Spreads

G-Sec yields
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Event Study 3: the states took it on the chin
Spreads between State bonds and G-Sec's
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State Bond yields: in times of stress (February 2016)
larger states were disproportionately punished
Now -- February 2016
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Since demonetization, influx of deposits has flattened the
yield curve sharply, even as global curves have steepened
Indian Bond Yield Curve

US Bond Yield Curve
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Indian Bonds have rallied even as every other EM has
sold off since the U.S. election on November 8
Local Currency Bond Yields (10 Year)
change in yields (4 Nov to 6 Jan), bp
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The key risk remains deteriorating state finances, which
has offset central consolidation
Central Fiscal deficit
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The bottom line (1)
•

Much of the improvement in debt dynamics over the last decade was
underpinned by high inflation and negative real interest rates

•

But the new inflation targeting framework and move to positive real
policy rates – much-needed for macro stability – have induced a
structural change in the relationship between financing costs and
growth (R-G)

•

It is therefore increasingly important that policy makers ensure that
“term premia” do not spike, to ensure that borrowing costs – and
therefore debt dynamics – do not get unfavorable

•

History suggests that unpleasant fiscal surprises have caused premia
to jump sharply, with state borrowing costs suffering from collateral
damage (e.g. February 2016)

•

But there are also examples in which modest, credible deviations
with a clear return path – and where markets were prepared – have
seen minimal impact (e.g. February 2015); anchoring market
expectations is therefore key24
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The bottom line (2)
•

Since demonetization, the influx of deposits into banks – and the fact
that a significant fraction is expected to remain permanent – has
contributed to a sharp bond rally

•

Even as every other Emerging Market bond has sold off after the U.S.
election, Indian bonds have rallied sharply

•

To the extent that some of these deposits will permanently remain
with banks, the level effect will keep the long end of the yield curve
supported

•

Ceteris paribus, this should help debt dynamics

•

In contrast, the main risks to debt dynamics are state finances: state
primary deficits have widened meaningfully in recent years, despite
higher transfers under the 14th Finance Commission
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Executive Summary
Loan growth has slowed
We estimate total private sector borrowing in India at ~Rs113tn. Banks are the major provider, funding ~70% of loans and
NBFC's funding ~11%. Domestic and Foreign currency bonds (ECB's) account for another ~11% of the private sector
debt. Credit growth in India has slowed over the past couple of years and is down to 11%yoy in FY16 from 23% in FY12.
Banking system loans that have grown at 18% Cagr since FY91 have slowed to 10% in FY16 – the lowest level in past 20
years. Non-banks have witnessed an acceleration and in FY16 their loans grew at > 15% yoy.
Despite the recent slowdown , bank credit growth has consistently outpaced nominal GDP growth as a result of which
bank credit to GDP has increased from ~20% in FY00 to 55% in FY16. There have been only 4 instances over the past
25 years, where nominal GDP growth has outpaced bank loan growth.

Debt penetration remains low
As per BIS, credit penetration in India is only ~60% of GDP. However, this appears to only account for banking system
credit, aggregating non-bank loans and bonds the total credit outstanding in the system is at Rs113tn and works out to
~83% of GDP. Either way, debt penetration in India is low relative to both other emerging (avg. debt-GDP at 140%) as
well as developed (avg. 160%) economies. This is partly explained by India's relatively low per capita GDP levels.
Household debt penetration in India is also relatively low at 23% of total debt (17% as per BIS data). Even as lending to
the consumer segment from the banking system has grown to Rs14tn, share of household debt to GDP has remained
largely flat over the past 5-6 years at 10% of GDP. However, as NBFC's are also active lenders to the consumer sector,
including these the household debt penetration is just 19% of GDP. Household debt per capita is also significantly lower
for India at US$300 vs US$ 20,000-40,000 for most other countries. Debt to assets is low at 3-4%, with only 29% of
households having any form of debt. Moreover, bulk (50%) of consumer loans in India are in the mortgage segment.
Corporate debt penetration on the other hand at 64% is slightly better, vs 104% for emerging economies and 86% for
advanced economies. Banks account for ~70% of total corporate credit. Corporate loan growth has slowed to 10% in
FY16 from 25% levels in FY12.

High concentration key risk
Over the past 2 decades, despite the relatively low penetration and credit growth not significantly outpacing nominal GDP
growth, banks in India have periodically witnessed significant NPL cycles. Impaired (NPA + restructured) loans at the
banks are today over 12% of loans. As per CS estimates, the true level of stress assets in the banking system today is
even higher at 16% of loans. The increase in NPAs over the past 4 years have been largely driven by the corporate
segment and for some banks 20-25% of corporate loans are now impaired.
Aggregate net debt to equity for corporate India has increased from the lows of 0.6x in FY08 to 1x. Similarly, the
aggregate interest cover is down from a peak of 6.2x to 2.7x.However, even as the aggregate leverage ratios have
deteriorated, they do not appear to be commensurate with the magnitude of stress witnessed in the bank loans.
High concentration of debt appears to be the primary reason for this. Within the corporate sector loans, metals and infra
alone account for ~50% of total outstanding industry loans and 33% of corporate loans. The debt servicing ratios for these
sectors are visibly weaker than for the overall corporate sector. These sectors have been among the largest contributors
to recent asset quality stress, for instance 35% of metal sector loans are now impaired (25% as NPA and 9% as
restructured).
The corporate stress is therefore better captured when we look at dispersion. 39% of debt resides with companies with
interest cover <1. Over half of the debt with IC<1 companies is contributed by companies from the Infrastructure, utilities
and metal sectors. Performance of the stressed companies is weaker than the broader corporate sector. While, overall
Ebitda grew 5%yoy in FY16, companies having IC<1 witnessed an 18% yoy drop in 1Q17.
The problem has also been exacerbated due to concentration of debt within a small number of entities. Ten large
corporate groups that are primarily focussed on commodity and infrastructure sectors alone account for ~18% of banking
sector corporate loans. Debt levels for these groups continues to rise, and is now up 8x over the past 9 years. Debt
servicing ratios for these companies is significantly higher than overall system, with Net Debt to Ebitda at 7x and Interest
cover ~1x.
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Loan growth has slowed
Banks provide 70% of domestic credit
We estimate total private sector borrowing in India at ~Rs113tn. Banks are the major provider, funding ~70% of loans and
NBFC's funding ~11%. Domestic and Foreign currency bonds (ECB's) account for another ~11% of the private sector
debt. In recent months, pace of growth of lending at non-banks has been witnessing an acceleration and in FY16 their
loans grew at > 15% yoy.
rd

Figure 1: Banks account for > 2/3 of total borrowings
Export credit, 6
, 6%

CP, 3 , 2%

Figure 2: NBFC loans have seen strong growth
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Total loans from the banking system are Rs75tn. However, we estimate the total credit outstanding to be ~Rs113tn. This
includes loans from NBFCs (Rs13tn), corporate bonds outstanding (Rs20tn), external commercial borrowings (ECB's of
Rs12tn) and commercial paper and export credit of ~Rs9tn. We adjust for the bank loans to NBFC's Rs3.5tn and bonds
issued by banks and NBFC's of Rs 12.5tn.
Figure 3: Total debt is at Rs113 trillion
FY16

Rs bn

Share (%)

Domestic Bank Credit
Of which loans to NBFC's
Domestic Bank Credit (ex-NBFC) (a)
Bank's foreign loan book (b)
NBFC Loans (c)

75,300
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7,392
12,974

67%
3%
63%
7%
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Corporate Bonds O/s
Of which bonds Issued by Banks / NBFC's
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20,193
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7,613

18%
11%
7%

ECB's
Of which bank's foreign loan book
ECB's o/s excluding bank foreign book (e)
Commercial Paper and other credit (f)

12,011
7,392
4,619
8,837

11%
7%
4%
8%

Total Credit (a+b+c+d+e+f)

113,207

Source: RBI, SEBI, Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Bank credit growth now slowest in 20 years
Over the last few years, nominal credit growth in India has been slowing. It has moderated to ~11% in FY16 vs > 20% in
FY12. The slowdown has been sharper in bank credit that is now at ~10%, largely driven by slowdown in corporate credit
growth. Retail loan demand, has remained strong, growing at ~16% over the past 2 years.
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Figure 4: Credit growth has slowed over the past few years
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Banking system credit has grown to Rs75tn in FY16 having grown at an 18% Cagr since FY91. The period FY05-08 had
witnessed the strong growth during which bank loan books had expanded at an 28% CAGR. This has now slowed to 12%
(FY13-16) and the 10% yoy rate in FY16 was lowest level in the past 20 years.
Figure 5: Domestic bank credit growth has slowed to 10%
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Non-bank growth trending better
While, bank loan growth has slowed, ECB's outstanding have grown from US$ 27bn in FY06 to US$ 186bn in FY15 and
seen a slight decline in FY16 to US$ 182bn. Corporate bond growth has also been strong over the past few years, with
outstanding corporate bonds growing at 18% Cagr since FY11 to Rs10tn in FY16. Commercial Paper growth has been
strong at 35% in FY16, though the total outstanding is low at Rs2.6tn and accounts for only 2% of total credit outstanding.
Figure 6: ECB growth has also slowed in FY16 …
ECB (Rs mn)

Figure 7: … while corporate bond growth remains strong
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Real credit growth still in positive territory
Over the past 25 years, bank credit growth has consistently outpaced growth in nominal GDP, as a result of which, bank
credit to GDP has increased to 55% vs 20% in FY91, with a jump between FY04-09, when credit to GDP increased from
31% to 49%.
Figure 8: Domestic bank credit growth continues to

Figure 9: As a result of which, Domestic bank credit to

outpace nominal GDP growth

GDP has increased to 55% vs 20% over the past 15 years
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Even as domestic bank loan growth has slowed over the past few years, it continues to outpace nominal GDP growth.
Except for the period from FY00-FY08, bank credit growth has not significantly outpaced the nominal GDP growth.
Figure 10: Domestic bank loan growth continues to outpace Nominal GDP growth
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Debt levels and credit penetration remains low
By most global standards, India's debt penetration levels are modest.
As per BIS, credit penetration in India is only ~60% of GDP. However, this appears to only account for banking system
credit. If we aggregate bank credit (Rs 75tn), NBFC Loans (Rs 13tn) and Bonds (Rs 20tn), as explained in Figure 3, the
total credit outstanding in the system is at Rs113tn and works out to ~83% of GDP. Either way, debt penetration remains
low, with average credit to GDP at 140% of GDP for emerging and 160% for developed economics.
Figure 11: Well below other countries as a % of GDP
300
Private non-financial sector debt (% of GDP) - 2015
250
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-

Source: BIS, Credit Suisse estimates

India's relatively low GDP per capita partly explains the low debt penetration even relatively to most other emerging
economies.
Figure 12: India GDP per capita is low, with Credit to GDP also lower than most other
emerging economies
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Share of household debt is low
The distribution of debt in India is more skewed towards the corporate sector. Household (consumer) debt accounts for
~17% of total credit as per BIS data (~23% based on CS estimates including NBFC's and retail share of agriculture loans).
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Share of household debt in other countries (as per BIS) is higher, 24% for emerging countries and 47% for advanced
countries. Banks and NBFC's account for the majority of loans to the household sector.
Figure 13: Share of household debt significantly lower for India
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As per BIS (based on banking system loans) consumer debt to GDP is at 10% though as per our estimates (including
NBFC loans and bonds), it works out higher at ~19%.
Figure 14: Share of household debt remains low …
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Household Debt
While household debt from the banking sector has increased, to Rs14tn, share of household debt to GDP has remained
largely flat over the past 5-6 years at 10% of GDP. However, given NBFC's have been active lenders to the consumer
sector, if we were to include NBFC lending to the consumers (51% of NBFC loans are retail based on CS bottom up
estimates) and retail share of agriculture loans (2/3rd of agri loans are assumed to be retail given the share of direct agri
lending) it would be higher at ~19% of GDP.
Figure 16: Household debt has increased to Rs 14tn …

Figure 17: however, as a % of GDP, it remained flat at 10%
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Retail loan growth has been relatively strong over the past few years, growing at > 15% yoy. With push towards financial
inclusion and increased digitisation, we could continue to see strong growth in household debt over the next 5-10 years.
Figure 18: Retail loan growth has been strong at ~15% for the past few years
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Household debt to GDP based on banking sector loans is at 10%, while if we were to include NBFC's and agriculture
loans as explained above, it works out to ~19% of GDP. However, even including the above, penetration is significantly
lower compared to other countries, with consumer debt to GDP at ~35% for emerging countries and ~75% for advances
economies.
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Figure 19: Household debt as a % of GDP amongst the lowest at 10% or even 19%
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Source: BIS, Credit Suisse * as per CS estimates

Moreover, a large share (~53%) of banking sector consumer loans are mortgages. However, as overall consumer loan
penetration is low, mortgage penetration is still low at 9% and significantly lower than other developed and developing
countries.
Figure 20:Home loans account for >50% of banking sector

Figure 21: However, mortgage penetration is also low 9%
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Household debt per capita is low, at US$ 300 per capita for India vs US$20,000-40,000 for developed countries.
Figure 22: Household debt per capita is significantly low compared to other countries
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Overall debt levels remain low in India, with Debt to assets at ~3-4% of asset in rural and urban India.
Figure 23: Debt to Assets low at 3-4%
5.0%

Figure 24: Land and Building account for >90% of assets
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While share of households with access to banking services has increased from <40% in FY01 to ~60% in FY11, share of
households with any form of debt are < 30%. With increasing availability of data, we believe penetration should increase
of the next decade.
Figure 25: % of households availing banking services is

Figure 26: Less than 29% of Indian households have debt
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Corporate Debt to GDP at 65%
As the corporate loan growth has slowed in the last couple of years, as a % of GDP it is back to 2011 levels at 50% as per
BIS data. If we were to include NBFC loans and bonds, corporate credit to GDP penetration rises to ~65%.
Figure 27: Corporate debt growth has slowed, growing at

Figure 28: … as debt to GDP has declined slightly and is

7% yoy in FY15 and FY16

back to ~50% of GDP
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Total corporate credit as per BIS is ~Rs 67tn. This increases to Rs~87tn on aggregating corporate loans from NBFCs,
and other forms of corporate borrowings (Bonds, ECB's and CP's). We have excluded the Rs12.5tn of bonds issued by
banks and NBFC's as of Mar-16 for the purpose of our calculations. Banks (including foreign currency loan books of
Indian banks) account for ~70% of total corporate credit. However, as the banks are also a large buyers of corporate
bonds/CPs, their true share of corporate funding is higher.
Figure 29: Banks account for ~70% of corporate credit
Corporate Credit - FY16
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Disintermediation of banks rising in corporate lending
Overall corporate loan growth has slowed to ~10% in FY16 vs 25% in FY12. Corporate loan growth for the banks is even
lower at ~8% yoy as direct access of corporates to money markets has increased. As lending rate cuts from banks lag the
fall in rates and bond yields (on account of asset quality stress, capital constraints and rising cost income ratios for PSU's)
and recent RBI regulation on dis-intermediation, we expect this divergence widen..
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Figure 30: Corporate credit growth has been slowing over the past few years
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Though, corporate segment accounts for a larger share of credit in the domestic economy, corporate debt penetration in
India is still relatively low compared to most other economies. As per BIS data, corporate debt to GDP is ~50%, while if
we include NBFC's and other forms of corporate credit it would be ~65%, both of which are lower than others.
Figure 31: Corporate debt / GDP at 65% vs 90-100% for other countries
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High concentration key risk
Over the past 2 decades, despite the relatively low penetration and credit growth not significantly outpacing nominal GDP
growth, banks in India have periodically witnessed significant NPL cycles. Impaired (NPA + restructured) loans at the
banks are today over 12% of total loans. As per CS estimates, the true level of stress assets in the banking system today
is even higher at 16% of loans
Despite low penetration, NPA's are high
Over the past 2 decades, despite the relatively low penetration and credit growth not significantly outpacing nominal GDP
growth, banks in India have periodically witnessed significant NPL cycles. Impaired (NPA + restructured) loans at the
banks are today over 12% of total loans.
Figure 32: Significant NPA cycles witnessed
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Recognition of stress loans still to peak
Even as the banking system NPA's have increased sharply in FY16 to 7.6%, (8.6% in Jun-16) from 4.5% in FY15, as per
CS estimates, the true level of stress assets in the banking system today is even higher at 16% of loans. The stress is
higher in the public sector banks and estimated to be close to 20% of their loans.
Figure 33: NPA's have risen sharply over the past year

Figure 34: Led by Public sector banks
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India's stressed asset (Gross NPA + Restructured) ratio at 11.5% as of Mar-16, (increased to 12.1% as of Jun-16) is
amongst the highest across countries, not even taking into account the Special Mention Accounts (SMA) which could be
another 5-7% of loans.
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Figure 35: India stressed asset ratio amongst the highest in Asia
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NPA rise has been driven primarily by corporate segment
Over the last 4 years, the sharp increase in NPA levels have been driven largely by the corporate segment. For instance,
SBI over the past 2 years has witnessed large corporate NPA's increase from 0.5% to 7% and mid corporate NPA's
increase from 10% to 20%. Similarly, for most PSU banks, 20-25% of corporate loans are now impaired.
Figure 36: NPA increase primarily from corporate loans
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Figure 37: 20-25% of bank corporate book is impaired
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Aggregate corporate leverage ratios do not appear as stressed
Aggregate net debt to equity for corporate India has increased from the lows of 0.6x in FY08 to 1x. Similarly, the
aggregate interest cover is down from a peak of 6.2x to 2.7x.
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Figure 38: Net Debt / Equity has increased
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Figure 39: …and interest cover is down to 2.7x
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A rapid growth in corporate loans over FY05-11 and the slowdown in corporate profitability (EBITDA growth at the lowest
levels seen over the past 25 years at 5%) has resulted in net debt to ebitda increasing to 3.2x in FY15 vs 2.5x in FY11.
Figure 40: EBITDA growth has dropped to multi year lows
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Figure 41: ..causing Debt to Ebitda increasing to 3.2x
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Debt concentration - The key risk
However, even as the aggregate leverage ratios have deteriorated, they do not appear to be commensurate with the
magnitude of stress being witnessed in the bank loans. Corporate sector debt account for 66% of total banking sector
debt, with high level of concentration within the corporate sector as well. Within the corporate sector loans, metals and
infra alone account for ~50% of total outstanding industry loans and 33% of corporate loans.
rd

Figure 42: Industry & Services account for 2/3 total loan
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Figure 43: 4 sectors account for ~65% of industry loans
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As seen below, debt servicing ratios for the sectors with higher share of overall debt is weaker, as interest cover is lower,
while net debt to ebitda and net debt to equity is higher compared to ratios for corporate sector overall.
Figure 44: Debt servicing ratios for the stressed sectors are significantly worse
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The metal sector has been one of the largest contributors to recent asset quality stress, with impaired loans for the sector
now ~35% (25% as NPA and 9% as restructured). However, some of the other sectors like infra and textiles have also
seen significant stress and total impaired loans for these three sectors account for ~45% of total stress in the system.
Figure 45: Stressed asset ratio for some sectors is

Figure 46: While these 3 sectors account for 23% of loans,
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39% of debt with cos. with IC<1
The corporate stress is therefore better captured when we look at dispersion based measures, rather than aggregates.
Based on our sample of ~3,700 listed companies having aggregate debt of Rs34tn, we find that 39% of debt resides with
companies with interest cover <1. Over the past two quarters, while there has been some moderation from the peak of
42% on account of improved performance of metal companies (post implementation of MIP), as this has been partly offset
by increased stress at power utilities in 1Q17, the overall stress levels continues to remain high. Share of debt with
chronically stressed companies (having IC<1 for 4 or more of the past 8 quarters) has also increased further and is now
~34% of total debt.
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Figure 47: ~39% of debt is with companies having Interest cover < 1
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Among the companies having IC<1, 35% of the companies (with aggregate debt of Rs4.5tn) have been unable to cover
interest for the past 12 consecutive quarters.
Figure 48: With 35% not covering interest for 12 consecutive quarters
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Over half of the debt with IC<1 companies is contributed by companies from the Infrastructure, utilities and metal sectors.
Moreover, performance of the stressed companies is even weaker than the broader corporate sector. While, overall
Ebitda grew 5%yoy in FY16, companies having IC<1 witnessed an 18% yoy drop in 1Q17 Ebitda. If we exclude the metal
companies, ebitda drop was sharper at 28% yoy.
Figure 49: Performance of stressed co's even weaker
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Figure 50: Utilities, infra & metals have 55% of IC<1 debt
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House of Debt – High concentration with large groups
In addition, to the concentration of debt in a few industries the problem has been exacerbated due to concentration within
a small number of entities. Ten large corporate groups that are primarily focussed on commodity and infrastructure
sectors alone account for ~18% of banking sector corporate loans. Debt levels for these groups continues to rise, and is
now up 8x over the past 9 years. Their debt levels have further increased over the past 2 years despite attempts to
deleverage balance sheet through asset sales, as their cash flows and debt servicing ratios remain weak.
Figure 51: Debt levels up 8x over the past 9 years, ~10% of banking system loans
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Debt servicing ratios for these companies is significantly higher than overall system, with Net Debt to Ebitda at 7x and
Interest cover ~1x. As per IDFC Bank research, the Top 300 corporates account for >45% of banking credit.
Figure 52: 10 groups are 18% of bank corporate loans
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Figure 53: Their debt ratios worse than aggregate
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Loan growth to these sectors needs to moderate
In FY16, while retail loan growth was strong, loans to industry from banks slowed to 3%. Growth in loans to metals (+8%
yoy) and infra (4-5% yoy) was relatively higher and contributed ~97% of incremental loans to the industry segment.
Figure 54: Stress sector outpaces overall loan growth

Figure 55: Infra & metals account for 97% of incremental
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Given continued lending to stressed corporates, banks would now need to take sizeable haircuts in order to make the
debt levels sustainable. As seen below, interest cost per tonne of stressed steel companies is higher than the interest cost
per tonne and despite the doubling of Ebitda for the our sample of metal companies since 3Q16, they continue to report
losses in 1Q17 and in order to turn profitable would require "right-sizing" of debt.
Figure 56: Interest cost/tonne higher than Ebitda/tonne
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Suggestions on FRBM Act
E.A.S.Sarma
Former Secretary (DEA), Govt of India

Preliminary comments:
•

The FRBM Act, as enacted during the nineties, was a diluted version of the Bill proposed
by the Committee. The Committee suggested that an independent body of experts should
comment on the budget estimates and figures so that the Parliament may have an opportunity
to discuss the budget meaningfully. The Act omitted this provision.

•

The primary objective of the FRBM Act was more to impart transparency to the budget
figures and to facilitate a constructive discussion on the budget in the Parrliament than to
impose a ceiling on the Fiscal Deficit (FD) per se. As a part of this, instead of presenting the
budget as a one-year snap shot of the finances of the government, the FRBM required a
three-year projection based on clearly stated assumptions. It was envisaged to be a rolling
projection updated every year with the reasons spelt out for the variations, if any. The idea
underlying this was to stimulate a discussion in the Parrliament not only on the annual
budget estimates but also the future trends.

•

The earlier Committee on FRBM considered the need to introduce accrual accounting
concepts in the budget which was primarily based on the cash accounting approach.
However, in view of the practical difficulties, the Committee decided not to adopt the same.

•

Contrary to our expectation, there was no qualitative change in the tenor of discussion on
the budget in the Parliament, even after the enactment of the Act.

•

Post-FRBM, the successive governments seemed to have looked upon FRBM more as
an irritant than as a possible facilitator of fiscal consolidation and public accountability.
Repeated adjustments to the provisions of the Act through amendments corroborate this.

•

The positive fall out of FRBM is that several States have adopted similar laws. At least, there
is a mention of the FRBM target of FD in most States, which has acted as a mild constraint
to indiscriminate borrowing.

•

The States’ finances are symbiotically linked to the Central budgets. Excessive debt of the
States indirectly constitute a liability to the Centre. As a result of fiscal imprudence in most
States, guarantees given by them to private investors are backed up by counter guarantees
given by the Centre. When the Centre revises the pay of its own employees, it automatically
creates a corresponding liability to the States. In a way, therefore, the Central FRBM scheme
cannot ignore this dimension, as it is the case with the existing law.

•

Under Article 12 of the Constitution, PSUs are extensions to the government. Their finances
impinge on the Central and the State budgets. Their liabilities and guarantees are backed
up by the Central and State budgets. The existing Central and State FRBMs do not provide
for this.
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•

One telling example of the above is the worsening NPA situation in the public sector banks
which has forced the Central government to infuse funds through “recapitalisation”. This
exerts pressure on FD.

Some suggestions for the N K Singh Committee:
Î The earlier FRBM Committee had thought of an independent Committee of Experts to
submit a critical evaluation of the annual budget before it came up for a discussion in the
Parliament. This proposal was not acceptable to the Ministry of Finance as the latter felt that
it would dilute its authority and role. Considering the desirability of setting up a “watchdog”
institution to evaluate and report on the budget estimates, the new Committee may propose
a special Parliamentary Committee on Fiscal Responsibility to perform the same role. That
Committee could invite experts to evaluate the budget estimates independently. Based on
such expert advice, the Parliamentary Committee can finalise its report which will form the
basis for a full fledged discussion in the Parliament.
Î Before the special Parliamentary Committee looks at the budget, it is necessary that the
Ministry of Finance is mandated to come up with a deeper analysis of the fiscal trends to
enable that Committee to take up the same for a discussion.
Î The medium-term (3-year) projections mandated by the FRBM Act need to be enlarged in
scope to provide alternate projections based on different sets of assumptions regarding the
world oil prices, the exchange rates, foreign remittances, import of coal, oil and so on. This
will provide some leverage for a meaningful debate in the Parliament.
Î It will also help the Parliament to appreciate the overall state of the economy and the trends,
if the new FRBM Act mandates two appendices to the budget, one that summarises the
trends in so far as the States are concerned and the second in relation to the Central PSUs
including the PSU banks. These appendices should red-flag the likely impact on the Central
budget on account of the contingent liabilities from the Central PSUs and the States.
Î It will be helpful if the new Committee can undertake a quick review of the future debt
repayment obligations of the Centre and the States by projecting the same for the next
ten years, working out the likely interest liabilities and generating alternate scenarios of
the implications of fresh borrowings to clarify the kind of FD that the future budgets can
accommodate in a sustainable manner. Such projections could be institutionalised by
making them a part of the new FRBM reporting to the Parliament.
Î The Committee can also look at the Central and State PSUs and their liabilities (including
contingent liabilities) and factor the same into the new FRBM architecture.
Î There is a link between monetary and fiscal policies of the government. FRBM should be
viewed as a part and parcel of this. Laxity in fiscal consolidation will generate inflationary
trends that put pressure on the bank interest rates and erode economic growth. Instead
of looking upon FRBM in isolation, therefore, the Committee should recommend a more
holistic approach. The Parliament should know that a higher FD may appear attractive in the
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short-term but its adverse impact will be felt in the long-term. A critical analysis of this should
be a part of FRBM reporting to the Parliament.
Î In the existing FRBM scheme, the concept of accrual accounting in the budget has not been
included. For example, external debt obligations are reflected in the budget at their face
value, not on their present currency-indexed value. This gives a misleading picture of the
debt repayment obligations.
Î Similarly, the liabilities of the PSUs (e.g. Food Corporation of India liabilities) are not reflected
fully in the budget.
Î The FRBM Committee may consider introducing a few essential accrual accounting ideas
to deal with the “stock” as dstinct from the “flow”. This will help highlight the erosion or
otherwise in the value of the assets and the need to make a provision in the budget to
maintain the assets in good shape.
Î Most Budgets provide allocations for subsidies on electricity, fertiliser, food etc. Subsidies to
the poor are looked upon as something undesirable. However, some of these subsidies are
mirror images of the subsidies given to the corporate houses and this does not get explicitly
mentioned either in the budget or in FRBM reporting. For example, a portion of the fertliser
subsidy would not have existed had the government insisted on the fetiliser companies to
manufacture and supply fertilisers at competitive prices. The same is the case with electricity
generated from coal and natural gas. Since FRBM aims at transparency in budgeting, this
aspect should find place in the FRBM statements.
Î Finally, FRBM should provide a trigger to fiscal reform. Otherwise, it will become a
meaningless law. In FRBM reports, the government should commit to the Parliament the
kind of expenditure reforms it would undertake in the coming three years and explain why it
has not been able to fulfill that commitment in the previous year. Similarly, the government
should state its objectives explicitly on moving away from tax exemptions to corporates, tax
reform measures, tax collection efficiency and so on.
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Government of India
"Committee to comprehensively review and give recommendations
on the FRBM roadmap for the future."

Answers to the queries posed by the Committee.
Francesco Giavazzi, Bocconi University, Milan (Italy)
August 8, 2016
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I shall start from the first three questions posed by the Committee, which
are related.
1.
What should be the conceptual framework to determine medium term
fiscal targets?
2.
Should fiscal targets be based on the idea of public “debt sustainability
analysis” (DSA)?
3.
Should the DSA follow the IMF framework? Or should the IMF framework be modified? If so, how? In particular, should contingent liabilities be
included? If so, how?
The IMF DSA framework has been revised in 2011. (IMF, 2001). The
revised framework improves the DSA in several dimensions. In particular:
• in the discussion of the realism of economic growth and interest rate assumptions;
• in the discussion of the realism of long spells of large primary surpluses;
• in the emphasis on the coverage of fiscal balance and public debt which —
the document suggests — should be as broad as possible, with particular
attention to public entities that present significant fiscal risks, including state owned enterprises, public-private partnerships, and pension and
health care programs. Related to this point – which addresses one issue
raised in Question 3 – I find particularly important the analysis of "Long
term pressures on the budget" stemming, among other, from age-related
and health care spending
This being said, I think the 2011 IMF document does not go far enough in
two dimensions:
• the role of public investment and
• the role of the composition of fiscal adjustments.
On the first point, the document does raise the issue of how best to capture
the impact of public investment on growth and debt sustainability, but I find
this discussion inadequate. In particular the document could do more to explain
how the DSA could be adapted to explicitly include public investment. I try to
do this in an Appendix 1 to my answers.
The second point concerns the composition of the shift in fiscal policy required to achieve and sustain a given primary balance. This is an important
issue you rightly raise in Question 7: I discuss it in Appendix 2 to my answers.
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Questions 4., 5. and 6. are also related.
4.
Ideally there should be consolidated or general government fiscal targets. How easy it to include state finances?
5.
How do other countries decide on fiscal targets? Advanced economies?
Emerging economies?
6.
Do other emerging markets, in particular, include states’ fiscal situation in establishing the targets? How good is the state level data for other
countries?
As mentioned above, the DSA points to the risks associated with state finances – among other entities that lie outside the central government perimeter. This is a crucial point. In the experience of Italy, for instance, a significant
fraction of the debt the country accumulated in the past 20 years (raising the
debt-GDP ratio from around 100 per cent to above 130 per cent) stems from
local governments: the country’s 19 independent regions. It has proven very
diﬃcult, if not impossible to impose fiscal constraints on these entities. On this
point, however, I have little to add to the analyses contained in the 2011 IMF
document.
I address Question 7
7.
Should there be separate targets for taxes and expenditures?
in Appendix 2 to my answers
8.
How would the timeline on achieving the targets be decided?
This is a crucial and diﬃcult question. A way around this diﬃculty is to
address the question from a special angle. I would ask the following: If a
country attempts to achieve long run fiscal sustainability – rather than just a
temporary reduction in the debt-GDP ratio – what is the needed time frame?
Asking the question in this way it becomes obvious that the answer depends
on the type of fiscal consolidation needed to achieve long run sustainability. As
this typically requires reforms of spending items related to the provision of social
services (including healthcare and schools) and of social security, it is obvious
that the time horizon needs to be suﬃciently long. In other words: if helthcare
reform requires a few years, it is better to delay achieving fiscal targets by those
years, then to replace helthcare reform with easier, but less long lasting items,
such as a VAT increase. This approach raises obvious tradeoﬀs that should
not be overlooked. In particular, the longer you delay, the larger the stock of
debt, delays are sometimes strategic, that is manouvered so as to prevent the
elimination of political rents, and so on. But I remain of the view that taking
time to implement a social reform is a superior strategy to achieving temporary
sustainability through easier fiscal actions.
Finally, questions 9 and 10 are also related.
9.
Should the targets be based on cyclically adjusted fiscal positions?
10.
How are cyclically adjusted fiscal positions calculated in other countries? How is output gap estimated?
It might be useful to explain how the issue is addressed in the European
Union.
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In the EU the statistics used to define and control the Union’s Fiscal Stance
is the Structural budget balance defined as the “Cyclically-adjusted budget balance net of one-oﬀ and other temporary measures” as estimated by the European
Commission. The most recent data for the euro area as a whole and for individual member states are available, for example, in Figure I.53 and Table 1.6 of the
Spring 2016 “European Economic Forecast” produced by the EU Directorate
General for Economic and Financial Aﬀairs (DGEcfin).
This methodology, however, is far from straightforward and, in the European context, is at the centre of heated political discussions. The most recent
methodology used for constructing the Cyclically-adjusted budget balance net
of one-oﬀ and other temporary measures is detailed in “Cyclical Adjustment of
Budget Balances” (DGEcfin, Spring 2016). There is an ongoing discussion concerning the way the EU Commission staﬀ estimates cyclically-adjusted budget
balances. Given its relevance in determining structural budget balances under
the framework of the European Stability and Growth Pact, the agreed production function methodology shared at the EU level to gauge potential output and
output gaps has come increasingly under scrutiny in recent years.
Both the European Commission and the Output Gap Working Group (OGWG),
in charge of monitoring the agreed methodology, have recognized the existence
of theoretical and econometric drawbacks and have discussed possible adjustments to the model. However, in the case of some member states, such as Italy,
problems still remain (see for instance MEF, 2016). According to the mandate
of the OGWG the commonly agreed methodology should respect the following
principles:
• It has to be relatively simple, fully transparent and stable. The trend
extraction methods should be based on economic as well as statistical
principles with the key inputs and outputs clearly defined;
It should strive for equal treatment for all EU Member States, whilst in
exceptional circumstances recognizing country-specific characteristics;
• It should provide an unbiased assessment of the past and future potential
growth in the EU Member States, while aiming to include the eﬀects of all
adopted structural reforms; d) It should aim at limiting the pro-cyclicality
of potential growth estimates.(EU, OSWG, 2016)
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Appendix 11
Is the Golden Rule a good idea ? The debate and the experience
of U.S. states.
A correct treatment of government investment requires separating capital spending
from the current budget. This, however, runs up against three common objections.

• What matters is overall capital accumulation, not its distribution between pri-

vate and public capital. Lower public capital will be compensated by a higher
stock of private capital. What matters is the general equilibrium eﬀect: there is
no ground for giving privileged status to a specific spending item. The simple
answer here is that all public investment projects with a suﬃciently high social
rate of return should be implemented. This is what the modified rule allows,
since it eliminates cash constraints. So should all private investment, with a
suﬃciently high private rate of return.

• Capital budgets distort expenditure in favor of physical assets and away, for

instance, from investment in human capital. Capital budgets are not a way to
avoid diﬃcult decisions concerning the choice among alternative forms of current
expenditure: the choice whether to invest in school teachers or in oﬃce clerks
is there whether or not the government runs a capital budget. Capital budgets
cannot protect investment in school teachers, but they make it a bit less likely
that useful infrastructure investment is sacrificed in order to raise wages in the
public sector.

• Capital budgets remove the pressure to lower the stock of public debt. The

answer to this objection is that a rule that forces the stock of public debt to
zero and introduces a financing constraint on investment expenditure appears
to be irrational. The modified rule too puts downward pressure on the stock of
debt, but it doesn’t drive it to zero: eventually the debt ratio approaches the
stock of public capital-typically a smaller number than the current debt ratios
in most countries.

Rules that allow net public investment to be financed by borrowing need to be complemented by rules that define what can be counted as public investment—something
like ISA accounting rules. But this diﬃculty should not be an argument for justifying
rules that may result in worthwhile projects not being undertaken because of cash
constraints.
The idea of separating investment expenditure from the current budget, while considering capital depreciation as current government expenditure, has a long tradition
in economics, dating back at least to Musgrave (1939). Proponents of capital budgets
contend that unified budgets are biased against capital expenditure. Opponents argue
1 This Appendix is ased on "Beyond the 13th Finance Commission:
Challenges for Fiscal Policy in India", F. Giavazzi, April 2011, available at:
http://didattica.unibocconi.it/mypage/upload/48751_20110418_085242_BEYONDTHE13FINANCECOMMISSION.PDF
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that separate budgets raise the incentive to lobby for capital spending and result in
ineﬃciently high expenditure on physical assets, at the expense of intangibles such
as health or education. There is also an extreme view which states that accounting
rules by themselves do not aﬀect the level or composition of spending. What is the
evidence?
U.S. states provide a good testing ground, since budgetary procedures diﬀer from
one state to the other. Poterba (1995) has studied this experience asking whether
the level and composition of government spending is aﬀected by the use of separate
budgets for capital and current expenditures, and by the use of pay-as-you-go (PAYG)
constraints in financing capital projects. The study has the drawback of using rather
old data: the information on state budgets is for 1962, a year for which a detailed
survey exists of budgetary procedures in individual states. The data allows to distinguish among states that make no budgetary distinction between capital and operating
expenditures (at the time of the study there were 20 such states out of 50), and those
that have separate budgets. Among the states that use separate budgets, the data also
identify those using multi-year capital budgets, that is physical and financial plans for
capital expenditures extending beyond the operating budget cycle. Twelve states in
this group had delegated the administration of capital projects to specialized agencies.
The results suggest that state capital budgets are associated with higher levels
of capital spending: about one third higher. The data refer to capital expenditures
excluding highways, that is, primarily, institutions of higher education, health and
hospital facilities, natural resource projects, such as parks, and state prisons. PAYG
constraints on the financing of public projects are associated with lower levels of capital
spending, some 20 per cent lower. There is no evidence that capital budgets aﬀect the
level of non capital spending–a finding which suggests that (i) the states with capital
budgets are not those which spend more on all public goods, not only on investment,
nor (ii) are these states simply re-defining non-capital spending as capital outlays.
Poterba’s results run against the view that public accounting practices are simply
a veil, with no impact on budget outcomes. They support a number of recent studies2
which suggest that fiscal institutions exert real eﬀects on public policy outcomes.

The Golden Rule and the arithmetic of public investment 3 l.
The way the Golden Rule is sometimes defined (see for instance chapter 9 of the
Indian Thirteenth Finance Commission 2010—2015 Report, hereafter FC) states that a
long term target for the Central government should be to maintain zero revenue deficit.
This means that the government should only borrow to finance public investment, i.e.
follow what is called the "Golden Rule". In this Section I first show what a golden
rule implies for the long run debt target. Then I show how it should be implemented,
noting that the FC plan diﬀers from a "correct" golden rule in an important way. In
the light of this discussion I shall then review the fiscal path proposed by the FC for
the next five years.
Let r be the cost of debt service, n the growth rate of GDP, δ the rate of capital
depreciation, e the expenditure on capital maintenance (per unit of capital) and ϑ the
2 See

e.g. Poterba and von Hagen (1999)
point is developed in Blanchard and Giavazzi (2007).

3 This
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gross financial rate of return on public capital.(For simplicity let’s assume inflation is
zero, otherwise fiscal variables should be adjusted for inflation). In general ϑ < r + δ :
public investment is worthwhile from a social point of view although its net financial
rate of return, ϑ − δ , may be lower than the financing cost, which in turn we expect to
be smaller than the social rate of return on government projects. Let k be the stock
.
of public capital, i gross public investment, so i = k + (n + δ)k , and b the stock of
public debt, each as a fraction of GDP. Also assume that there is no inflation.
The government’s budget constraint is
.

b = g − t + i − ϑk + ek + (r − n)b
where t and (g + i) denote, respectively, taxes and government spending including
gross investment but net of interest.
The rate at which public capital depreciates, δ , is not exogenous: it depends on
the level of maintenance, δ = δ(m), with δ < 0, δ > 0. By spending more on
maintenance the government can lengthen the average life of public infrastructure,
thus reducing δ . Expenditure on maintenance is an increasing function of the level of
m that the government aims to reach, that is e = e(m), e > 0.
If the country runs an overall budget balance

g − t + i − ϑk + mk + rb = 0
so that

.

b = −nb
the debt ratio will eventually drop to zero.
Suppose now, as is usual for firms, that only capital depreciation and maintenance
expenditures are included in current spending (net investment is excluded), and impose
the rule that only current spending be balanced. This implies:

g − t + [δ(m) + e(m) − ϑ] k + rb = 0
so that

.

(1)

.

b − k = −n(b − k)

(2)

over time b − k =⇒ 0, no matter what the initial level of b is. Eventually the
entire stock of public debt is backed by public capital. If the stock of public capital,
as a fraction of GDP, is constant, the government will eventually run a deficit equal to
nk . Note that (1) diﬀers from the way the Golden Rule is normally implemented: to
achieve (2) current spending must include capital depreciation and maintenance costs.
If a country follows the correct golden rule (1), in the transition to the steady state

t − g − rb = [δ(m) + e(m) − ϑ] k

(3)

tax revenues, net of current spending, must be large enough to finance the excess of
depreciation and maintenance expenditure over the financial return ϑ.
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What is the optimal level of m? Assume for simplicity that both δ(m) and e(m)
quadratic and let m0 be the level of maintenance such that the expected lifetime of
a piece of public capital would tend to be infinite: δ(m) = (m − m0 )2 , e(m) = m2 .
In this case the m∗ = 1/2 m0 . In order to minimize the tax burden, expenditure
on maintenance should be one half of what would be necessary to bring physical
depreciation down to zero. Of course this is just an exercise, but it highlights an
important channel: the eﬀect that maintenance has on the average life of public capital

The Golden Rule as implemented by the Indian Thirteenth Finance Commission 2010—2015 Report, and the "correct" Golden Rull.
The FC defines the Golden Rule as a rule "requiring the government not to use
national savings to finance consumption." (p. 128). However, when it implements the
GR, it does not recognize that capital depreciation is part of government consumption
(see equation (1) above.). In doing this the FC has taken as a given India’s public
accounting rules that do not–as far as I understand—account for capital depreciation.
Future Finance Commissions should be more ambitious and explicit recommend a
change in accounting rules so that capital consumption is correctly included among
current expenditures.
Table 4 shows the Golden Rule as envisaged by the FC. The Commission’s plan
achieves its definition of the golden rule sometime between 2013 and 2015. In the last
year of the plan capital expenditure exceeds the fiscal deficit by 1,5% of GDP, that is
the government issues an amount of new debt smaller than the increase in the gross
stock of public capital.
How far is the FC plan for the "correct GR"? The answer to this question depends
on the assumption about capital depreciation. In 2010-11 gross public investment
amounted to 5% of GDP. With low maintenance expenditures, and thus a high depreciation rate (assume 10%, the middle column of the table) this translates this into an
increase in net public capital of 2% of GDP – in other words an amount of capital
expenditure equivalent to 3% of GDP went to replace existing projects. As a result,
the maximum deficit admissible under the "correct" golden rule was 2% of GDP. The
actual 2010-11 deficit (8,3%) was four times larger, thus violating the golden rule.
Assume instead δ = .05 (the third column in the Table 3). In this case the increase
in the net capital stock, and thus the maximum admissible deficit would be 4,5%, still
very far from the actual deficit.
In the last year of the FC’s plan (2014-15) the GR would be satisfied for a 5%
depreciation rate: in this case the admissible deficit would be 6% of GDP, equal to
the actual planned deficit. Thus, for the Commission’s plan to be consistent with the
golden rule, maintenance expenditures need to be such as to guarantee that the life of
public projects is on average 20 years. With lower maintenance expenditures the FC
plan is no longer consistent with the golden rule.
Assuming that this was the case–namely that capital depreciation was too rapid–
India might need to reallocate current spending: increase expenditure on maintenance
while cutting other items of the current budget. This might require a change in public
accounting rules But there is also a political economy aspect to this. The fact that
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investment projects are often sponsored by the central government, while maintenance
is the responsibility of individual states, suggests why maintenance expenditure might
be too low. Those who benefit from inaugurating a new bridge are not the same
politicians who then are responsible for maintaining the bridge: maintenance involves
no inaugurations. A simple board posted near each piece of public capital indicating
the name of the politician eventually responsible for its maintenance might help.
Once the right incentives are in place, additional resources might still be needed for
maintenance expenditure to increase. An obvious suggestion is to find them through
a reduction of subsidies, cancelling them entirely by 2015. The lack of knowledge
of capital depreciation and maintenance, and the little attention dedicated to this
important aspect of fiscal policy, suggest that the next FC might be given a special
mandate to investigate it.
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Appendix 2
The composition of a fiscal adjustment makes a diﬀerence: How
much of a diﬀerence ?
This Appendix discusses the eﬀect of the composition of a primary surplus or, more
precisely, the eﬀect of a diﬀerent composition of the shift in fiscal policy designed to
achieve a given primary surplus.
Empirical analysis of the eﬀects of tax-based and expenditure-based fiscal adjustments indicate that the diﬀerence between the two is very large. Over an estimation
period extending from 1980 to 2014 covering 16 countries (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, France, Germany, United Kingdom, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, United
States, Sweden, Finland, the US, Australia and Canada) the output eﬀect of average
TAX BASED adjustments with an initial size of one per cent of GDP is a cumulative
contraction in GDP of two to three per cent in the following three years (See Figure 1).
On the contrary, spending-based adjustments generate very small recessions, with an
impact on output growth not significantly diﬀerent from zero (See the figure below).
Notice how the eﬀect on output growth of EXPENDITURE BASED plans is indistinguishable from zero for about two years and then become significantly positive. TAX
BASED adjustments instead lead to deep recessions. The component of aggregate
demand which seems to explain these diﬀerences (in all countries) is investment. The
behavior of the latter is correlated with investors’ confidence.
This research also shows that out of sample simulations, that project output growth
conditionally upon exogenous fiscal adjustments only, do reasonably well in predicting
the total output fluctuations of European countries over the years 2010-13, particularly,
and not surprisingly, for those countries in which the main shock in that period was
indeed a fiscal policy one. For example, the tax-based adjustment implemented in Italy
in 2010-13 is suﬃcient by itself to explain the recession experienced by the country over
the period 2011-2012 (with negative GDP growth of around 2 per cent in each year).
Instead, the expenditure based adjustments implemented in countries like the UK
and Ireland are associated with much milder recession, with GDP growth fluctuating
around zero.
This research has also explored the potential heterogeneity associated with diﬀerent components of revenues and expenditures, disaggregating fiscal shocks into four
components: government consumption and investments, transfers, direct taxes and
indirect taxes.
From a theoretical point of view each one of these components should aﬀect GDP
growth through diﬀerent channels. For instance, in the short run cuts in government
consumption and investments might impact GDP growth through demand side eﬀects;
in the medium and long run their eﬀect on growth might depend on the government’s
eﬃciency in providing public goods and services. Transfer cuts reduce the resources
available to households, which in turn may be forced to cut their consumption level,
especially if liquidity constrained. These measures may also have supply side eﬀects
by increasing labor supply. In addition, a reduction in both expenditure components
may generate expectations of lower taxes in the future, with potentially positive wealth
eﬀects, and the anticipation of lower economic distortions.
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Alesina et al 2016 classify fiscal adjustments into four categories: Direct TaxBased (DB), Indirect Tax-Based (IB), Consumption Based (CB), Transfers Based
(TRB). The labeling is organized “hierarchically”: first we define whether a plan is
Tax-Based or Spending-Based according to the method presented above. Then, TAX
BASED plans are split among DB and IB ones according to their prevalent component.
Likewise, EXPENDITURE BASED plans are allocated between CB and TRB.
The main finding (See Figure 2) is that adjustments based on diﬀerent spending
and revenues components, indeed, have heterogeneous eﬀects on GDP growth, as Figure 2 shows for the case of France. Results for the other countries are similar. While
the heterogeneity in revenue components is less pronounced, on the expenditure side
transfers seem to be clearly diﬀerent from consumption and investment. The eﬀect of
a cut in transfers is more similar to that of an increase in taxation than to that of a cut
in expenditure. Looking at the other macroeconomic variables, the similarity between
tax hikes and transfers cuts is particularly evident in the case of consumption and
consumer confidence. The impact of a cut in transfers on investment is more similar
to that of a cut in government consumption, which overall leads to an eﬀect on output
growth more recessionary than government consumption but less than taxes.
In order to better understand the channel of transmission, this research has also estimated the eﬀect of our four types of plans on asset prices. Stock market returns is the
variable for which we observe the highest level of heterogeneity, with DB adjustments
entailing the biggest decrease in output growth and CB a slight increase.
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Figure 1: Response over four years of the level of output to a fiscal
contraction worth 1 percent of year zero GDP
Source: Alesina and Giavazzi 2015

Figure 2: Response over four years of the level of output to a fiscal
contraction worth 1 percent of year zero GDP
Source: Alesina and Giavazzi 2016
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THOUGHTS ON BUDGET RULES
FROM THE UNITED STATES EXPERIENCE:
Prepared For
The Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management Review Committee,
The Hon. N.K. Singh, Chair
Professor Michael J. Boskin, Stanford University
There are two classes of budget rules that have been used in the United States in recent
decades: federal and state/local. Let me briefly describe each and then conclude with what I
believe are the potentially valuable lessons.

I.

Evidence from the States.

A. Balanced budget rules are used by 49 of the 50 states. Governors must submit a balanced
budget in 44 states. Legislatures must enact a balanced budget in 37 states. Because
outcomes are often different from projections, there are incentives to game the projections,
e.g. if you wind up with a deficit, just borrow and carry the debt forward. This has been
common in my own state of California, where, for example, Governor Gray Davis ran (and
covered up) a large deficit, borrowed (he was recalled from office partly for doing so), and
the debt was carried forward to Governor Schwarzenegger, to refinance and spread out the
debt.
B. Of the legislatures which must enact a balanced budget, 24 prohibit deficit carry-forwards –
these are mostly small states.
C. Studies of the effects of balanced budget rules suggest that a $1 rise in the state’s deficit
triggers about an 80-cent response in tax increases or spending cuts when deficit carryovers are limited, but only 30-40 cents in states which do not restrict carry-overs.
D. States with separate capital budgets spend more on public capital projects than comparable
states with unified budgets. There is no evidence that lack of a capital budget affects noncapital spending. Pay-as-you-go financing rules are associated with lower capital and noncapital spending.

II. Federal
A. In response to large budget deficits at various times, there have been several federal budget
rules imposed. Prior to the mid-1970s, the Congress dealt with spending and revenues
separately. The Budget Reform Act of 1974 created new budget committees which were
supposed to tie spending and taxes more closely together. The Budget Committee’s remit
was to develop and get passed a budget resolution which instructed each of the separate
appropriations committees how much they could appropriate and the House Ways and
Means and Senate Finance Committees how much revenue they were expected to raise.
Because the federal government, far more so than the state government, relies on very
progressive income taxes, which are very sensitive to economic conditions (as are corporate
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profits taxes), Congress often found itself with projections that did not materialize.
B. The first attempt to deal systematically was the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law which required
the President to submit a balanced budget meeting specific dollar-deficit targets gradually
shrinking to zero over six years. Unfortunately, as the accompanying table demonstrates,
the targets were not met and indeed were revised, enlarged and updated. And the revised
deficit target was not met, either.
C. This tendency to stretch out budget targets when unmet is also true of the European
Growth and Stability Pact. The problem partly resulted from the length of time between the
President’s budget submission, generally in February preceding the fiscal year starting in
October and running through the following September. So there were nineteen months for
economic conditions to change.
Worse yet, because the law required only projected targets, which became more stringent
year after year, there was a tendency for a large number of assumptions to be tilted toward
favorable outcomes.
So, on its face, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings did not come close to meeting its intent. Having
been an advisor to the White House and Congress during this period, however, I do believe
it had some, albeit small, restraining impact on spending, i.e., the actual deficits would have
been still worse without it. It gave the legislators an additional excuse to say no to their
constituents, or, more precisely, someone else or something else to blame for saying no.
D. Gramm-Rudman-Hollings was succeeded by the Budget Act of 1990. This had three main
features: First, it literally set maximum amounts of outlays that could not be exceeded for the
part of the budget which is annually appropriated, sometimes called “discretionary outlays”
(as opposed to those items which run automatically unless the law is changed, e.g. Social
Security). The result of that exercise seemed to work pretty well, as demonstrated in the
attached figure. It worked so well, in fact, that when President George H.W. Bush left office,
the law was still in force and was renewed beyond its original ending date by President
Clinton and a Republican Congress. It continued to work very well through 1998. But then,
a combination of the spending restraint and a booming economy/Internet bubble produced
that rare sighting in Washington, a budget surplus, and all restraint vanished.
E

Second, the 1990 Budget Act created a pay-go rule for mandatory outlays and taxes. Any
change – spending increase or tax reduction – had to be paid for by corresponding offsets.
In short, we instituted a marginal balanced budget rule. This also seemed to work pretty well
until the budget surpluses created an unanticipated constraint on tax reductions which was
not foreseen back in 1990.

F.

The 1990 law had enforcement mechanisms, e.g. sequesters, which literally enforced the
spending constraint and would stop spending, to be a bit hyperbolic, in its tracks if it violated
the rules.

G. Various forms of pay-go rules, with various exceptions, and of sequesters, have been
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episodically used in the years since. In fact, a sequester was the agreed way for the
Republican Congress and President Obama to move forward on a spending plan and, more
recently, to adjust it.
What lessons do I believe are worth taking from the United States experience of fiscal rules?
There are several, of varying degrees of generality.
1.

It is important to be as comprehensive as possible in coverage and definition of spending
and revenues. “Emergency” appropriations which seem quite sensible tend to grow into
permanent exceptions outside the budget and outside its rules.

2.

Build in some flexibility to deal with unanticipated events, e.g. recession or temporary
increases in national security spending. You don’t want to force a fiscal contraction into a
downturn. The 1990 law included a provision to temporarily suspend the restrictions if the
Council of Economic Advisers forecast, or we actually had, a recession.

3.

Incorporate self-policing mechanisms, e.g., sequesters, look-backs, automatic offsets, etc.,
to the extent possible.

4.

Make sure the budget rule is synchronized with the RBI’s monetary policy, to the extent
possible without threatening the credibility of the RBI in fighting inflation. If both the RBI and
the fiscal rule are conditioned on economic conditions, then they must be consistent with
one another or risk potential problems.

5.

Legislators can be ingenious in finding the weak links in fiscal rules and you should expect
them to figure any out, if not immediately, then fairly quickly. In particular, be mindful of the
incentives you create for the Legislature to use instruments other than taxes and spending
to achieve the same ends, less efficiently or even dangerously. The serial social engineering
of the American housing market, with growing remits for Fanny and Freddy, requirements
that banks invest in securities related to, not just loaned to, low-income housing and the like,
were partly a response to tightening budget conditions limiting direct outlays. And it was a
prime contributor to the financial crisis and Great Recession. President Obama has used
regulation and executive orders to try to accomplish many things he could not get Congress
to support.

6.

So if you are going to impose deficit or debt limits, e.g. on marketable debt, be mindful of
what is, or may in future be, excluded.

7.

Perhaps most important, sensible fiscal rules have, on balance, seemed to produce better,
if imperfect, outcomes. They are important instruments of public policy and constraints on
fiscal misbehavior. But they can only work with the continued support of the elected officials,
who have to explain them to their constituents. So, however, much technical detail needs to
be included because of India’s specific fiscal institutions and budget practices, there needs
to be a simple, transparent, easy to understand, and easy to support explanation for why the
fisc is being so constrained.
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